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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is an inquiry into the meaning of the teacher’s body in the 

pedagogy of female dance teachers. It explores how teachers experience their bodies, and 

considers the values which become embodied and normalized through the style of dance 

recognized as classical ballet and the international training institution known as the Royal 

Academy of Dance (RAD). Framed by hermeneutic phenomenology, the research 

incorporates a poststructural genealogy and related concepts to situate experience as 

constituted historically, culturally, and institutionally. Feminist concerns inform, and arts-

based ways of knowing infuse, both methodology and method.   

Participants were recruited through a purpose-driven sampling process. All 

trained both as students and as teachers in classical ballet through the RAD. Initial data 

creation included participant writings and interviews. Nine themes emerged from the 

phenomenological analysis: As dance teachers, participants experienced their bodies as 1) 

involved; 2) important to my teaching; 3) observed, on display, demonstrating; 4) 

remembering my ballet training; 5) body parts; 6) not essential to my teaching; 7) verbal; 

8) clothed; and 9) losing the ability to dance, demonstrate, or do ballet. Institutional and 

cultural discourses identified through the poststructural analysis included six normalizing 

discourses about ballet teachers and teaching: 1) the ideal female dancer’s body; 2) 

teaching as about dancers dancing; 3) ballet as real dance; 4) teacher as a dancer or was a 

dancer; 5) elitism; 6) excellence.  

The poststructural analysis was brought alongside the phenomenological analysis 

through the creation of a theatrical text incorporating data generated throughout the 

research and dissertation process creating a multi-media phenomenological text.  The 
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phenomenological themes describing the teachers’ experiences, when contextualized by 

the poststructural analysis, are understood as reflecting the body’s knowledge about the 

“truths” of classical ballet, that is, the values that have emerged and have become 

normalized. Through the theoretical framework metaphor of gathering in a round-table 

conversation and the creative metaphor of weaving as an analytical scripting process, this 

study provides a methodological understanding of how our individual histories together 

with social and institutional histories become embedded and embodied, and constitute our 

beings, as phenomenological, lived, or felt experience.  In bringing together these two 

theoretically separated experiences, we are able to see how inseparable they are. 

Directions for future research are discussed. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Research Project 

This research project is an inquiry into the meaning of the teacher’s body in the 

pedagogy of female dance teachers. This dissertation explores and describes how teachers 

experience their bodies in their pedagogy. It considers the values which become 

embodied and normalized through the style of dance recognized as classical ballet and 

through the international training institution known as the Royal Academy of Dance 

(RAD). Framed by hermeneutic phenomenology, the research incorporates a 

poststructural genealogy and related concepts to situate experience as constituted 

historically, culturally, and institutionally. Feminist concerns inform, and arts-based ways 

of knowing infuse, both methodology and method.   

Phenomenology seeks a rich encounter with lived human experience (Moran, 

2000) while poststructural critiques are utilized “to examine any commonplace situation, 

any ordinary event or process, in order to think differently about that occurrence – to 

open up what seems ‘natural’ to other possibilities” (St. Pierre, 2000, p. 479). As will be 

discussed, both phenomenology and poststructuralism alone are too restrictive for this 

project yet together each richly informs the other. A poststructural genealogy, in this 

case, will be seen to be helpful in highlighting the contexts within which concepts – such 

as how a dance teacher conceptualizes the body, describes embodied experience, and 

experiences her body – emerge, becomes “valued,” normalized, and continue to exist.  

Davis (2007) reminds that “Postmodern feminist theory has provided an important 

cautionary warning against treating experience as self-explanatory and the reminder that 

experience is always mediated by cultural discourse and institutional practices” (p. 56).  
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I utilize a poststructural genealogy and related concepts as a way of contextualizing the 

experiences of the women who participated in this project. In this way, I bring the social 

construction of the subjective experience of the body into relationship with a specific 

phenomenological experience. This research is informed by my training in ballet 

including teacher training through the Royal Academy of Dance. It is also informed by 

post-secondary undergraduate and graduate studies in arts education generally and dance 

education specifically. It is motivated by a growing and troubling awareness of social, 

cultural, and institutional values which were present in my own pedagogy and which 

subsequently shifted my focus from teaching ballet in the private sector to teaching dance 

in the public education sector. My current teaching context is in public post-secondary 

teacher education where this research informs my pedagogy in the courses I teach in 

dance and dance education, arts education, movement education, women’s and gender 

studies, and kinesiology and health studies across both mainstream and Indigenous 

programs and contexts. 

Through extensive experience as a dancer and dance teacher in contexts as diverse 

as municipal recreation, private studios, and public education, I have come to recognize 

my dance history as embodied ‘norms.’ Further, these norms - these bodied norms – I 

recognize as aesthetic values rooted in, and reflecting, the values of classical ballet. I 

learned or acquired these bodied aesthetic norms of classical ballet through the culture of 

ballet generally and the institutionalization of ballet through the Royal Academy of 

Dance specifically. Rothfield (2005) has shown how such aesthetic values are oblivious 

to their specificity and become normalized. In my experience, these bodied norms exist 
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as embodied aesthetic values that inform, influence, and shape what I as a dance teacher 

value, and hence e-value-ate, somewhere other than completely consciously.  

Situating Myself as Researcher 

In hermeneutic phenomenology, Laverty (2003) suggests, “the researcher is 

called, on an ongoing basis, to give considerable thought to their own experience and to 

explicitly claim the ways in which their position or experience relates to the issues being 

researched” (p. 17). Rothfield (2005) reminds that the researcher’s body “functions as a 

nexus for the development of phenomenological insight” (p. 45). It also is a “field of 

vulnerability” (p. 45) from which kinaesthetic and corporeal experience is uniquely 

situated within the socio-historical specific. van Manen (1990) encourages the researcher 

to consider how to orient oneself to a phenomenon such that one’s particular interests are 

at the forefront.  

I have been considering my body in my dance and teaching practice, and recalling 

times that I attended to my body such that it “move[d] from the periphery to the center” 

(Grosz, 1994, p. ix) of knowing or understanding. In these instances, my bodied self 

spoke, listened, and responded (Enghauser, 2007; Estola & Elbaz-Luzwisch, 2003).1 The 

following section presents a brief autobiography – an auto/body/ography - as it pertains 

to this research study. I view my experience with the RAD as an assimilative practice – 

as an institution in a modern disciplinary society whose aim through pervasive 

management is the globalization of a particular style of ballet (Wainwright, Williams, & 

Turner, 2007). My intent is to situate myself – my bodied self - as both an insider and an 

1 In this case, speaking, listening, and responding are to be understood metaphorically, sensorially, as well 

as literally. 
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outsider to the world of ballet generally and the world of the Royal Academy of Dance 

specifically. 

Autobiography - Auto/body/ography 

I have been trained from the age of three through to my early 20s, and have been 

teaching since my late teens, within the dance tradition of classical ballet. The majority of 

my training has been in RAD ballet with some concurrent training in Vagonova and 

Cecchetti methods. I progressed through the RAD’s extensive system of executant 

(performed) examinations including through the graded children’s syllabi and the pre-

professional majors or vocational graded syllabi. My focus took an intentional turn 

toward teacher training in response to the interest I had in the teaching profession 

generally and in teaching ballet specifically. I took general education courses in 

university as well as training through the Royal Academy of Dance.  

After discontinuing undergraduate university studies to open a private dance 

school in my early 20s, I continued to study by correspondence and to engage in ongoing 

professional development in the teaching of dance. After 10 years of self-directed study, 

written, practical and oral examinations, I was awarded a Teaching Diploma and became 

a registered teacher with the Royal Academy of Dance [then the Royal Academy of 

Dancing] - a British-based, international organization of teachers of classical ballet 

(Mitchell, 2001). The RAD, as it is known, is the world’s largest examining and teaching 

organization for classical ballet. Students may start with the Pre-School Dance 

Curriculum as early as two and a half years of age, progress through Pre-Primary and 

Primary levels and then into eight Graded levels or six Vocational Graded levels to 

complete pre-professional training.  
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The largest ballet training program in the world, the Royal Academy of Dance 

boasts itself to be: 

one of the world’s most influential dance education and training organisations.   
We promote knowledge, understanding and practice of dance internationally. We 
seek to accomplish this through promoting dance, educating and training students 
and teachers and providing examinations to set standards and reward 
achievement. 
 
We aim to be recognised internationally for the highest standards of teaching and 
learning, as a leader in continuing professional development in dance and as the 
professional membership body that supports and promotes dance teachers at every 
step of their career encouraging their innovative contributions to dance and 
education throughout the world. 
 
The RAD has a long history of improving dance training standards. It was 
founded in 1920 to re-invigorate dance teaching within the UK; however, over 
time it has expanded its influence and activities internationally counting currently 
more than 1,000 students in full-time or part-time teacher training programmes. 
With our examination syllabus being taught to more than a quarter of a million 
students worldwide, we help and encourage our teachers to perfect their teaching 
skills and pass on this knowledge to their students.  
 
The Academy's patron is Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. Today the RAD has a 
presence in 79 countries, with 36 offices and approximately 13,000 members 
worldwide. We support our membership base of professional dancers, students, 
teachers, benefactors and friends through the knowledge, support and technical 
expertise of our highly qualified staff and the social interaction of like-minded 
enthusiasts at RAD conferences, workshops, training courses or summer 
schools. (Royal Academy of Dance, 2013a) 
 
While the RAD has declared through policy in recent years to widen access and 

extend its image to include dance styles other than ballet as evidenced in the generic term 

“dance” utilized throughout the above description, by far the predominant focus of their 

work remains the training of children and teachers in classical ballet. Ballet remains 

central to the work and identity of the RAD. This is supported through a broad spectrum 

of educational programs and examinations including degree programs. (Mitchell, 2001; 

Royal Academy of Dance, 2013c, 2013d) 

http://www.rad.org.uk/article.asp?id=160
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My passion for teaching deepened during my years operating a private studio. I 

worked with students from ages two to adult in ballet and other dance forms along with a 

staff of up to 15 instructors, teaching assistants, and accompanists. I conducted numerous 

dance workshops for schools and community organizations. My students participated in 

yearly RAD examinations and an annual recital. I always had a full complement of extra-

curricular dance programs for my students such as summer schools, workshops, 

choreography and creative dance classes, and performing groups as well as a three-level 

teaching assistant program which prepared students to enter the formal teacher training 

program offered by the Royal Academy of Dance.  

In the early 1990s, in my early 30s, I became aware of the new Arts Education 

curriculum introduced in Saskatchewan schools province-wide. I soon began working as 

an "expert" volunteer with the dance education curriculum with my eldest daughter's 

elementary school class. I worked in creative dance with this group of children regularly 

(and with other groups of children occasionally) over the next four or so years.  

Up to that point, everything in my teaching practice had been about doing things 

the "right way." My ballet teaching was focused toward training children to conform to 

the traditions of classical ballet as set out by the RAD. The Royal Academy of Dance 

provided a prescriptive curriculum with an exam process that, from early in my teaching 

career, I experienced as more intent on excluding than including children. My teaching 

was about training children to conform to the dictates of the Royal Academy of Dance 

and the traditional heritage of classical ballet. At the time I embraced and embodied the 

elitist discourses of the RAD and the world of ballet (Ahmed, 2007), and desired the 

identity of an RAD Registered Teacher. I mimicked the teaching garb worn by RAD 
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examiners and faculty, I maintained the length of my hair to wear in the traditional 

classical bun, and I regulated my weight including through two pregnancies to conform to 

the standards set by the ballet world. Beyond the “look” of the dancer, I also took care to 

maintain my ballet posture, strength, and technique to provide the comprehensive model 

of the ballerina to my students and their parents. I addressed my students as “ladies” and 

“gentlemen,” and taught them not only ballet skills and techniques, but also etiquette and 

airs that reflected ballet’s royal and aristocratic past and present.  

Today, I recognize the practices that I valued, embodied, and reproduced to be 

normalizing discourses in ballet including gendered (Alderson, 1997; Daly, 1997; Fisher, 

2007; Fitz, 1998; Goldberg, 1997), elitist (Mitchell, 2001), heteronormative (Risner, 

2002, 2009), classed (Cohen-Bull, 1997; Daly, 1997; Wolff, 2003; Wulff, 1998), raced 

(Ahmed, 2007; Kealiinohomoku, 1970/2001; Pickard, 2012; Risner & Stinson, 2010; 

Ritenburg, 2010), ageist (Wainwright & Turner, 2006), and authoritarian discourses 

(Foster, 1997; Khudaverdian, 1998; Lakes, 2005; Morris, 2003; Wulff, 1998). 

Normalizing Discourses, Contradictions, and Pedagogy 

My training and teaching history with classical ballet has been one of 

contradictions – a history of comfort and discomfort; of belonging and not belonging; of 

struggles for acceptance and desires for escape; of possibilities and impossibilities. The 

struggles began as physical, became pedagogical, and grew to become philosophical. The 

struggles emerged in profound ways physically, emotionally, and spiritually (see 

Ritenburg, 2006). They manifest themselves precisely where I had intended to create a 

meaningful life in teaching: in my pedagogy ...  
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 in that place where teaching philosophy  

(examined, unexamined; noticed, unaware; articulated, embodied)  

and practice are one 

merged not as linear but as interconnected / intersubjective / intercorporeal  

co-constituting 

formings and informings, emerging merging  

teaching as pedagogy alive in curriculum as dwelling spaces 2 

(Apple, 1990, p. 101),  

pedagogy as my knowing / unknowing (Kumashiro, 2000) 

pedagogy as “[my] body’s immersion, its intertwining and interaction in the  

world” (Springgay, 2008, p. 22). 

 

Pegagogy as “that which acts upon and acts with human beings in such a way as 

to transform their embodied consciousness, thereby producing meaning in the 

process” (Pryer, 2011, p. 8). 

Creating a Corporeal Pedagogy 

Several moments converged that brought me to exhaustion and confusion, and to 

a place of meaningless in my teaching, in my pedagogy, and in my relationships with 

students.  Eventually, I had to take time away from the ballet world. I had to leave as the 

2 “The creating of educative environments in which students are to dwell, is inherently a political and moral 

process. It involves competing ideological, political, and intensely personal conceptions of valuable 

educational activity. Furthermore, one of its primary components is the fact of influencing other people – 

namely students” (Apple, 1990, p. 101). 
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joints throughout my body had gradually seized, making it increasingly difficult for me to 

teach. This seizing emerged as a highly ethical space that ballet had held captive from me 

– in me. I began to see by feeling, to smell by attending, to know by listening, to my 

bodied self – a new awareness had become possible despite the unexamined history of 

what my embodied history with ballet had deemed impossible for me to live into 

(Enghauser, 2007; Fortin, Vieira, & Tremblay, 2009). In this time away from the ballet 

world, I created opportunities to feel my way into new pedagogical relationships – 

different children, different curricula, different context and setting, and importantly, 

different values and e-value-ations. A year or so later, I enrolled in an undergraduate arts 

education program with a major in dance education. In the Arts Education Program and 

in Saskatchewan public education I discovered a curriculum document, a teaching 

context, and an educational philosophy that I believed supported and enabled more 

equitable pedagogical relationships with children (Ritenburg, 2006). 

During my undergraduate degree, I held in abeyance much of my body’s historic 

reality. I let it “be”; I considered it enclosed in a drawer, put away, still “there” but 

“away.” However, as Butler (1988) reminds, “One is not simply a body, but, in some 

very key sense, one does one’s body” (p. 521). This history of and in my body – this 

embodied history - emerged frequently during my undergraduate program as I 

encountered the paradoxes that I attributed to years of ballet training (Dixon-Gottschild, 

2001; Fortin et al, 2009).    

Butler continues, “The body is always an embodying of possibilities .... [T]he 

body is a historical situation ... and [the body] is a manner of doing ... and reproducing a 

historical situation” (p. 521). I had been successful in ignoring, disregarding, and 
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discarding the hegemonic history of my body in ballet – or ballet in my body - or so I 

thought. Asked to consider my dance student history in an undergraduate curriculum 

class, I identified a disembodied philosophical ‘me’ in curriculum; however, I failed to 

recognize the bodied me – Butler’s bodied “I” (p. 521), my bodied self. I identified 

curriculum as interpersonal and relational, perhaps lacking a language to conceptualize it 

otherwise. I recognize today that I was struggling to conceptualize a corporeal 

relationality – an intercorporeality – an inter-corpo-reality of bodied subjective selves. 

Moving through doctoral studies, I began to wonder how other dance teachers 

trained in classical ballet experience their bodies – their embodied histories. I wondered 

how they experience their bodies as a result of, or in spite of, cultural, historical, and 

institutional forces. This dissertation research begins the inquiry.  

The Body in Education 

Teaching is an embodied activity (Estola & Elbaz-Luwisch, 2003; Ramsay, 2009) 

if only because we are “undeniably embodied” (Freedman & Stoddard Holmes, 2003, p. 

7). Phenomenologist, van Manen (1999) reminds us that “all things that teachers do, or 

do not do, and the way that their presence is felt by the students they teach, has 

pedagogical significance, whether positive or negative” (para. 10). Considering teaching 

as embodied activity heightens awareness of the significance of the body in pedagogy – 

pedagogy understood as the process connecting teacher, student, curriculum, and the 

world in intimate, context-bound experiences.  

Research considering teachers’ bodies and/or the embodied experiences of 

teachers is scarce. Notable exceptions are to be found in the fields of arts-informed 

research including Bresler (2004), Stinson (2004), and Tobin (2004); philosophical 
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inquiries such as by Macintyre Latta and Buck (2008); critical inquiries such as Sapon-

Shevin (2009); holistic and ecologically informed writings including Hocking, Haskell 

and Linds (2001); and disability studies (Freedman & Stoddard Holmes, 2003). More rare 

are writings that consider the intertwining of student as teacher and teacher as student 

such as found in Bond (1994b, 2009); Bond and Deans (1997); Bond and Richard (2005); 

Richard (2009); Sansom (2008), and Wu (2005). Students’ bodies are more frequently 

considered in the literature such as that of Bond (1994a); Bond and Etwaroo (2005); 

Bond, Frichtel, and Park (2007); Cheville (2001); Garoian (2004); Ross (2004); 

Springgay (2008); Tobin (2004), and Walsh (2004). 

Yet, the teacher’s body is often “both present and irrelevant” (Freedman & 

Stoddard Holmes, 2003, p. 7) while the child’s body is frequently the “hidden student” 

(Ross, 2004, p. 169). Watkins (2007) suggests that the emphasis on student-centred 

learning brought about by progressivism in many western countries has marginalised the 

teacher’s role in many classrooms. More than simply an abstract shift in the role of the 

teacher, this change “reshapes the ways teachers regulate and use their bodies” (Watkins, 

2007, p. 767-8) in the classroom. Tobin (2004) outlines the decline of the importance of 

the body as due to an increasing focus on “rationality, control, and risk avoidance” (p. 

124). Stinson (1995) observes that, “As dance educators have joined other arts 

organizations in advocating for the arts in schools ... they have also disconnected from 

the body” (p. 46). Education, including teacher education, continues to marginalize the 

ability, the power, and the potential of the body to inform self and others (Macintyre 

Latta & Buck, 2008, p. 324).  
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The bodies of both teachers and students have histories networked with privileged 

knowledge and constructed norms disguised as immobile truths. Rothfield (2005) argues 

that phenomenological experience occurs in a body thoroughly marked by history and, 

further, that kinaesthetic values such as exist in specific forms and styles of dance 

become institutionalized and oblivious to their specificity. These kinaesthetic values 

become “liable to hegemonic forms of normalization and domination” (p. 5). 

Evernden discussed in Jickling (2004) suggests, “The real authorities in a culture 

are unquestioned assumptions” (p. 16-17). Taking this concern further, Greene (1995) 

writes, “If I and other teachers truly want to provoke our students to break through the 

limits of the conventional and the taken for granted, we ourselves have to experience 

breaks with what has been established in our own lives; we have to keep arousing 

ourselves to begin again” (p. 109). Dance teachers embody histories that present as 

conventional and arouse a myriad of unacknowledged assumptions and expectations. I 

suggest that an awareness of these histories, and the attendant unacknowledged and 

unquestioned assumptions, would enable us to arouse ourselves, as Greene suggests, to 

break the conventional and recognize what has been socially constructed in our own lives 

including in our embodied experiences. Only then might we fully embrace the political 

act that is teaching and the relationships that are conceived in and as pedagogy. 

Alienating, Absenting, and Ignoring the Body 

It is an ongoing challenge in education to find ways around two forms of 

alienating or ignoring the body, namely, the diminished conceptualization of the body in 

the hierarchical structure of Cartesian dualism and the abstracting discourses of the body 

within the postmodern discursive turn. Despite Johnson’s (2009) claim of an apparent 
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“sea change in attitudes about the role of the human body in learning” (p. 158), dance 

scholar, Anttila (2006) writes that “the considerable developments in human science and 

philosophy that have confirmed that the dualistic notion of human consciousness is 

incomplete and in fact, false ... have gone largely unnoticed among educators and 

curriculum planners” (para. 2). 

Dualism  

Dualism is a philosophical system of explanation that has origins in ancient 

Christian and philosophical thought, and which remains highly influential today, 

especially with respect to considerations of the body generally and the body relative to 

education and learning specifically. Frequently problematized in feminist writings, 

dualism seeks to explain in terms of two distinct and irreducible principles. Dualism 

underpins not only ideological principles but also constructs contrasting and oppositional 

spheres as oppressive, hierarchical relations. 

Spelman (1982) writes of the subtle and sometimes not so subtle ways in which 

female inferiority is integral to a form of dualism known as the mind/body split.  Spelman 

writes,  

There is nothing intrinsically sexist or otherwise oppressive about dualism, that is, 
about the belief that there are minds and there are bodies and that they are distinct 
kinds of things. But historically, the story dualists tell often ends up being a 
highly politicized one: although the story may be different at different historical 
moments, often it is said not only that there are minds (or souls) and bodies, but 
also that one is meant to rule and control the other. (p. 127) 
 
Dualism is encountered in the principles of philosophy of mind where it refers to 

a view of a relationship between mind and matter whereby capacities of the mind such as 

intelligence are viewed as separate from capacities of the body. While such ideas of 

mind/body dualism can be traced back to Zarathustra who is thought to have lived 
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anytime from 1500 to 600 B.C.; to Plato and his student, Aristotle, who lived between 

400 and 300 B.C., and to Avicennian philosophy developed in the 11th century; a more 

generally well-known modern Western version is that of René Descartes known as 

Cartesian dualism. 

Cartesian Dualism.  

The raising and privileging of the mind over the body has modern philosophical 

roots in the writings of René Descartes, a 17th century philosopher who developed the 

idea that the world can be split into two substances: “a res cogitans (a thinking something 

which has no spatial extension) and a res extensa (a spatial something which has no 

psychic qualities)” (Bordo, 1999a, p. 20). However, his ideas were not to stop there. 

Descartes considered that human beings also were of two substances: conscious minds 

whose essence is thinking and physical bodies whose essence is extension (Moran, 

2008).What began as a philosophical argument soon became known as the mind/body 

split or ‘Cartesian dualism’ – a now familiar concept in the Eurowestern world.   

While Descartes’ philosophy comprised many subjects, Cartesian dualism has had 

a profound influence on the West and increasingly on the global world. Despite many 

philosophers having considered the questions posed by Descartes and having challenged 

his ideas, and despite the complexity of his philosophy, over the past four centuries the 

separation between mind and body has become part of normalised, dominant Western 

culture. As such, the mind/body split is considered by many to be common sense 

knowledge particularly in the popular imagination (Paechter, 2004).  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avicennism
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Dualism Ingrained Throughout Western Culture. 

The concept of the mind/body split has become integrated throughout Western 

culture as a complex of attitudes, metaphors, and values. Bordo suggests that the 

mind/body dualism is ingrained throughout Western culture “in medicine, law, literary 

and artistic representations, the psychological constructions of self, interpersonal 

relationships, popular culture, and advertisements” (Bordo in Cregan, 2006, p. 169). 

Cartesian dualism grounds the Christian doctrine of the ‘soul’ – that our true selves exist 

independently of our bodies, and it has had a strong influence on psychology and 

sociology (Gergen, 1995).  

Sheets-Johnstone (1992) considers that a “complex of attitudes and values feeds 

into the traditional view [of the body as drone to an all-powerful, rational mind], all of 

them buttressing a conception of our bodies as a kind of personal dumbwaiter each of us 

has at our disposal” (p. 2).  Central to Descartes’ separation of the mind and the body is 

the idea of the body as a machine, a conceptual metaphor ingrained throughout Western 

culture today (AT XI 226 cited in Thomson, 2000, p. 63). The “ghost in the machine,” 

another of Descartes’ metaphors, reveals an ontology which, as Barnacle (2009) suggests, 

extends to the body being considered as ‘housing’ the brain and mind (p. 22). Nearly four 

centuries later, the normalising discourse of the body as machine is found in as disparate 

contexts as medical science, academic discourse, popular literature, advertising, leisure 

activities, health and nutrition recommendations, fitness, education, and the arts including 

dance.  

In 1987, Fraleigh stated that the problems of mind/body dualism in dance had 

only just begun to be recognized. The dualistic language of mind versus body pervades 
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the literature, the language, the metaphors, the definitions, and the teaching of dance. In 

dance, Fraleigh writes, the body is regarded “as an instrument, movement as the medium, 

and mind or soul as the mover or motivational source for dance” (p. 13). Dualism is 

reinforced in dance pedagogy with phrases such as, “Don’t think about it, just do it” as 

though thinking takes place apart from the dance (Stinson, 1995, p. 46). Stinson (1995) 

further suggests that “As dance educators have joined other arts organizations in 

advocating for the arts in schools, and have disconnected from their historical ties with 

physical education ..., they have also disconnected from the body. The body is reduced to 

serving as an unfortunate necessity – a tool, an instrument, or a medium like paint on 

paper” (p. 46).  

Conceptualizations of the Body 

Bodies - including dancing bodies - are conceptualized differently across cultural, 

social, and historical contexts (Cregan, 2006; Grau, 2005, 2012). Braun’s (2000) analysis 

of theoretical and philosophical writings about the body cuts across cultural studies, 

health studies, women’s studies, psychology, sociology, biology and more to reveal a 

“bewildering field” (Welton cited in Braun, 2000, p. 514) of bodies and meanings of 

embodiment. Braun describes four conceptualizations of the body: 

1) The Body That “Just Is” 

The implicit body or the body conceptualized as “just is” is one that is not 

considered very deeply. In such cases, the body is assumed to be self-evident, as 

something that is a given, but with which there is no real engagement – theoretically or 

otherwise.    

2)  The Natural Body or the Body Proper 
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Western scientific theory on the body together with ‘common sense’ 

understandings conceptualizes the body as a biological entity which can be studied from 

a standpoint of objectivity. The body is understood to be bounded and definite – a 

concrete, biological ‘thing’ located outside society, history, and language. This body, 

sometimes referred to as the “natural body” (Braun, 2000), “the body proper” (Lock & 

Farquhar, 2007), or the “material body” (Alaimo & Hekman, 2008) is considered an 

object of scientific study through which certain knowledge can be derived. The body 

proper is understood to be under the control or influence of an individual psyche and 

viewed as subservient to both human intentions and to the demands of the social 

collective. 

3) Body as Lived, the Body as Experienced 

The third conceptualization of the post-Cartesian body is as lived and 

experienced. The body is understood as something more than biology, discourse, or 

construction. This conceptualization often aligns with phenomenology, but is not 

exclusive to it (Braun, 2000). The body as lived is understood as ‘inhabited’ and often 

understood as implicated in or affected by social relations (see Wincup in Richardson & 

Shaw, 1998; Young, 1980).  

4) The Body as a Surface 

The fourth conceptualization of the post-Cartesian body is that of something 

which is inscribed, disciplined, or constructed. The body could also be conceptualized 

here as “discursive” or “textual” (Alaimo & Hekman, 2008, p. 3). Here the body is 

theorized but meaning is constructed at the surface level of the body. The body is 
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understood as a cultural artefact which begins as something of a blank biological slate in 

and on which competing discourses “shape,” construct, or inscribe the body.  

Conceptualizations of the Body in Western Theatrical Dance Pedagogy 

Lakes (2005) critiques the dominant conceptualizations of the body in Western 

theatrical dance pedagogy including classical ballet as “[diminishing] the totality and 

complexity of the human learner” (p. 10). These dominant conceptualizations include the 

body as: 

• “a lazy and willful beast of burden that needs to be broken and whipped 

into shape in order to perform its assigned tasks” (p. 9) 

• “a well-oiled machine constructed to produce preset molds, operated 

efficiently by a neutral technician for exact duplication in production” (p. 9) 

• “a visually beautiful, sculptural external object of art, as defined by the 

teacher who uses the iconic forms of modeling and posing of her own body as the 

teaching mode” (p. 9) 

• “a free, unfettered child - imprinted with a ‘naturalness’ that resists 

cultural codes, imprints, and conventions” (p. 9) 

• “a lump of clay waiting to be imprinted by the teacher as sculptor” (p. 10) 

• “a computer into which can be fed all necessary data, which can then be 

stored and accessed at will in exactly replicated, errorless form when prompted by the 

‘programmer’ (the teacher)” (p. 10)  

• “a wild and sleek racehorse, to be ridden hard and fast and then abandoned 

by the wayside when injured” (p. 10) 
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Such conceptualizations of the dancer’s body – as a beast, machine, art object, 

lump of clay, computer, and race horse - reflect the influence of Cartesian-inspired 

metaphors and serve to deny that learning is the result of “the interplay of affective, 

cognitive, social and sensory/kinaesthetic stimuli” (Lakes, 2005, p. 10). 

Feminist Responses to Conceptualizations of the Body 

Feminism and the work of feminist theorists has for decades been intimately 

connected to the body as a site of impassioned inquiry. While there is no single unifying 

theme or theory of the body, but rather a rich complex of responses to the dominant 

“malestream approaches” (Shildrick, 1999, p. 1), it can be said simply that within 

feminist theory, “the body matters – and not just to women ... but to all forms of theory” 

(Shildrick, 1999, p. 2). For some theorists it is the materiality of the body as “something 

to be rejected in the pursuit of intellectual equality according to a masculinist standard” 

(p. 2-3); for others, the materiality of the body remains central “as something to be 

reclaimed as the very essence of the female” (p. 3); still others question the stability and 

unity of the so-called natural body and emphasize the body as a “site of potential, rather 

than as a fixed given” (p. 3). 

The modern body is viewed as “well-ordered, self-contained and functional” (p. 

2) and as “a material and unchanging given, a fixed biological entity obeying 

mathematical-causal laws, that must be transcended in order to free the mind for the 

intellectual pursuits of fully rational subjectivity” (p. 2). What have been of import to 

feminism are “the cultural take-up of the mind/body split, and the enduring association of 

the devalued term [‘body’] with the feminine” (p. 2). Indeed, feminism has been 

successful in establishing relationships between the meanings and metaphors associated 
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with the valorization of the mind over the body and other “hierarchized oppositions” 

(Cixous, 1981, p. 91) linked to gendered constructions. 

Arts-Based Research As My View of the World 

Research methodology links a particular philosophy to research methods and 

strategies. Glesne (1999) writes that despite being told that the research problem should 

determine methodology, she believes “we are attracted to and shape research problems 

that match our personal view of the world” (p. 8).  

Arts-based research is a form of qualitative inquiry that utilizes the arts as ways of 

knowing. It is “art pursued for inquiry’s sake and not for art’s own sake” (Diamond & 

Mullen, 1999, p. 25). Sigesmund and Cahnmann-Taylor (2008) argue “against art as a 

separate, isolated form of human experience that stands apart from how we understand 

and make sense of the world” (p. 242). Within academic discourse, arts-based forms 

“create not arguments but worlds, [that is,] an attitude toward a complex of experience, 

not a single argument or theme, syllogistically proposed” (Vidal as cited in Diamond & 

Mullen, 1999, p. 17).  

Sigesmund and Cahnmann-Taylor (2008) identify a skill set for arts-based 

educational researchers which includes “cognitive flexibility, adaptability, repurposing, 

and invention” (p. 243). As well, arts-based researchers require the ability to work with 

spontaneity and intuitiveness, as well as with uncertainty and trust in their creative 

processes. Arts-based research “is capable of reflecting the resonances of lived 

experience by refocusing attention on the interplay between nonsymbolic and symbolic 

meaning to form understanding” (Sigesmund & Cahnmann-Taylor, p. 244). In turn, 

Sigesmund and Cahnmann-Taylor suggest arts-based educational research is “particularly 
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well suited for understanding - and demystifying – the human relationships that enhance 

learning” (p. 244) thereby informing curriculum, instruction, and the pedagogical 

relationship. 

Arts-based researchers can take many approaches, from visual art and creative 

writing to dance, drama, music, filmmaking, and more, including working between and 

across as well as merging, disciplinary boundaries. The arts can be considered throughout 

the research process as modes of inquiry, analysis, interpretation, and expression.  

As an artist, arts educator, and arts-based researcher, I have multiple arts available 

to my work including, but not limited to, dance, drama, music, visual arts, and creative 

writing. In this dissertation research, theatrical forms including script writing along with 

creative forms of writing emerged as the means through which I was able to create and  

explore resonances in the research as well as to consider and to express meaning.  

Organization of the Dissertation 

In chapter two I provide the theoretical framework from which I approach this 

research including a review of the literature and background of phenomenology and 

poststructuralism. Chapter three provides a description of the research method including 

the emergence, creation, and construction of the phenomenological text. Chapter three 

draws on elements of the theory presented in chapter two to demonstrate how the 

disparate philosophies of phenomenology and poststructuralism inform the overall 

method. Additionally, chapter three presents the phenomenological themes emerging 

from the interviews which contribute to the insights provided by the poststructural 

analysis. The phenomenological text is presented in full in chapter four followed by the 
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closing chapter five which presents a summary of the research, reflection, and directions 

for future research.  

Conclusion 

In chapter one I have provided an introduction to the focus of this dissertation – 

teaching as an embodied activity. I introduced the research project and several key 

concepts informing the research: mind/body dualism, conceptualizations of the body in 

western culture including dance pedagogy, and feminist responses to conceptualizations 

of the body. I have situated myself as a researcher including as both an insider and an 

outsider to the world of ballet, and described my move to a corporeal pedagogy. Finally, I 

discussed how I work with the arts as ways of knowing in research. 

In chapter two I provide the theoretical framework from which I approach this 

research including a discussion of phenomenology and poststructuralism, as well as my 

purpose, and the tensions and resonances, in engaging multiple perspectives.   
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CHAPTER TWO 

Introduction 

In this chapter I present the theoretical framework from which I approach this 

research.  The first section introduces phenomenology as a philosophy informing the 

hermeneutic phenomenological method utilized in this research. A discussion of feminist 

philosophy and its responses to, and influences on, phenomenology as it informs this 

research, moves through and concludes the first section. The second section is an 

introduction to poststructuralism including the major themes informing this research. The 

final section discusses tensions and resonances which arise when phenomenology and 

poststructuralism come together in a theoretical framework. 

Engaging Multiple Perspectives 

The theoretical and methodological framework created for this research reflects, 

as Glesne (1999) would suggest, my view and experience of the world – a view and 

experience that is always partial and always situated. Denzin and Lincoln (2008b) remind 

us that “no single method can grasp all the subtle variations in ongoing human 

experience” (p. 29) while Davis (2007) states, “Postmodern feminist theory has provided 

an important cautionary warning against treating experience as self-explanatory and the 

reminder that experience is always mediated by cultural discourse and institutional 

practices” (p. 56). Finally, Bond and Stinson (2000/2001) urge that we need “both critical 

reflection and powerful lived experience in dance education” (p. 78).  

I suggest that a methodology that brings phenomenological interests into dialogue 

with poststructural interests such as proposed in this research makes visible the political 

complexities that characterize schooling including dance education. This move is 
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informed by doctoral coursework that encouraged me to consider how my unexamined 

views on knowing and knowledge were informing and shaping my teaching practice. As 

that understanding deepened, I began to recognize how my teaching pedagogy favored or 

valued two seemingly disparate philosophies: the historically foundationalist 

phenomenologists for whom meaning is contingent on, in, and through the body (Allen in 

Laverty, 2003, p. 16), and the anti-foundationalist poststructuralists for whom meaning is 

highly conceptual (Peters and Burbules, 2004, p. 4). While capable of working with 

uncertainty and in spaces of such complexity – a trait of artists and arts-based researchers 

(Sigesmund & Cahnman-Taylor, 2008) – I was nevertheless curious as to how I might 

bring both these philosophies into my pedagogy in a meaningful way for students.  

In a Gender and Education class for senior undergraduate students, I was 

encouraged at how student engagement with course content deepened by my intentionally 

utilizing approaches that drew a heightened awareness to the sometimes conflicting 

knowing that existed when we brought our focus to rational mind approaches and 

sensorial bodied approaches.  

I believe an ethical, and the potential for an equitable, space in schooling may be 

created when poststructural ‘shaped’ experience meets with phenomenological ‘felt’ 

experience. This move is informed by the work of Greene (2007, 2012) who advocates 

for “thoughtful consideration of mixing not just methods or forms of data but also 

different ways of seeing, interpreting, and knowing” (2007, p. xi). Rather than “mixing” 

methodologies, I created a research relationship between phenomenology and 

poststructuralism that allowed for generative space such that there was room for the 
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emergence of the unexpected. Rather than an “anything goes,” my intention was to create 

a space for the “what is possible.”  

The in-betweens, such as between phenomenology and poststructuralism, are not 

easy places to reside. Smith (2003) cautions that “in-betweenness can easily be mistaken 

for a refusal to assume responsibility for hard decisions” (p. xvi). Smith suggests that in-

between spaces can be considered the “ethical ground out of which it is possible to 

negotiate a conversation” (p. xvi). Heshusius (1994) suggests such space “is the 

awareness of a deeper level of kinship between the knower and the known…. A mode of 

consciousness, a way of being in the world … [that] requires a profound openness and 

receptivity” (p. 16). Further, Ermine (2007) refers to this inbetweenness as a space of 

engagement when “two societies, with disparate worldviews, are poised to engage each 

other” (p. 193). Ermine proposes a framework for the dialogue that needs to take place in 

order to examine varying positionings as a prelude to the cooperative spirit needed in 

order to create new currents of thought. Ermine suggests we need to pay attention to this 

as an “electrifying space that [will] tell us what the other entity is thinking” (p. 197). In 

this study, I have endeavoured to create a research framework which I envision as a table 

around which this research-as-conversation may take place – a conversation that I 

facilitate and interpret. It is a research framework requiring listening and conversing in a 

cooperative spirit in the hopes of “electrifying” the space.  

Theoretical Framework 

To review, this dissertation is an inquiry into the meaning of the teacher’s body in 

the pedagogy of female dance teachers. Framed by hermeneutic phenomenology, it 

incorporates a poststructural Foucauldian genealogy and related concepts to situate 
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experience as constituted historically, culturally, and institutionally. Feminist concerns 

inform, and arts-based ways of knowing infuse, both methodology and methods. 

Throughout the work, I consider the arts as modes of engagement, inquiry, analysis, 

interpretation, and expression.  

This study addressed and was guided by the following questions: 

1) What relationship might there be between a teacher’s embodied history and her 

pedagogy? 

a) How do dance teachers experience their bodies? 

2) What does a dance teacher’s embodied dance training history mean in/to her 

pedagogy? 

a) What do they notice?  

b) How do they respond? 

3) What implications might there be for pedagogy when we bring awareness of lived, 

felt experience into dialogue with awareness of socially constructed, discursively 

constituted experience? 

a) What implications might this research have for teacher education within a 

specialized dance education teacher education program? within a generalist 

teacher education program? 

Introduction to Phenomenology 

To do phenomenological research, van Manen (1990) writes, means a “bringing 

to speech” of something (p. 32). Phenomenological writing “seeks to make external what 

somehow is internal” (van Manen, p. 127). Titchen and Hobson (2005) stress the 
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importance of clarifying the philosophical roots of phenomenological inquiry in order to 

inform research questions, methodology, and design.  

 Phenomenology can be understood to be “a practice rather than a system” 

(Moran, 2000, p. 4) which seeks a rich encounter with lived human experience (Moran, p. 

5). Moran writes, “Phenomenology is best understood as a radical, anti-traditional style 

of philosophising, which emphasises the attempt to get to the truth of matters, to describe 

phenomena in the broadest sense as whatever appears in the manner in which it appears, 

that is as it manifests itself to consciousness, to the experience.... Explanations are not to 

be imposed before the phenomena have been understood from within” (p. 4). 

While phenomenology is conventionally considered to be traceable to the work of 

Edmund Husserl, and represented by philosophers such as Martin Heidegger, Hans-

Georg Gadamer and Maurice Merleau-Ponty, phenomenology is less about a unity of 

philosophy and more about what Glendinning (2007) refers to as “shifting trajectories” 

(p. 1). Moran (2008) concurs that phenomenology has developed as a “heterogeneous 

movement with many branches” (Moran, 2008, p. 662) united by several overarching 

concerns and common themes. These include critiques of reductionism, objectivism, and 

scientism, as well as the steadfast premise that the subjective view of experience is 

essential to any “full understanding of the nature of knowledge” (Moran, 2008, p. 21). 

From the first person perspective, phenomenology offers “a detailed account of human 

existence, where the subject is understood as an embodied and socially and culturally 

embedded being-in-the-world” (Zahavi in Moran, 2008, p. 662).  
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Phenomenology as Philosophy  

Phenomenology is rooted in the Cartesian split between subject and object and 

two outgrowths of Cartesian philosophy: empiricism and rationalism.  

Empiricism 

Empiricism attempts to account for human knowledge by looking for a source of 

ideas in terms of experience. Empiricism begins with a split between consciousness 

(subject) and things outside of consciousness (object). The subject (or consciousness) 

comes to know objects (that which are outside of consciousness) as certain truth through 

sense-impression or sense-data. Empiricism assumes a direct correspondence between 

any stimulus and any form of human perception such as the retinal surface in vision. The 

collection of such pure units of sensation forms the basis for the subject’s conceptual 

constitution of an object regardless of context.  

Thus empiricism suggests that an objective element (the data supplied by the 

sense experience) is organized by a subjective element (such as through memory, 

association and other acts) (Marshall, 2008, p. 37). The closer we come to sense data, that 

is, the closer we can get to the experience that gave rise to the sense data, the closer we 

will be to the “truth” (Marshall, p. 38). Thus, to understand anything, we must understand 

everything in terms of objective ideas. In the process, subjective ideas which are found 

inside the mind, that is “all those things that we cannot have with clarity and distinctness: 

the non-mathematical, non-measurable, qualitative, immaterial, indeterminate, spiritual, 

and, most importantly, the soul” (Marshall, p. 36) must be reduced to concrete 

“objective” sense data. Reinforcing the categories of two distinct types of ideas – material 
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and spiritual – entrenches Cartesian philosophy in dualism. Empiricism suggests that 

what we do to sensation or sense data distorts our knowledge (Marshall, p. 39). 

Rationalism 

Rationalism, too, is rooted in Cartesian philosophy. It assumes a subject/object 

split and believes truth as certainty is attainable. Rationalism holds that knowledge is pre-

existing, is a priori. It becomes the task of research to uncover the mysteries of a 

transcendent and objective world. Rationalism, like empiricism, responded to challenges 

presented by Cartesian dualism. For rationalists, human knowledge transcends that of 

other animals and organisms that receive sense data because of our reasoning abilities. 

Reality is ultimately rational; reason unlocks the truth. Reason gives us reality.  

While empiricism claims to have collected “aspects or effects of what is ‘out 

there,’” rationalism claims what we receive are really “rational concepts that enable us to 

transcend sense data and grasp the world as it really is – rationally” (Marshall, 2008, p. 

40). In other words, rationality is the capacity to distance oneself from the subject in the 

belief that the result is objective, value-neutral decision-making (McHugh, 2007, p. 112-

113). 

Early Phenomenology 

Modern philosophy became dominated by epistemological concerns – how it is 

that we can know anything about reality (Marshall, 2008, p. 48). Into this struggle arrived 

Edmond Husserl (b.1859 – d.1938) intent on developing the “proper” method of doing 

philosophy (Marshall, 2008, p. 49). Husserl spent much of his career developing what for 

him was philosophy done properly – a philosophy he called “phenomenology.” Husserl 

argued that what exists was not a concern of philosophy but of the sciences. Rather, 
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philosophy should concern itself with a kind of understanding that grasps the meaning or 

the essence of what we know rather than whether it exists or not (Marshall, p. 50). 

Husserl suggested that we create meaning through discovering our subjective 

states, that is, our interrelationship with the world. The subjective state can be discovered 

through the philosophical reflective act of “epoche” or “bracketing of experience,” an act 

through which we become “aware of our own perspectives with all their assumptions” 

(Marshall, 2008, p. 50). Husserl suggested that one needed to bracket or to separate and 

suspend reference to all opinions and beliefs about objective reality. This left the 

philosopher with the experience itself – both the “noesis” (the act of consciousness) and 

the “noema” (the object of consciousness) (Marshall, p. 251). Husserl proposed that this 

intentional focusing of the mind permitted one to describe particular realities and to 

identify the ultimate structures of reality known as “essences” (Laverty, 2003).   

Phenomenology “In” the World 

Martin Heidegger (b.1889 – d.1976), a student of Husserl, transformed 

phenomenology and reshaped twentieth century philosophy (Moran, 2000, p. 193). 

Moran (2000) describes Heidegger’s work in Being and Time as “one of the strongest 

anti-Cartesian, anti-subjectivist, anti-dualist, and anti-intellectualist explorations of what 

it is to be human” (p. 193). Heidegger is credited with transforming philosophy with his 

notion of being-in-the-world as the very essence of consciousness contrary to Descartes’ 

and Husserl’s notion of consciousness as separate from the world (Marshall, 2008, p. 

229). Heidegger believed that “understanding is not the way we know the world, but 

rather the way we are” (Polkinghorne in Laverty, 2003, p. 8). As such, our history cannot 
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be put aside but rather is always part of how we understand or interpret our experience in 

the world. 

Gadamer (b. 1900 – d. 2002) developed the world of both Husserl and Heidegger 

by further clarifying the conditions in which understanding took place including the act 

of questioning, stating: 

Understanding is always more than merely re-creating someone else’s meaning. 
Questioning opens up possibilities of meaning, and thus what is meaningful 
passes into one’s own thinking on the subject…. To reach an understanding in a 
dialogue is not merely a matter of putting oneself forward and successfully 
asserting one’s own point of view, but being transformed into a communion in 
which we do not remain what we were. (Gadamer in Laverty, 2003, p. 10). 

 
Gadamer viewed bracketing as impossible, and further, that all personal knowledge and 

understandings played a positive role in the search for meaning (Laverty, 2003).  

Marshall (2008) refers to Merleau-Ponty (b. 1908 – d. 1961) as a “crisis 

philosopher” – one who saw “a world in a state of crisis with fundamental things wrong 

with … [the] social, economic, and political relationships between human beings” (p. 26). 

Merleau-Ponty considered the source of this crisis to be with our understanding of what it 

means to be human. He saw the dualist view separating the body from the mind or the 

body from the soul or spirit as distorted and limiting. Merleau-Ponty sought to overcome 

the limitations of these perspectives and to transform how we look at, or consider, reality 

through attempting to show that lived experience reveals that we are neither, yet 

somehow both, mind and body.  

In his final and unfinished work, Merleau-Ponty (1968) dissolved the subject – 

object distinction and argued that “intersubjectivity is presupposed by all human acts.... 

You are perceived by me as an analogous body-subject because I am the object of your 

subjective and meaningful gaze” (p. 46). He argued that the world, rather than being 
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some theoretical construction or trap of perception that “society, philosophy, psychology, 

morality, religion, science, etc. would train us to see” (p. 49) is simply a situation in 

which we find ourselves. Merleau-Ponty claims that perception and reflection, rather than 

being mutually exclusive human activities, are simultaneous acts (p. 51). In Primozic’s 

(2001) words, “this shift to simultaneity of thinking and perception is precisely what is 

necessary if our thinking is to be in contact with the world, and therefore, for our claims 

to say anything about it” (p. 51). Merleau-Ponty suggests,  

Truth manifests itself gradually, and always unfolds from apparent illusions. 
Truth is a process of unfolding and not a singular event. Any truth, then, is not 
static but ultimately will be replaced by a newer and more adequate truth which, 
of course, will tend to reclassify the former truth as an inadequate ‘illusion.’ (p. 
53) 

 
Further,  

 
As soon as we cease thinking of perception as the action of the pure physical 
object on the human body, and the perceived as the ‘interior’ result of this action, 
it seems that every distinction between the true and the false, between methodic 
knowledge and phantasms, between science and the imagination, is ruined. 
(Merleau-Ponty cited in Primozic, 2001, p. 53) 
 
Merleau-Ponty challenges Husserl’s philosophy of essence, writing,   
 
A pure essence which would not be at all contaminated and confused with facts 
could result only from an attempt at total variation. It would require a spectator 
himself without secrets, without latency, if we are to be certain that nothing be 
surreptitiously introduced into it. In order to really reduce an experience to its 
essence, we should have to achieve a distance from it that would put it entirely 
under our gaze, with all the implications of sensoriality or thought that come into 
play in it and bring ourselves wholly to the transparency of the imaginary, think it 
without the support of any ground, in short withdraw to the bottom of 
nothingness. Only then could we know what moments positively make up the 
being of this experience. But would this still be an experience, since I would be 
soaring over it? (Merleau-Ponty cited in Primozic, 2001, p. 61) 
 

Merleau-Ponty believed “that essence (an unchanging, eternal, defining idea  
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available only to the mind) and fact (an objective world available only to our senses) are 

one and the same thing and are only the flip-side of one another” (Primozic, 2001, p. 61). 

Hermeneutic Phenomenology 

Allen (in Laverty, 2003) describes phenomenology as foundationalist in that it 

seeks “a correct answer or a valid interpretation of texts not dependent on the 

biographical, social or historical position of the interpreter” (p. 16). Phenomenology 

seeks to describe essential structures of experience as they appear to consciousness. 

Hermeneutic phenomenology, in contrast, is described as non-foundationalist, “as it 

focuses on meaning that arises from the interpretive interaction between historically 

produced texts and the reader” (Laverty, p. 16). 

Laverty (2003), in describing hermeneutic phenomenology, writes,  

Consciousness is not separate from the world ... but is a formation of historically 
lived experience.... Understanding is a basic form of human existence in that 
understanding is not a way we know the world, but rather the way we are 
(Polkinghorne, 1983).... Historicality, a person’s history or background, includes 
what a culture gives a person from birth and is handed down, presenting ways of 
understanding the world. Through this understanding, one determines what is 
‘real’, yet ... one’s background cannot be made completely explicit.... People and 
the world [are] indissolubly related in cultural, in social and in historical contexts. 
(p. 8) 
 
Laverty (2003 after Barclay, 1992; Polkinghorne, 1983) suggests  

hermeneutic research is interpretive and concentrated on historical meanings of 
experience and their developmental and cumulative effects on individual and 
social levels. This interpretive process includes explicit statements of the 
historical movements or philosophies that are guiding interpretation as well as the 
presuppositions that motivate the individuals who make the interpretations. (p. 15) 
 
van Manen (1990) writes that phenomenology becomes hermeneutic when its  

method is interpretive rather than purely descriptive:  

Hermeneutic phenomenology tries to be attentive to both terms of its 
methodology: it is a descriptive (phenomenological) methodology because it 
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wants to be attentive to how things appear, it wants to let things speak for 
themselves; it is an interpretive (hermeneutic) methodology because it claims that 
there are no such things as uninterpreted phenomena. (p. 180) 
 

 I selected to work with hermeneutic phenomenology as a research methodology 

informed by van Manen (1990) and Laverty (2003) due to its focus on lived and living 

experience coupled with its non-foundationalist approach that the meaning that arises 

from experience must be understood as dependent upon the context of all involved – 

research participants including the researcher as well as any audience to the research. 

Further, hermeneutic phenomenology recognizes the impossibility of the subject-object 

distinction characteristic of other, earlier forms of phenomenology and that we are always 

and already social beings in the world, that is, consciousness is always already socially-

bound.  

In his 1990 publication, Researching Lived Experience, van Manen articulates a 

clear approach to a methodological field that researchers sometimes have difficulty 

understanding. He distinguishes between methodology, method, techniques, and 

procedures, and emphasizes that methods (or “paths”) “need to be discovered or invented 

as a response to the question at hand” (p. 29). However, while there may be no specific 

method, per se, there is “tradition, a body of knowledge and insights … that constitutes 

both a source and a methodological ground” (van Manen, p. 30).  

van Manen (1990) offers six methodological themes that are intended to “animate 

inventiveness and stimulate insight” (p. 30) in the approach he calls hermeneutic 

phenomenological research: 

1. turning to a phenomenon which seriously interests us and commits us to the 

world; 
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2. investigating experience as we live it rather than as we conceptualize it; 

3. reflecting on the essential themes which characterize the phenomenon; 

4. describing the phenomenon through the art of writing and rewriting; 

5. maintaining a strong and oriented pedagogical relation to the phenomenon; 

6. balancing the research context by considering parts and wholes. (p. 30-31) 

The six themes are admittedly artificial and rarely will an inquiry proceed step by 

step, rather, “in the actual research process one may work at various aspects 

intermittently or simultaneously” (van Manen, 1990, p. 34). Moreover, any suggestions 

van Manen offers  

rely on a more tacitly understood grasp of the spirit of this kind of inquiry…. The 
critical moments of inquiry are ultimately elusive to systematic explication. Such 
moments may depend more on the interpretive sensitivity, inventive 
thoughtfulness, scholarly tact, and writing talent of the human science researcher. 
(p. 34) 
 
van Manen, in discussing the nature of lived experience, considers the influence  

of postmodernism with its epistemology of language and text on phenomenology’s 

epistemology of experience and perception. van Manen (1990) suggests the postmodern 

understanding of text with its deconstructive methods to be “a fruitful metaphoric device 

for analyzing meaning” (p. 39). However, he reminds the reader that “human actions and 

experiences are precisely that: actions and experiences” and that it is not accurate “to 

reduce the whole world to text and to treat all experience textually” (van Manen, p. 39).  

 van Manen encourages the researcher to consider how to orient oneself to a 

phenomenon such that one’s particular interests are at the forefront. The role of self-

reflection differs between phenomenology and hermeneutic phenomenology, as 

summarized by Laverty (2003): 
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When a decision to engage in research of a particular experience from a 
hermeneutic or phenomenological perspective is made, the researcher begins a 
process of self-reflection. For the phenomenologist, this is typically part of the 
preparatory phase of research and might include the writing down of these 
reflections for reference during the analysis process (Colazzi, 1978; Polkinghorne, 
1989). The purpose of this reflection is to become aware of one’s biases and 
assumptions in order to bracket them, or set them aside, in order to engage the 
experience without preconceived notions about what will be found in the 
investigation. This awareness is seen as a protection from imposing the 
assumptions or biases of the researcher on the study. 

  
In contrast, a hermeneutical approach asks the researcher to engage in a process of 
self-reflection to quite a different end than that of phenomenology. Specifically, 
the biases and assumptions of the researcher are not bracketed or set aside, but 
rather are embedded and essential to interpretive process. The researcher is called, 
on an ongoing basis, to give considerable thought to their own experience and to 
explicitly claim the ways in which their position or experience relates to the issues 
being researched. (p. 17) 
 
Once the researcher has identified her or his particular interest in the nature of a 

selected human experience, then and only then is phenomenological questioning possible: 

“What is the nature of this lived experience?” (van Manen, 1990, p. 42). van Manen 

stresses the importance of remaining mindful of this originating question at every stage of 

the research. What may appear to be a simple question must be developed to a deeper 

dimension. 

Phenomenological data, as something “given” or “granted” (van Manen, 1990, p. 

54) are created in any number of ways. Lived experience descriptions are not 

phenomenological descriptions, but they are the data or material on which to work. 

Sources are the researcher and others; data can be generated through lived experience 

descriptions; interviewing; observing; experiential descriptions in literature; biographies; 

diaries, journals, logs; art; and phenomenological literature. Sources are considered for 

themes such as by noticing word choice, searching etymology, searching idiomatic 

phrases, or composing linguistic transformations (van Manen, 1990, pp. 54-74). 
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Phenomenological Interviews 

Interviews can be understood as “conversation with a purpose” (Burgess cited in 

Bannon, 2004). Cope (2003) describes the phenomenological interview as “challenging 

yet highly rewarding … providing … rich and unique insight[s]” (p. 21). Thompson et al 

(cited in Cope, 2003) state that the phenomenological interview is highly unstructured, 

consisting of an introduction by the researcher to the focus of the research and the 

purpose of the interview followed by an opening question. Thompson et al in Cope 

(2003) suggests the research should have no pre-set questions beyond this opening 

question. Cope (2003) writes that “such an uninhibited conversation enables the 

participant to relax and narrate their experiences more fully” (p. 18). Further, “this issue 

of control is particularly significant in phenomenological terms, for the researcher has to 

relinquish control in order to open himself/herself to the phenomenon in its own right” (p. 

18). The researcher must find the appropriate balance between allowing the participant to 

tell of their experience while “trying to maintain a conversation that has some bearing on 

the inquiry” (p. 19). Cope also suggests that the phenomenological interview is frequently 

“quite disjointed,” “messy,” and “[may] appear to lack coherence” (p. 20). However, “it 

is important to remember that describing the lived experience of a phenomenon is, in 

itself, a messy and complex business” (p. 20). 

Phenomenological Reflection and Thematic Analysis  

van Manen (1990) describes phenomenological reflection as “a difficult and often 

laborious task” (p. 77). Our grasp of or “insight into the essence of a phenomenon 

involves a process of reflectively appropriating, of clarifying, and of making explicit the 

structure of meaning of the lived experience” (van Manen, p. 77). The researcher reflects 
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on the data from the perspective not of a researcher or scholar, but rather from the 

particular interest from which she or he had originally oriented to construct the 

originating question. Laverty (2003 after Hertz) describes this orientation during the 

research process: 

Hermeneutic research demands self-reflexivity, an ongoing conversation about 
the experience while simultaneously living in the moment, actively constructing 
interpretations of the experience and questioning how those interpretations came 
about. (p. 22) 
 

The use of a reflective journal is one method of engaging in this ongoing conversation 

with oneself. In chapter three I describe several methods I utilized to manage moving 

reflexively between my experience, the experience of participants, and the poststructural 

elements that contributed to the overall methodology. 

Thematic analysis in phenomenological inquiry is not the “mechanical application 

of … frequency count or coding of selected terms in transcripts or texts, or some other 

break-down of the content” (van Manen, 1990, p. 78). Rather, theming for 

phenomenological description and interpretation is a process of interpreting meaning, that 

is, “a process of insightful invention, discovery or disclosure” (van Manen, p. 79). 

Phenomenological theming, van Manen writes, requires that we attend to the particular 

within the larger context of the phenomenological question. The researcher tries to 

determine “the experiential structures that make up that experience” (p. 79). The 

researcher then must once again return to her or his orienting perspective to reflect more 

deeply on the themes in order to identify and isolate incidental and essential thematic 

statements.  
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Phenomenological Writing 

 To do phenomenological research, van Manen (1990) writes, means a “bringing 

to speech” of something (p. 32). Phenomenological writing as both part of the research 

process and as an end product “seeks to make external what somehow is internal” (van 

Manen, p. 127) and is intended to “[animate] the research questions” (p. 111). In the final 

stages of phenomenological research, the researcher must construct a text that reveals the 

significance and power of the phenomenological approach to the research question. More 

than mere description or communication of information, phenomenological writing 

requires a sensitive approach to the art and the craft of writing. “The text as a whole” van 

Manen explains, “aims at a certain effect” (p. 113) of balancing a literal knowing with an 

epistemological knowing (pp. 112-114). Anecdotes and stories as poetic narratives must 

be balanced with theoretical thought so as to utilize a particular experience as a way to 

connect with the larger social and cultural context. The power of phenomenological 

writing is in its ability for us make interpretive sense of the text (p. 121).   

Rigor in Hermeneutic Phenomenology 

 Laverty (2003) describes a variety of ways to understand rigor in hermeneutic 

phenomenological research to ensure credibility. Elements of rigor present in this 

research design are described in chapter three and include multiple stages of 

interpretation throughout the research process; reflective and reflexive journaling; care to 

reflect a final text that is not only “vivid” to the phenomenon under inquiry but also is 

“faithful” to the social complexity of the phenomenon; there is “in-depth description … 

embedded in the data and the final text”; and the “use of a decision trail, for example, 

which documents rationale, outcome and evaluation of all actions” (pp. 23-24). 
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Feminist Philosophy 

Women have been philosophers since ancient times (Waithe, 1987). Feminist 

philosophy considers the issue of gender as a pivotal theoretical concept. The discourses 

of philosophy are not gender-neutral, but are produced and reproduced both directly and 

indirectly, overtly and subtly. Feminist philosophers across all philosophical theories 

have shown that what is assumed or presented as universal often or consistently 

privileges some experiences and beliefs over others. The perspectives most likely to have 

been privileged are those of upper-class white males.  

Feminist philosophy as a body of scholarship had its beginnings in the early 

1970s as a branch of the women’s studies movement (Jaggar & Young, 1998, p. 1). 

Jaggar and Young delineate three stages of feminist philosophical works. The first stage 

consisted primarily of critiquing the existing Western philosophical canonic tradition, 

including ancient Greek philosophy, modern rationalism, empiricism, pragmatism, 

modern moral and political philosophy, existentialism, and phenomenology. The second 

stage consisted of the reconstruction of existing philosophical perspectives and theories 

from distinctly feminist perspectives as well as the development of new philosophical 

specialist sub-communities of work. The third, and arguably current stage of feminist 

philosophical work, is one in which there is more direct engagement with the broader 

philosophical community beyond the intellectual spaces created by the community of 

feminist philosophers and scholars. 

Some feminist philosophers work to bring female philosophers to the canon of 

male-dominated Modern philosophy (e.g. Margaret Atherton). Other feminist 

philosophers trace understandings of philosophical concepts as gendered masculine, and 
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therefore an attribute of men and not of women (e.g. Genevieve Lloyd). Some feminists, 

such as Susan Bordo (Jaggar & Bordo, 1989), argue that the history of modern 

philosophy has been a project of disembodiment, and argue for a more embodied 

philosophy. Influencing this work is the philosophical connection that has been made 

between women and the body. Kristeva, for example, argues that the patriarchal culture 

imbued throughout modern philosophy situates all female bodies as inherently abject 

(McHugh, 2007).  

Feminist Shifts in Phenomenology 

The work of phenomenologist Iris Marion Young (b. 1949 – d. 2006) has been 

influential in informing this dissertation project due to her work in bringing a focus to 

bodied experience being both gendered and situated in a social and cultural context. The 

essay, “Throwing Like a Girl: A Phenomenology of Feminine Body Comportment, 

Motility and Spatiality,” originally published in 1980, is still considered by many to be a 

meaningful read which generates exciting discussions despite, as Young (2005b) puts it, 

it’s somewhat dated feminist sentiments (p. 10). While demonstrating the importance of 

situating phenomenological inquiry in a social and cultural context, Young (1990) writes 

that both ordinary and philosophical uses of the term “experience” carry illusory 

connotations of origin, immediacy, authenticity, and truth critiqued by postmodernism. 

Despite this, Young retains use of the word “experience” because the term covers 

meanings mediated by symbol and language, and recognizes “aspects of perception, 

action, and response that are not linguistically constituted” (p. 13). Young (1990) states 

that her use of the term ‘body’ in the essay utilizes the existential phenomenological 

framework of Merleau-Ponty which allows her to work from the understanding of a lived 
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body that “has culture and meaning inscribed in its habits, in its specific forms of 

perception and comportment” (p. 14).  

Young (1990) writes that her approach to subjectivity is grounded in experience 

while also acknowledging the constitution of the subject as “a product of language and 

structures always already there that position the subject within cultural and social 

constraints” (p. 13). Thus, while Young conceives of a subject as constituted, she also 

considers the subject as acting with purpose and initiating projects; in other words, the 

subject has creative agency (p. 13). Young describes her approach to experience and 

subjectivity as having a dual political function: first, description for experience “names 

forms and meanings of oppression” (p. 13), and second, “describing kinds of oppression, 

the experience of oppression, and the creative agency of the oppressed can help form 

resistance and envision alternatives” (p. 14). Young emphasizes that it is important to 

investigate not the strictly physical phenomenon, “but rather the manner in which each 

sex projects her or his Being-in-the-world through movement” (p. 156).  

As a phenomenological method, Young’s goal is to offer a general, though not 

universal, description of structures of movement, habitual body being, and sense of 

identity of femininely gendered or female sexed experience (1990, p. 16). Discussion, she 

suggests, is the only means to confirm or deny the claim of generalizability, and only 

then not as a narrative of experience but as an experience of both affirming and denying 

our experience. Young states clearly that, while “body experience” is a key term in her 

work, her aim is to “describe subjectivity and women’s experience as lived and felt in the 

flesh” (Young, 2005b, p. 7) rather than considering “bodies as objects or things to 

observe, study or explain” (Young, p. 6).  
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Phenomenology and Dance Research 

Franko (2011), in his editorial introduction to a special issue on Dance and 

Phenomenology, states that dance phenomenology is a vital philosophical field with an 

established history, writing,  

Whether one critiques, advocates for, or merely nods to phenomenological 
methodology, it is with the awareness of a long, seamless analytic fit with 
Western theatrical dance [including ballet].... It is no secret that phenomenology 
has exerted a preponderant influence on dance writing at least since the 1930s.... 
Despite the significant evolution within modernism between the 1930s and the 
1960s, it is remarkable that…. the pact … between dance practice and academic 
inquiry [has not] diminished in the years since. (p. 1-2) 
 

Introduction to Poststructuralism 

As might be assumed, poststructuralism has structuralism, with its commitment to 

foundationalism, as its theoretical object of study. It can be understood as a 

“philosophical response to the alleged scientific status of structuralism – to its status as a 

mega-paradigm for the social sciences” (Peters & Burbules, 2004, p. 8). Structuralism 

assumes the world to be “organized by [unconscious] structures that the participants may 

not be aware of, but which nevertheless … [provide] coherence and meaning” (Peters & 

Burbules, p. 15). Structuralist thought flourished across disciplines including in 

linguistics, anthropology, sociology, and psychology. 

Poststructural thinkers reappraised the culture of the Enlightenment with its ideal 

of the rational, disinterested observer, and the pretence to certain knowledge (Peters, 

1996, p. 1). In challenging modernist claims to universal truth, poststructural theorists 

argue for “the way meaning is an active construction radically dependent upon the 

pragmatics of context” (Peters & Burbules, 2004, p. 19). Poststructuralism is sceptical of 

phenomenology’s privileging of human consciousness as “autonomous [and] as directly 
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accessible” (Peters & Burbules, p. 21). Poststructuralism emphasizes “the discursive 

constitution of the self … – its corporeality, its temporality and finitude, its unconscious 

and libidinal energies, and the historical and cultural location of the subject” (p. 22). 

Peters and Burbules (2004) suggest that poststructural theory and language can be 

unfamiliar and challenging; the original works of key authors are often challenging to 

read (p. 4). In addition, poststructural theory’s commitment to “a critique of dominant 

institutions and modes of speaking, thinking, and writing” means we are often provoked 

to “see the danger or the harm even in what we take to be ‘good’ ” (Peters & Burbules, p. 

4). Poststructuralism offers a philosophical critique of established norms of much 

research including educational research.  

Peters and Burbules (2004) state that many educational researchers share 

emancipatory desires for their work. But for poststructuralists, “there is more of a desire 

… to identify the plural faces of inequality and understand its dynamic and changing 

character … [with] a more nuanced understanding of power – the multiple forms it 

assumes, both its dominating and productive forms (Peters & Burbules, p. 99-100).  

Poststructural Feminism in Education  

 Both feminism and poststructuralism are highly contested terms and it is 

impossible to situate poststructural feminism (St. Pierre, 2000, p. 477). Such is the ‘stuff’ 

of poststructural critique which aims to trouble any desire to ground, narrowly define, or 

secure truth and/or knowledge. Theories labelled poststructural are diverse, and often 

seen as unclear and hard to read. Calls for clarity are resisted as sanctions to legitimize in 

the power knowledge network. Some, too, consider that the call for clarity assumes the 
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average person cannot understand complexity thereby reproducing the American 

discourse of anti intellectualism (St. Pierre, p. 478).  

As suggested earlier, poststructural critiques are utilized “to examine any 

commonplace situation, any ordinary event or process, in order to think differently about 

that occurrence – to open up what seems ‘natural’ to other possibilities” (St. Pierre, 2000, 

p. 479). The poststructural researcher is reluctant “to assume the ‘reality’ of certain social 

or cultural forms, the official lines of thought” (p. 100).  

St. Pierre (2000) describes feminist poststructural responses to power, resistance 

and freedom; knowledge and truth; the subject; and rationality: 

Power, resistance, and freedom – in humanism, power, resistance and freedom  

are related concepts. Power is considered a product of agency, with agency understood as 

a universal resource available to everyone as a natural right (St. Pierre, 2000, p. 489). 

Power is understood as something we possess – we can “give it away, [and] take it back” 

(St. Pierre, p. 488). In humanism, “power is often thought to be inherently evil; therefore, 

those concerned with social justice often try to give away some of their power to avoid 

domination” (p. 488-489). Foucault theorises that power belongs not to an individual or 

an institution but rather exists in relations (p. 489). In poststructural theory, freedom from 

relations of power is not possible; freedom is not liberation, nor is it a possession; it is not 

a process with an end. Rather, freedom becomes a space or an opportunity within which 

to resist existing asymmetrical relations of power (p. 492). Poststructural feminists 

believe that social justice work of power, resistance, and freedom must be local and 

specific rather than entail one grand vision of liberation for all women (St. Pierre, 2000, 

p. 493). A feminist post-structural research method such as genealogy, Pillow (2003) 
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writes, is committed to conducting analysis in such a way that the agency of research 

participants is troubled but not silenced. This troubling without silencing will be seen to 

be considered in the form and function of the play script encountered in chapter four.  

Knowledge and truth – poststructuralism critiques the epistemologies of  

humanism, including the Cartesian (Reneé Descartes, 1596-1650), the Hegelian (G.W.F. 

Hegel, 1770-1831), and positivism (Auguste Compte, 1798-1857) – three philosophies 

that continue to influence commonly held notions about knowledge and truth. 

Poststructuralism challenges the belief that knowledge is something that exists outside 

the realm of human activity; rather, power is implicated in the production of knowledge: 

What can be said? Who can say it? (St. Pierre, 2000, p. 496). 

The subject – the humanist self, St. Pierre (2000) states, “remains the dominant  

fiction of Western philosophy.... In poststructural theories, the subject is considered a 

construction, and identity is presumed to be created in the ongoing effect of relations and 

in response to society’s codes” (p. 501-503). Poststructuralism argues that the humanist 

subject cannot exist separate and distant from the world, able to encounter the world 

ahead of words and actions (p. 500). Rather, poststructuralism considers the subject to 

have been “languaged” and constructed into society’s dominant discourses (p. 502). St. 

Pierre (after Weedon) refers to the double move of poststructuralism in the construction 

of the subject: “a subject that exhibits agency as it constructs itself by taking up available 

discourses and cultural practices and a subject that, at the same time, is subjected, forced 

into subjectivity by those same discourses and practices” (p. 502). Thus is created a 

subject open to “the possibility of continual reconstruction and reconfiguration” (p. 502).   
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Rationality – feminists have utilized poststructural analysis to attack rationality as 

one of humanism’s grand narratives, pointing out that “reason cannot be a transcendent 

absolute, since it too is contingent and historical” (St. Pierre, 2000, p. 487). Feminist 

poststructural scholars have not advocated the discarding of reason or the privileging of 

the irrational, but rather, have encouraged “[troubling] the rational/irrational opposition in 

order to find a different space in which to think about reason” (St. Pierre, p. 488). 

Poststructural scholars understand that “reason has never been objective or a foundation 

of true knowledge but has always been produced by passion and chance and accident 

within the realm of human activity” (St. Pierre, p. 488). Pillow (2003) writes, 

“Forefronting the body [in research] interrupts the Cartesian dualism between mind and 

body and at the same time works from the ‘irrationality’ of the body as a site of 

information” (p. 156).  

Foucauldian Studies in Education 

The field of Foucauldian studies in education is “productive,” “flourishing,” and 

“firmly established and unquestionably legitimate” (Vinson and Wilson, 2008, p. 83). 

Further, “it has provided significant insights into a broad range of educational topics and 

contributed immensely to various critical educational discourses” (p. 83). Peters and 

Burbules suggest Foucault’s work continues to have relevance in educational research 

because “the Foucaultian archive provides an approach to problematize concepts and 

practices that seemed resistant to further analysis before Foucault” (cited in Vinson & 

Wilson, 2008, p. 10). Peters and Burbules caution that Foucault’s work has been 

“deformed” by some educational researchers: “‘they use him or elements of his thought 

…. There are bad, wrong, or misleading interpretations of Foucault, even if there is not 
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one single true or correct reading’” (cited in Vinson & Wilson, p. 85-86). McLaren 

(2009) suggests, “The best we can do, as researchers, is to draw on Foucault’s theories 

and to use them however it best suits our own thematic research schema, or our own 

theoretical perspectives” (p.1). 

Poststructural Research Methods 

The field of poststructuralism has developed a range of research methods 

including deconstruction, discourse analysis, genealogy, archaeology, and 

governmentality.  

Poststructural genealogy. 

A poststructural genealogy is favored to assist with this project as it is helpful in 

highlighting the contexts within which a concept – such as how a dance teacher 

conceptualizes the body and describes embodied experience - has emerged and continues 

to exist. Foucault (1977) suggests genealogy is effective in investigating those things that 

“we tend to feel [are] without history” (p. 139) such as sexuality (Foucault, 1978/1990), 

obesity (McPhail, 2010), family (Taylor, 2012), policy studies (Pillow, 2003), sex and 

gender (Butler, 1993); and the fit and healthy body (Markula-Denison & Pringle, 2006). 

Genealogy encourages us to ask “how we know what we know” (Razack, 1998, p. 10) 

and to consider a discourse as socially constructed rather than as an enduring or essential 

truth; it opens possibilities for resistance to dominant discourses and related practices and 

possibilities for change. A genealogy examines the relationship between knowledge as 

truth – or what passes for truth – and power. 
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Michel Foucault. 

Michel Foucault (b. 1926 - d. 1984) was a French philosopher thought of as a 

poststructuralist by many of his European peers (Prado, 1995, p. 22). While a prolific 

writer, “there is no single work that adequately represents the complex, variegated, and 

evolutionary totality of his philosophical vision. In fact, it is problematic whether there is 

a single vision” (Prado, 1995, p. 3). However, Dreyfus and Rabinow offer four stages to 

his work: 1) a Heideggerian stage typified by his study of madness and reason; 2) an 

archaeological or quasistructuralist stage characterized by his works, The Archaeology of 

Knowledge (1969/1972) and The Order of Things (1966/1989); 3) a genealogical stage 

represented in Discipline and Punish (1975/1977); and 4) an ethical stage (cited in Besley 

& Peters, 2007, p. 49). 

Prado suggests a special strategy is required in order that the reader might 

understand what is of greatest importance in Foucault’s work, that is, “his challenges to 

traditional philosophical methods and assumptions and of established conceptions of truth 

and knowledge” (Prado, 1995, p. 4). These important ideas, Prado suggests, are 

encountered in his genealogical works. A chronological approach runs the risk of eroding 

the philosophical power of his work, so Prado suggests beginning in the middle with the 

genealogical works: Discipline and Punish (1975/1977) and The History of Sexuality, 

Volume I (1978/1990):  

That is where we find the most pointed indictments of traditionally conceived 
truth, knowledge, and rationality. That is where we find the sharpest articulations 
of ideas such as that truth and knowledge are products of power and that the 
rationality traditional philosophy takes as legitimizing its activities is itself an 
historical product. (Prado, 1995, p. 4) 
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Discourse. 

The configuration of power, knowledge, and truth as constituting discourse is 

central to understanding the range of Foucault’s ideas including genealogy. In a 

genealogical analysis, it is understood that “concepts emerge in discourse as a product of 

multiple influences.... [and rest] on the assumption that the durability of a concept is 

enhanced by the heterogeneity of traditions that use that concept” (Fendler, 2003, p. 17). 

Discourse is “a group of related statements which cohere in some way to produce both 

meanings and effects in the real world” (Carabine, 2001, p. 268). Foucault (1969/1972) 

speaks of discourse as “practices that systematically form the objects of which they 

speak” (p. 49).  A discourse about an object, issue, or topic manifests itself in texts such 

as speech, written materials, visual images, clothing, buildings, practices, and so on and 

comes together to set up a picture or representation of the issue or topic (Burr, 1995; 

Carabine, 2001). As Mills (1997) writes, “a discourse is something which produces 

something else (an utterance, a concept, an effect), rather than something which exists in 

and of itself and which can be analysed in isolation” (p. 17). As discourse arises, it 

professes to be knowledge of a truth, thereby distinguishing what is true and untrue for 

society. Markula-Denison and Pringle (2006) state,  

Discourses constitute a coherency of self – through bodily practices, thoughts and 
beliefs – to the extent that people are unaware of their sense of self being socially 
constructed over time through disparity … not through a tidy and rational 
historical process, but through contingency, chance, accidents, and even mistakes. 
(p. 32-33) 
 

 Discourse is the location where power and knowledge converge. Foucault (1979) 

describes this relationship: 

Power produces knowledge … [and] power and knowledge directly imply one 
another; … there is no power relation without the correlative constitution of a 
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field of knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not presuppose and constitute at 
the same time power relations. (p. 27) 
 
Power. 

Foucault (1978/1990) offers an understanding of power as a “complex strategical 

situation” (p. 93). He states that his use of the word ‘power’ is shorthand for “relations of 

power” (1997, p. 291), and clarifies that power belongs not to an individual or an 

institution but rather exists in human relationships (p. 291-292). Power relations are 

“mobile, reversible, and unstable” (p. 292) thereby introducing the possibility for 

resistance. Power is not simply oppressive or repressive but is also productive. Foucault 

concedes, however, that “in a great many cases, power relations are fixed in such a way 

that they are perpetually asymmetrical and allow an extremely limited margin of freedom 

[for resistance]” (p. 292). Raising awareness of where and how power relations are 

exercised historically and discursively assists in identifying contexts in which resistances 

may emerge. Dynamics in the power-knowledge relationship normalize and naturalize a 

dominant discourse, making it difficult if not impossible to think or act outside it. 

Disciplinary power. 

The modern, disciplinary society emerged in the 18th and 19th centuries where we 

began to see the modern self  conceptualized as the ultimate source of action, wholly self-

determining, autonomous and self-constituting (Prado, 1995, p. 54). The formation of the 

disciplinary society is part of a number of other broad historical processes including 

economic (the growth of a capitalist economy), juridico-political (the rise of democratic 

rule including contractual relations) and scientific (including the technique of 

investigation as a new form of knowledge and power) (Foucault, 1975/1977, p. 218).  In 

Discipline and Punish, Foucault explains how organizational processes and management 
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techniques create norm-governed individuals. These techniques are found in all 

institutions involved with managing large numbers of people including prisons, schools, 

hospitals, factories, and, it will be seen, the RAD. 

Disciplinary power can be understood as the systematic use of power and 

authority in society through institutional, organizational, and social means. The methods 

of power are ensured in ways dissimilar to traditional notions of power. Disciplinary 

power shapes or trains the individual in several ways. It regulates the organization of 

individuals in space – both physically and abstractly in real and ideal spaces. For 

example, disciplinary power links individuals with the group by creating ranks – that is, 

creating a network of relations between people. Discipline also codes and controls 

activities in time such as through timetables and schedules. It also develops efficient and 

repetitive patterns of movement and behaviours such as through exercises, drills, and 

posture. Discipline also ‘makes’ individuals by standardizing activities and 

individualizing rates of progress and levels of performance. Complex chains and 

networks of authority are created.   

Disciplinary power utilizes three instruments as “the means of correct training” 

(Foucault, 1977, p. 170) to efficiently control, manage, and shape homogenous groups of 

people into a multiplicity of individuals. It is a power that “regards individuals both as 

objects and as instruments of its exercise” (p. 170). Three “simple instruments” comprise 

the exercise of disciplinary power: hierarchical observation, normalizing judgment, and 

the examination. All three will be seen at play in the Royal Academy of Dance as evident 

in the communication vehicle, The Dance Gazette.  
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Hierarchical observation. 

Foucault contends in Discipline and Punish that much can be accomplished 

through observation. Foucault utilizes the model and metaphor of Jeremy Bentham's 

Panopticon to describe and illustrate how the design of space – real or ideal - in which a 

person is observed by an unobservable authority can have a profound effect on their 

actions and behaviours. In modern institutions and organizations such as the school, the 

factory, or the RAD, a network of observers is required to fulfil this task – supervisors 

perpetually supervising. Foucault refers to this form of surveillance as hierarchical 

observation.  

Normalizing judgement. 

A distinctive feature of disciplinary power is that of the normalization of 

behaviour. Individual actions are compared to standards which define and bind the whole 

group. That is, one is measured and differentiated against standards which provide a 

“minimum threshold, as an average to be respected or as an optimum towards which one 

must move” (1975/1977, p. 184). Individuals are judged against the binary of 

normal/abnormal. It is a subtle form of power that works on the individual from the 

inside through the double system of gratification (or reward) and punishment. It is a 

productive form of discipline where the goal is to move people away from deviant or 

abnormal behaviour and towards society’s standards or norms. The ‘judges’ of normality 

are found everywhere in society -  within institutions and organizations such as teachers, 

judges, social workers, doctors, priests, and scientists as well as within each individual as 

she or he turns the normalizing gaze towards her or his body, behaviours, thoughts, 

actions, and decisions.     
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Examination. 

The examination in disciplinary society functions as a method of control by 

creating a normalizing gaze that can classify, measure, reward, and punish. The 

techniques of an observing hierarchy are combined with those of a normalizing judgment 

to produce a system where each individual can be observed and knowledge about them 

can be documented. The examination simultaneously creates an object to be observed, 

measured and documented, and a subject to be shaped or directed into a particular type of 

behaviour. Examination is found throughout the disciplinary society including medicine, 

education, and, as we shall see, the RAD. 

Tensions and Resonances  

Watkins (2007) suggests that while poststructuralism claims to have “upset the 

phenomenological applecart” (p. 1), phenomenology is making a comeback. O’Loughlin 

(1995) challenges postmodern analyses of the subject as “merely an effect of discourse” 

(para.1) and calls on “teachers, educational theorists and the like ... to direct our attention 

to the realities of bodies in discursively constituted settings” (para. 4).   

Eribon (1991) writes of the influential role life experiences played in shaping 

Foucault’s philosophical and historical interests. Ness (2001) points out that Foucault’s 

attraction to “a philosophy oriented by general ideas and conceptuality” (p. 25) together 

with his rejection of phenomenology demonstrates that he was “anything but rooted in an 

interest in danced or choreographic subjects, objects, movements, or beings. Starting 

from dance, or even from the being of motility more generally, is not where Foucault 

started” (p. 26). Ness suggests Foucault’s brand of conceptuality comes with a price: “the 
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price of denying actual embodied experience, subjective, presubjective, or ecological, as 

anything but a pre-critical, naive starting point for culturally focussed inquiry” (p. 28).  

Although Foucault rejected the phenomenological account of the body, he did 

focus, however, on the body as a site of power relations in the development of western 

institutions (Besley & Peters, 2007, p. 46). Throughout his life, Foucault’s thinking 

changed, and attempts to impose a linear development to his work have proven 

impossible. Instead, Foucault acknowledged, perhaps even welcomed, and most certainly 

understood what he saw as his ‘projects’ to be in continual reformulation.  

Besley and Peters (2007) suggest that Foucault’s work considering relations of 

power took shape in response to phenomenology, structuralism, and hermeneutics (p. 52). 

“Against phenomenology, he argued for the non-foundational historical construction of 

social phenomena” (Besley & Peters, p. 52). He disputed that a social phenomenon such 

as madness or mental illness was the property of a subject, as there was a traceable 

historical construction to the emergence of the categories of, for example, madness and 

mental illness. Foucault challenged what appeared normal or natural as being a cultural 

and historical construct. However, “in his later work Foucault [developed] a framework 

to theorise the self…. that [enabled] us to understand how liberal subjects [constitute] 

themselves through choice-making” (p. 54-55).  

Popen (1995) suggests that critical educational theorists informed by Marxist or, I 

suggest, by humanist notions of power “fail to adequately consider the difficulty of 

transgressing [the] structures that confine teachers within traditional perceptions and 

expectations” (para. 11). The ability to perceive these structures is available through an 

understanding of Foucault’s technologies of the body: “Foucault’s major achievement has 
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been his ability to conceptualize the operations of power relations in modern society, and 

to show how the body has been used as an integral component of the spread and 

localization of modern power” (para. 8). 

Although “strongly influenced by arguments concerning the body and the 

importance of space by the phenomenological traditions of Nietzsche, Heidegger, 

Husserl, Merleau-Ponty, Sartre and Beauvoir,” Foucault in his own work “[substituted] 

genealogical investigations of the subject for the philosophical attempt to define the 

essence of human nature [thereby] locating the subject in time and space by focusing on 

the body” (Besley & Peters, 2007, p. 58). This move is noteworthy, Besley and Peters 

suggest, as it historicizes the body by “disturbing the naturalization of the body and its 

cultural givenness – a step prior to recognizing its mode of analysis in aesthetics and arts 

education by focusing on its representation, performance, movement, and cultural 

significance” (p. 58).  

Theories and critiques of the body emerged across multiple disciplines including 

dance studies in about the 1980s, heavily influenced by Foucault’s work (Ness, 2001). 

Foucault’s form of historical analysis known as genealogy has informed “a range of 

studies that theorizes the body in relation to its adornment, symbology and representation 

(art and aesthetics), its age and gender (feminism, gender studies), its extension, pain and 

repair (medicine), its physical limits (sports), its cultural specificity (anthropology) and 

its social construction (sociology), its constraints and torture (penology and war studies) 

and the body as a site and locus for a set of power relations (politics) that runs through all 

these related fields” (Besley & Peters, 2007, p. 62). 
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Rothfield (2005), informed by poststructural theories, considers how it is that the 

historical can differentiate corporeality in the phenomenological project. Rothfield (2005) 

considers the extent to which phenomenology “can deal with the questions of corporeal 

and kinaesthetic difference” (p. 43). Postmodern, including poststructural, critiques of the 

subject as a false universal have implications for phenomenology as they have tended 

toward universalism in their analysis. Rothfield wonders, “How plausible is it to develop 

a skeletal universalism which is nevertheless explicable in terms of historical 

complexity?” (p. 43). 

Social theorist, David Hoy (1999), suggests that Foucault “see[s] subjectivity as 

extensively constructed by social and historical factors that are below the level of 

consciousness and thus less transparent to phenomenological introspection” (p. 4). Hoy 

further suggests that Foucault “insists that he is not denying that there might be universal 

structures involved in experiences, even if experiences are always singular (p. 7). Hoy 

understands this to show that “much of our comportment is already built into our bodies 

in ways that we do not and perhaps cannot attend to explicitly” (p. 3). Rothfield (2005) 

concludes, “A phenomenological framework predicated upon an underlying sameness 

between all people cannot deal with the impact of these differences” (p. 44).  

While Rothfield (2005) suggests these examples do not preclude the plausibility 

of universal thinness in phenomenological inquiry, she cautions that “there is an ethical 

danger that corporeal forms of difference which occur within networks of domination 

will be elided” (p. 45). Despite these examples to the contrary, Rothfield considers that 

phenomenology “has the potential to work through difference” (p. 45). A practicing 

dance artist and philosopher, Rothfield shifts her argument into the realm of dance, 
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suggesting her corporeality functions as a nexus as well as a field of vulnerability for the 

development of phenomenological insight (p. 45): “the descent of phenomenological 

discourse into the terrain of social and historical articulations” she writes, “is also its 

entrance into the ethical and political complications which characterize social life” (p. 

45). Universalism is relinquished to complex specificity – a move Rothfield suggests is 

supported by Foucault and will be seen to be evident in my research design. 

Rothfield suggests that phenomenological research accesses phenomena through 

experience, but “to what extent” Rothfield asks, “is the phenomenological project 

independent of history?” (p. 46). It can’t be, Rothfield concludes. If, as Rothfield 

suggests,  

history impacts upon essence, then we are returned to the Foucauldian 
formulation: that the ‘putting into play of these universal forms is itself 
historical.’ In such a case, each and every experience of structure will be 
particular, contingent, and inextricably caught up in its conditions of articulation. 
(p. 46) 
 
The challenge this presents to analysis, Rothfield (2005) suggests, is supported by 

poststructural theories which argue that there is no zone of immanence constituted apart 

from the transcendent, that is, experience is “always already” mediated. But, as Rothfield 

states, “experience occurs in a body.... [and] contrary to phenomenological belief, this 

experience is partial, depending upon its specific context of movement practice and 

corporeal engagement” (p. 47). Hence, dance, Rothfield concludes, “is not a phenomenal 

presence whose totality can be apprehended in the immediate and particular instance. It is 

a heterogeneous, emergent field of practice and performance which is encountered by a 

range of subjects in a variety of ways.... This is not a deficiency but rather an indication 

of the corporeal means by which dance is known” (p. 47). 
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Finally, Laverty (2003), in describing hermeneutic phenomenology, writes,  
 
Consciousness is not separate from the world ... but is a formation of historically 
lived experience.... Understanding is a basic form of human existence in that 
understanding is not a way we know the world, but rather the way we are 
(Polkinghorne, 1983).... The historicality of understanding [is] one’s background 
or situatedness in the world. Historicality, a person’s history or background, 
includes what a culture gives a person from birth and is handed down, presenting 
ways of understanding the world. Through this understanding, one determines 
what is ‘real’, yet ... one’s background cannot be made completely explicit.... 
People and the world [are] indissolubly related in cultural, in social and in 
historical contexts. (p. 8) 
 
van Manen (1990) argues passionately for the educational researcher to remain 

strong and close during research to her or his orientation as an educator. Abstraction, he 

writes, is a hazard to academic activity. Many in educational circles would agree with van 

Manen’s urgent reminder of the importance of connecting educational research closely to 

the activities of teaching and learning. As suggested earlier, Denzin and Lincoln (2008b) 

remind us that “no single method can grasp all the subtle variations in ongoing human 

experience” (p. 29). Davis (2007) states “Postmodern feminist theory has provided an 

important cautionary warning against treating experience as self explanatory and the 

reminder that experience is always mediated by cultural discourse and institutional 

practices” (p. 56). Bond and Stinson (2000/2001) urge that we need “both critical 

reflection and powerful lived experience in dance education” (p. 78). And I suggest that a 

round table conservation which brings phenomenological interests into dialogue with 

poststructural interests such as is designed in this research makes visible the political 

complexities which characterize the world of dance including dance education. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I presented the theoretical framework and the multiple perspectives 

from which I approach this research. The first section introduced phenomenology and 
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hermeneutic phenomenology including the move to situate phenomenology “in” the 

world. Hermeneutic phenomenology as a research method was briefly discussed and will 

be developed further in chapter three. Poststructuralism and the major themes informing 

this work were introduced. The final section discussed tensions and resonances which 

arise when phenomenology and poststructuralism come together in a theoretical 

framework. 

In chapter three, the tensions and resonances evident in bringing together 

phenomenology and poststructuralism will be illuminated as a generative force in my 

research design. Further, the research design will be outlined, including guiding research 

questions, participants, data creation, data analysis, and the three methods utilized to 

situate the phenomenon under inquiry historically, culturally, and institutionally. Finally, 

chapter three describes the emergence, the creation, and the construction of the 

phenomenological text which follows in chapter four.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

Method 

In this chapter, I describe the research design. There are four overlapping 

elements to the design: (a) data creation – including researcher logs, journals and notes; 

participant writings; and individual and group interviews; (b) data analysis – including 

creating the Student Narrative Frameworks and Scripts, creating the phenomenological 

themes, and creating the Teacher Narrative Framework and Scripts; (c) situating the 

phenomenon historically, culturally, and institutionally including creating the Teacher 

Students Scripts, the poststructural analysis, and the emergence of the phenomenological 

text; and (d) the grand weave – a writing method through which I create the conditions 

for understanding the phenomenological informed by the poststructural.  

Through the process of analyzing the data and situating the experiences 

historically, culturally, and institutionally, I created a multimedia phenomenological text 

which utilized theatrical conventions (Neelands & Goode, 2000) to explore, describe, and 

consider in a full and deep manner how the three participant teachers experience their 

bodies in their pedagogy. The text not only explores and describes the phenomenological 

lived experience of the women, but also considers their experiences as both situated and 

constituted historically, culturally, and institutionally. This chapter draws on elements of 

theory from the previous chapter to demonstrate how the disparate philosophies of 

phenomenology and poststructuralism inform the overall method.  

To review, the purpose of this study is to inquire into the meaning of the teacher’s 

body in the pedagogy of female dance teachers. Specifically, this study focuses on the 

values which become embodied and eventually normalized in the style of dance 
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recognized as classical ballet and within the institution known as the Royal Academy of 

Dance.  

Guiding Research Questions 

This study addressed and was guided by the following questions: 

1) What relationship might there be between a teacher’s embodied history and her 

pedagogy? 

a) How do dance teachers experience their bodies? 

2) What does a dance teacher’s embodied dance training history mean in/to her 

pedagogy? 

a) What do they notice?  

b) How do they respond? 

3) What implications might there be for pedagogy when we bring awareness of lived, 

felt experience into dialogue with awareness of socially constructed, discursive 

constitution? 

a) What implications might this have for teacher education within a specialized 

dance education teacher education program? within a generalist teacher education 

program? 

Research Participants 

Three female teachers were recruited and purposefully selected (Creswell, 2009, 

p. 178) as this research required that participants could grant me access to a particular 

perspective of the phenomenon under inquiry. I placed three calls for participants: the 

first as a request for assistance from colleagues in the dance community to suggest 

potential participants; the second as a listing in the online newsletter of a provincial dance 
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organization; and the third as a paid advertisement in the print newspaper of a provincial 

association of certified teachers.  I recruited three participants. All were White. All 

trained to advanced levels in classical ballet through the Royal Academy of Dance in 

addition to receiving further post-secondary education or training in the teaching of dance 

including RAD ballet. Two of the three teachers received significant training and the 

third teacher received some training, both as students and as teachers, in dance styles 

other than classical ballet. These same two teachers currently teach classical ballet along 

with several other dance forms while the third teacher currently teaches classical ballet 

and occasionally teaches other dance forms.  

The analysis was a detailed examination of the experiences of this particular 

group. It was not my intention to privilege the experiences of this group nor was it my 

intention to generalize their experiences to all ballet teachers. Working with this group of 

teachers allowed me to maintain a focus specific to ballet. In addition, it provided some 

commonality of experience for the group interview discussions.  It permitted some 

analysis of similarities and differences across participants while still permitting me to 

consider the experiences of each participant as situated. Smith, Flowers and Larkin 

(2009) suggest that a group of participants with several key similarities may be 

appropriate for a researcher with less experience working in phenomenology. Further, it 

permits me to conduct future inquiries where participants are recruited in relation to this 

study such as by dance style, sex, race, or age.  
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Data Creation 

Initial Meetings   

I met with each participant individually to discuss the research project, answer 

any questions, and secure signatures on the informed consent documents. I described the 

risks I foresaw in participating in this research as related to the potential of loss of 

confidentiality and/or anonymity. I stated that their identity would remain confidential 

and that every effort would be made so that information could not be traced back to them. 

Because their name may have been suggested to me by one of their colleagues in the 

dance community, I cautioned that I could not ensure their anonymity. None of the 

participants expressed concern about confidentiality and anonymity; however, I 

suggested to each that we aim for a greater degree of each at the outset and revisit how 

they felt at various stages of the research. As the participants had been recruited from 

throughout the province, travel expenses were agreed upon based on University of 

Regina rates. 

Two individual interviews were scheduled with each participant to establish their 

bodied history in each of two contexts: training and teaching. Eder and Fingerson (2003) 

write that individual interviews are particularly common in research involving the body. 

It was agreed that the interviews would be carried out at a location convenient to each 

participant and in a space where we could hold an uninterrupted conversation. It also was 

agreed that the interviews would last up to 90 minutes and would be audio-recorded. 

At the close of our initial meeting and in preparation for our first interview, I 

asked each participant to recall and reflect on any significant events in their training; to 

consider relationships with other dancers, teachers, and family; as well to consider any 
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specifics about their training as it related to their body. I emphasized my interest in 

hearing stories and experiences about their training that may or may not be directly 

related to their bodies (van Manen, 1990, p. 60). Participants were invited to bring 

photographs and other memory triggers to facilitate our interview conversations.  

Interview One 

The first interview focussed on experiences related to participants’ ballet training. 

I utilized a semi-structured interview format and used the same interview guide for all 

three first interviews. This format provides the opportunity to compare across interviews 

because questions are the same or similar. Through a combination of direct questioning, 

probes, and shared stories (Reinharz & Chase, 2003), we explored three aspects of their 

training: people (including teachers, family, friends, classmates); events (including 

weekly lessons, dance exams, summer schools, recitals, and festivals); and contexts 

(including dance studios and post-secondary institutions attended). One participant 

brought several items as memory triggers; a second participant mentioned utilizing 

photographs as memory triggers in preparation for the interviews; the third participant did 

not utilize any memory triggers for this first interview. 

At the close of the first interview and in preparation for the second interview, I 

asked each participant to reflect on any significant events in their teaching careers, on the 

relationships between experiences of their bodies as students and as teachers, and on the 

role of their body in their teaching. 

Interview Two 

The second interview focused on experiences related to teaching. As before, a 

semi-structured interview format was followed to allow participants to fully describe the 
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experience, and to allow participants to respond to questions and probes arising from 

within the narrative of the interview itself. All three interviews were guided by similar 

open-ended questions, prompts, and probes to provide the opportunity to compare across 

interviews. One interview took place in the building and studio space where the oldest 

participant taught which allowed us to utilize the teaching spaces as memory triggers and 

interview prompts. The interview with the youngest participant took place in the building 

where the youngest participant had taken her post-secondary teacher training which 

provided some memory triggers for her. 

Transcribing the Interviews 

The six interviews were professionally transcribed. I reviewed each transcript 

with the interview tape, editing for accuracy as well as adding details such as pauses, 

gestures, verbal emphasis, and laughter (Poland, 2003). I removed identifying names, 

dates, places, and events from the transcripts as well as created a pseudonym for each 

participant to ensure anonymity. I coded the transcript dialogue so I could locate the 

source of any piece of transcript dialogue. Participants reviewed transcripts of their 

interviews, and added, altered, or deleted content as they saw fit. 

Group Interview 

Eder and Fingerson (2003) suggest that group interviews are particularly useful in 

research considering social phenomena. Several weeks after completing the two 

interviews with each participant, I conducted a three hour group session with the three 

participants. The entire session was audio-recorded and transcribed. There were two 

goals for our time together: 1) for the participants each to create a lived-experience 

description of one or more accounts of the phenomenon under investigation, and 2) to 
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facilitate a discussion of social discourses of the body in ballet to inform the 

poststructural stage of analysis. I wanted to establish from the participants what the 

dominant discourses or social messages are; where these messages come from; and how 

we know these discourses.  

In preparation for the session, I planned activities for three expressive art-forms 

designed to permit participants to explore and to express the phenomenon under inquiry: 

movement-based, visual-based, and writing-based. I prepared several work spaces and 

gathered materials to support the art form each participant wished to utilize. I designed 

our time together in three phases: 

Phase I - Introduction 

The session opened with self-introductions over several rounds of sharing moving 

from speaking about our training to describing our current teaching contexts including 

how we became teachers. This was followed by a description of the two-fold purpose of 

the meeting. I described what a lived-experience description consisted of and shared 

several examples (Anderson, 2001). We engaged in four activities designed to assist the 

participants in each selecting two moments for exploration.   

Phase II – Creating the Lived Experience Writings 

All three participants chose to work in writing-based methods over the movement 

or visual art methods. They each expressed an interest in working in embodied writing as 

it was outside their daily experience. Participants selected writing materials, paper, and a 

space in which to work. Following an extended period of writing during which each 

participant completed several original texts, we had a short debriefing session and 

refreshment break.  
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Phase III – Group Discussion 

The third and final phase of the group meeting consisted of a roundtable 

discussion to identify dominant discourses of the body in dance. Once again, I utilized a 

semi-structured process guided by four open-ended questions each with up to six probing 

questions.  

Data Analysis 

An initial data set was created from the individual interview transcripts, the group 

interview transcript, and participant writings.  I utilized a process that permitted me to 

engage deeply with the material. Transcripts were read and re-read. I created 

comprehensive and detailed notes on the transcripts and in my research journal.  These 

notes were descriptive and also began to suggest larger conceptual ideas (Smith, Flowers 

and Larkin, 2009).  My process, challenges, questions, connections to the literature, 

reflections, and emerging conclusions and implications also were recorded in my research 

journal. The method was an emergent process and I recorded not only the steps I took, 

but also the options I generated, the reasoning for the choices I made, as well as examples 

by other academics who had utilized creative means to meet their research needs (see 

Fleckenstein, 1999; Kazan, 2005; Riordan, 2002). This often meant sourcing references 

to support an emergent process, but I knew this to be an appropriate approach given the 

complexity of my life (see Ritenburg, 2006) and the possibilities offered by arts-based 

research. The result was copious pages of rich and detailed notes supporting each stage of 

the dissertation research.  
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Simultaneously Creating the Phenomenological Text  

van Manen (1999) suggests that a phenomenological description might be 

approached in several ways including thematically, analytically, exemplificatively, 

exegetically, existentially, and through inventing an approach (p. 168-173). The goal in 

writing the research is that “the essence or nature of an experience [be] … described 

[such that] … the description reawakens or shows us the lived quality and significance of 

the experience in a fuller or deeper manner” (p. 10).  

I utilized the metaphor of weaving as a method of bringing together multiple 

elements relevant to the dissertation in the phenomenological text. Throughout the 

analysis process, I journalled ideas that would contribute to the process I referred to as 

the ‘grand weave.’ I knew I needed more than a list of elements to weave together; I also 

needed to determine a method to inform the weave. It would not be enough to create a 

linear construction as each new element in encountering the others would create a new 

dynamic and a new whole. Once again, it was necessary to consider part and whole. 

I drew inspiration from Vivian Darroch-Lozowski’s (1990) book, Antarctica 

Body. The book is a weaving of phenomenological description, philosophy, and scholarly 

literature. Written in several voices, the text can be read multiple ways: one can read the 

main text in a traditional fashion; however, one can also read selected text down or across 

facing pages, as well as incorporate the subtype, footnotes, endnotes, glossary, and other 

listings as external texts interpolating the main. Darroch-Lozowski refers to them as 

“interpolative self-governing ‘voices’” (p. 19). The possibility for multiple readings 

appealed to my desire to create a phenomenological study that would produce shared 

phenomenological themes while supporting the situated experience of each participant as 
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well as my desire for a roundtable conversation between the disparate elements of my 

theoretical methodological framework.   

Analysing the Transcripts for Experiences as Students 

I began the analysis of the six individual interview transcripts focussing on the 

participants’ experiences as students. My goal was to draw out the material relevant to 

the phenomenon under investigation in order to create a more manageable data set. I 

began with the transcripts of the most detailed, complex and engaging participant (Smith, 

Flowers & Larkin, 2009). I created a tent card with the question I was asking of the 

interview data at this stage of the research: “How did you experience your body as a 

dance student?” I immersed myself in the interview transcripts of each participant and 

identified the dialogue that addressed the question. 

I was guided by two approaches suggested by van Manen (1990). I combined the 

highlighting approach, where phrases in the text that are particularly revealing about the 

experience or phenomenon being described are literally highlighted, with the detailed 

reading approach, where small sentence clusters are rephrased (p. 93). 

Stage One Distilling - Highlighting 

I began by manually highlighting all transcript dialogue that addressed how the 

participant experienced her body as a dance student. I decided that “experience” to this 

research included feelings, emotions, sensations and responses, including physiological, 

kinaesthetic, and visceral. I highlighted the transcripts using up to five colours per 

transcript. Each colour indicated a chronological category. For example, in Brenda’s 

transcript, colours indicated the following categories: “How did you experience your 

body ...” during the audition (yellow); as a dance student before auditioning for the 
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school (pink); as a junior associate (orange); after junior associate (green); training as an 

adult (blue). At times I would rephrase the question to better address the transcript 

content, for example, with a specific body part: “I experienced my arms as ...” 

Stage Two Distilling – Detailed Reading  

After identifying and manually highlighting relevant experiences, I deleted the 

non-highlighted text from the transcript to create a document of a more manageable size. 

I began the process of detailed reading where I distilled the meaning of the highlighted 

text utilizing the “comments” feature in MSWord. This is an effective way to make notes 

on the transcript without handwriting them and without covering text or affecting the 

layout of the document. I electronically highlighted the relevant text thereby opening a 

comment box in the right margin pointing to the highlighted text. I then asked each 

highlighted section of the transcript one or a version of the following: “How do/did you 

experience your body as a student? I experienced my body as....” 

I employed several strategies in distilling the highlighted text as illustrated in the 

following examples: 

o Change to first person – one participant in particular spoke a lot in the 

third person, so I changed the transcript dialogue to first person or “I” 

statements when I could be certain that was the participant’s intention. 

During the interview I would occasionally encourage participants to speak 

their own experience utilizing “I” statements as I noticed that it tended to 

help ideas and words to flow. I only did so when I felt it might open the 

phenomenal moment. I refrained from encouraging it too often because I 
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didn’t want participants to become too self-aware and begin to censor their 

speech.  

o A manually highlighted statement such as “I can’t do those same things 

that I worked so hard to be able to do” was highlighted for a comment box 

as “I worked so hard to be able to do.” In the comment box I addressed the 

question “As a student, I experienced my body as ...” with the meaning 

distilled as “something that I worked hard” and “working hard.” In a 

second comment box I distilled further responding to the question, “As a 

student, I experience my body as ...” with “doing difficult things” and 

“able to do difficult things.” 

o A manually highlighted statement such as “I’m really good at this” was 

distilled into “I experience my body as really good at this” when it was 

evident from the surrounding dialogue that the participant’s focus was that 

of the body. 

o If transcript dialogue was phrased in the negative, I rephrased it in the 

positive to make meaning direct. 

Creating the Student Narrative Frameworks 

I “tightened” the stage two distilled transcripts by deleting even more non-

highlighted text taking care to include any context necessary to inform the highlighted 

text and accompanying comment boxes. I erred on the side of deleting less text rather 

than more with the knowledge that I could make further deletions at a later time. Because 

the first set of interviews had followed somewhat of a chronological structure, and 

because I had no intention of analyzing the student experiences for phenomenological 
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themes, I created a unique narrative framework for each participant as a way to organize 

the student transcript data. The idea to create a narrative framework developed from van 

Manen’s (1990) description of phenomenological theming consisting of “knots in the 

webs of our experiences, around which certain lived experiences are spun” (p. 90). While 

a phenomenological theme describes an aspect of the phenomenon, the narrative 

frameworks I created provide locations and opportunities to contextualize participants’ 

lived experiences. In other words, I created the web of experiences of which van Manen 

wrote. The goal was to create material which would contribute to the cultural, historical, 

and institutional context to inform the phenomenological themes related to experiences of 

their bodies as teachers. This would provide the context which is important to 

hermeneutic phenomenology as well as open possibilities for the roundtable conversation 

I desired between the disparate philosophies of phenomenology and poststructuralism.  

Creating the Student Narrative Scripts 

I identified the anecdotes and quotations to develop the content of each 

framework and copied the relevant text from the transcripts into the corresponding 

student narrative framework. I rearranged the text to create both chronology and topical 

logic within each framework. I completed an initial editing down of the content in each of 

the frameworks by removing superfluous words including “like,” “you know,” and “so.” 

I removed the interviewer’s dialogue by changing questions into participant statements 

when they had answered “yes” or agreed in some way. I chose not to use ellipses or 

square brackets to indicate changes because I was intentionally transforming the 

transcript data to create a new data set or text. Finally, I revised the coding system so that 

it referenced the original transcript line numbering and comment box reference numbers.  
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By the time I finished the first of the three student narrative frameworks (which I 

began to refer to as “scripts” to identify these documents as containing transcript 

dialogue), I was excited with the result but frustrated by the length of time it had taken to 

complete. I considered that if I was going to continue this method of transforming the 

data that it would have a presence in the dissertation. I reviewed my research proposal to 

ensure alignment with the plan. I reread Fleckenstein’s (1999) article on embodied 

writing, Kazan’s (2005) article on embodied pedagogy, and Riordan’s (2002) embodied 

dissertation literature review as examples of how other academics had utilized creative 

means to meet their research needs. I wasn’t looking for a model rather I was looking for 

affirmation of my emergent research process. I began to consider that the weaving 

process I was utilizing as a metaphor for analysis might work more figuratively in the 

research. I began to journal elements that might be part of a grand weave including the 

literature review and the embodied writings from the group workshop as a start. 

Analysing the Transcripts for Experiences as Teachers 

Following completion of the Student Narrative Scripts, I began the analysis of the 

six interview transcripts for the participants’ experiences as teachers. My goal was to 

create a single Teacher Narrative Framework based on phenomenological themes. The 

framework would function as a structure in, on, around, and through which to encounter 

the experiences of my participants. The narrative framework would provide opportunities 

to sink into a themed aspect of the phenomenon at the same time as it would support the 

telling of the participants’ individual stories. 
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Stage One Distilling - Highlighting 

As before, I highlighted relevant quotes and anecdotes in the interview transcripts 

which addressed the research question: “As teacher, I experience my body as....”  

Stage Two Distilling – Detailed Reading  

I conducted a detailed reading where meaning was distilled from the highlighted 

text. I maintained a focus on the metaphor of distillation informing my analysis by 

remaining close to the participants’ actual words. As before, I utilized the “comments” 

feature in MSWord and continued the coding method I had developed earlier.    

Creating the Phenomenological Themes  

I reread van Manen (1990) for guidance in the next phase of identifying or 

creating phenomenological themes. I was reminded that phenomenological themes are 

not generalizations; rather, van Manen (1990) describes phenomenological themes as 

“structures of experience” (p. 79) or as “knots in the webs of our experiences around 

which certain lived experiences are spun” (p. 90). A theme in phenomenological 

reflection describes an aspect of the phenomenon: it touches at the heart of the 

phenomenon. Phenomenological theming is about identifying places to pause and sink, to 

consider, and to listen carefully. My experience with other forms of qualitative theming 

had been to create generalizations in order to move out to ‘findings,’ ‘results,’ and 

‘conclusions.’ However, in this research, the phenomenological theme was to be my 

means to access the experience.  

van Manen (1990) describes two types of themes: essential and incidental. 

Essential themes capture “aspects or qualities that make a phenomenon what it is and 

without which the phenomenon could not be what it is” (p. 107). He suggests it can be 
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helpful to ask the questions, “Is this phenomenon still the same if we imaginatively 

change or delete this theme from the phenomenon?” (p. 107) and “Does the phenomenon 

without this theme lose its fundamental meaning?” (p. 107). Determining the essential 

themes allows the researcher “to develop narrative elaborations of the lived meaning of 

[the phenomenon]” (p. 109).  

The hermeneutic circle of understanding as iterative requires the researcher to 

remain open to allowing the data texts to speak. I created a list of possible themes based 

on the distilled transcripts of each participant. As my goal was to create a single teacher 

narrative framework to support the three participants, I attempted to parallel the themes 

from each participant prior to constructing the narrative framework. I created a chart to 

record whether a theme had emerged from one, two, or three of the participants. It was 

my intention to utilize this as a process of determining which themes were incidental and 

which themes were essential to the framework I was about to construct. Nine themes 

were evident in all three participants with a further 38 themes that emerged from either 

one or two participants. The linear construction of the research method hadn’t yet 

allowed me to consider the historical, cultural, and institutional context beyond creating 

the Student Narrative Scripts, so I was hesitant to discard these less frequent themes as 

incidental. I knew there were powerful social constructions at work with the 

phenomenological experiences of the participants, for example, constructions of ageism 

and constructions of the ideal dancer’s body. While it appeared at this stage of the 

analysis that the nine themes crossing over all three participants were the essential 

themes, I decided to create a framework that would accommodate what I designated as 

the nine major and 35 minor themes. I created a single Teacher Narrative Framework 
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moving from general or positive themes through to those that were more about challenges 

or complexities as follows: 

As a teacher, I experience my body as ...  

1. Involved  

2. Important to my teaching 

  Important to teaching a style 

  Learning 

  Adaptable 

Feeling different when I’m teaching or a teacher  

Feeling like a dancer 

  Feeling different from when I danced 

  Not a ballerina anymore 

Trained  

  Ballet stance or posture 

Loving dancing 

  Responsive to dance style   or not 

Dancing 

  Performing  

  Steps and emotion 

  Feeling good 

Responsive to music 

3. Observed, on display, or demonstrating 

  An image in mirror 

Not looking like a dancer  

Lacking or cheating 

4. Remembering ballet training 

5. Body parts 

6. Not essential to my teaching  

7. Verbal   

8. Clothed 
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  A weight 

9. Losing ability to dance/demonstrate/do ballet  

Changing 

Aging 

  Feeling pain or being injured   

  Changing my teaching 

  Increasingly verbal 

  Less important than my students’ bodies 

  Younger body better 

  Limitations 

  Uncomfortable 

Restrained 

  Limited by ballet 

  My body, myself 

  Changeable 

  Responsive to my teaching 

  Flexible 

Creating the Teacher Narrative Framework  

I identified the anecdotes and quotations in the six individual interview transcripts 

that informed each of the phenomenal themes. I copied the relevant text from the 

transcripts into a Teacher Narrative Framework for each participant. This created a large 

amount of text in each Teacher Narrative Framework so I completed a hard editing with 

deletions along with the ordering and tightening process I had established with the 

Student Narrative Scripts. I created two strategies to maintain a tight focus on this 

process: first, I typed at the top of each page of the Teacher Narrative Framework “As 

teacher I experience my body as ...” and second, after each phenomenological theme I 

typed “because.” This provided me clear guidance on each page for editing, ordering, and 
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tightening; for example, “As teacher, I experience my body as Involved because....” I 

considered this to be the first weave in a longer and larger process of weaving. 

As I distilled the scripts further, I was amazed at the richness of the descriptions 

in each section of the framework. I was undergoing a well-planned weaving process of 

elements developed from each participant’s interviews; however, much like the artistic 

process of loom weaving, the emerging product was much more exciting than had been 

imagined in the planning stages. It could certainly have been otherwise, as sometimes 

creative plans do not develop into the finished aesthetic product one has imagined. 

However, throughout this research project, I trusted that an emergent process combining 

a thoughtful plan with an ongoing attitude of noticing and regular journaling would 

provide meaningful results. As an artist and qualitative researcher, I trusted the process. 

Creating the Teacher Narrative Scripts  

Markula (2001) observes, “Creative ways of writing can effectively and 

sensitively expose the societal construction of our experiences” (p. 27). As I completed 

the first draft of the first weave of the first participant (Brenda), I realized I was 

approaching it as a theatrical script. I was imagining space, time, and perspectives. I 

found that I was going through a further distilling process along with the ordering. I was 

rewording and rewriting – sometimes for brevity, sometimes for clarity, but always 

working carefully to stay with Brenda’s descriptions. I was conscious of managing part 

and whole, as van Manen (1990) suggests. I wanted each participant’s script to be a 

complete ‘whole’ but at the same time I knew that through the weaving process each 

participant’s script would become part of a larger whole of a collective phenomenological 

description with the others.      
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I committed to the scripting approach and revised Brenda’s Teacher Narrative 

Script. I developed the phenomenological themes through what I now considered 

theatrical dialogue, and created a character through line for what was now the Brenda 

‘character.’ I also began to journal staging ideas and theatrical conventions (Neelands & 

Goode, 2000) that might serve the purpose of the script. I moved on to create Pamela’s 

Teacher Narrative Script and then Cathy’s Teacher Narrative Script following an 

identical process. I kept an eye on Brenda’s script while creating Pamela’s script, and an 

eye on both Brenda’s and Pamela’s scripts while creating Cathy’s script. I was creating a 

phenomenological description within each major theme, however, I wanted to include the 

specificity of each character within that description. I also decided to develop the minor 

phenomenological themes at this point knowing it would be easier to edit out that content 

rather than to attempt to insert it later. Once again, I knew that I worked best in a 

methodical way and that I needed to be well immersed in whatever texts or data sources I 

was using. I was not creating a blended script at this stage, rather I was noticing what 

each character was talking about so as to ensure unique and distinctive through lines and 

characters. The weaving metaphor helped in that I considered their through lines as 

character hues in the same thematic color. In this way, when the time came to bring 

together the three Teacher Narrative Scripts into a single script, each phenomenological 

theme would have its own section, however, within that theme I would recognize the 

situatedness of each character.  

Situating the Phenomenon Historically, Culturally, Institutionally  

Following development of the phenomenological themes in the Teacher Narrative 

Scripts, I utilized three strategies to situate the phenomenon historically, culturally, and 
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institutionally (Laverty, 2003; van Manen, 1999). First, as described earlier, historical 

and biographical details of each participant were incorporated into the emerging 

phenomenological text (the Teacher Narrative Script) by weaving Student Narrative 

Scripts into the Teacher Narrative Scripts. In this way, the student characters in the 

phenomenological text (script) provide the context necessary to begin to situate the 

phenomenological experiences.  

Following development of the phenomenological themes in the Teacher Narrative 

Scripts, two poststructural strategies were used to situate the phenomenon culturally, 

historically, and institutionally (Laverty, 2003; van Manen, 1999). First, I located 

participant productions of experiences of their bodies within the context of Foucault’s 

disciplinary power, and second, I examined the RAD’s discursive production of dancers 

or dancing bodies through a visual analysis of 30 years of Dance Gazette magazine 

covers informed by an existing genealogy of the ideal dancer’s body (Ritenburg, 2010) 

and guided by Tamboukou (1999) and Wright (2004).   

Strategy One - Creating the Teacher Student Scripts  

van Manen (1990) suggests that the researcher must be attentive to both form and 

content (p. 138). With drafts of the three Teacher Narrative Scripts completed, it was 

time to incorporate some biographical and historical context for each character. I did this 

by weaving each Student Narrative Script into its corresponding Teacher Narrative 

Script. I imagined a dialogue between the adult participant as her character as teacher at 

the age she was when I had conducted the interview and the youthful participant as her 

character as a younger ballet student. I combed through the Student Narrative Script to 

select dialogue to insert in the Teacher Narrative Script for each of the three participants. 
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I based my selections on those that informed the adult dialogue in several ways: some 

selections provided context; others paralleled emotions; others provided evidence of an 

ongoing issue, concern, or focus on or about their body; and still others revealed the 

contradictions the participants held in their lives. Because the teacher scripts had been 

created with attention to constructing thematic and character through lines, the student 

dialogue was incorporated with the intention of supporting the teacher through lines 

rather than constructing minor student through lines. I retained the transcript coding so I 

could easily identify the source of any piece of dialogue. I formatted, tightened, and 

ordered each of the three Teacher Student Narrative Scripts. Once again, the scripts were 

lengthy; however, I determined it was better to keep the content and to edit it down at a 

later stage.   

Strategy Two - Dance Gazette as a Communicative Device  

Foucault (1978/1990) suggests that to understand the power relations at work 

one’s analysis must begin from a local centre of power-knowledge (p. 98). A local centre 

is a place of relation between the management of an organization or institution such as 

the RAD and its populace or membership such as registered RAD teachers where the 

chief objective is to reproduce the interplay of power relations.  

The first step was to identify texts that serve as communicative devices from the 

Academy to its member teachers. My goal was to identify a text that provides examples 

of institutional discourses that provide context for the phenomenological themes. I 

considered various RAD publications including the Dance Gazette – the thrice-yearly 

international communication with teachers worldwide; regular communications from the 
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RAD Canadian headquarters to Canadian members; and reference texts including syllabi, 

technique, and teaching manuals. 

 McClintock (1995) critiques genealogy for focussing on mainstream discourses, 

so I decided to focus on texts that were forms of communication with RAD registered 

teachers specifically and which may produce discourses specific to a specialized 

audience. I identified the RAD’s international journal, the Dance Gazette, as a central 

point of contact between the three participants and myself that would permit the opening 

up of the phenomenological themes. This journal is a direct communication between 

RAD headquarters and its registered teachers. It is distributed by mail only to members of 

the RAD.3 Membership is conferred on those who pass a specified level of Executant (i.e. 

performed) examination with several levels of membership conferred based on progress 

through a series of teaching examinations. It is an exclusive membership intended to pass 

on the teachings of the Academy.  

 Tamboukou (1999) suggests selecting texts based on their contribution to provide 

details: examples, structures, orders of discourse, that permit the research to “compar[e] 

and juxtapos[e] them, tracing repetition, recurrence or even disappearance … [whereby] 

technologies are revealed, then named, defined and categorised” (p. 214). The Dance 

Gazette fit the description; the Gazette permitted me to analyze discourses beyond those I 

had identified previously through popular culture texts (see Ritenburg, 2010). Wright 

(2004) suggests, “In many cases there is a literature which has already begun the work of 

identifying the discursive field. In addition, as researchers, workers and participants [in] 

these fields we are also likely to be very familiar with the range of discourses, dominant 

3 The Dance Gazette has recently been made available to non-members (Royal Academy of Dance, 2013b) 
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and otherwise, circulating” (p. 44). The ideal dancer’s body genealogy I had previously 

conducted (Ritenburg, 2010) together with this current analysis allows us to consider how 

it is that both mainstream and institutional texts are complicit in disciplining and 

controlling female dance teachers’ experiences of their bodies. Historical accounts can 

help us question current experiences and notice ways in which these discourses are 

experienced and lived out. Tamboukou (1999) writes, “Calling into question self-

evidences of the present by exposing the various ways they were constructed in the past, 

… [effective] histories shatter certain stabilities and help us detach ourselves from our 

‘truths’ and seek alternative ways of existence” (p. 210).  

The aim of the RAD as an institution in a modern disciplinary society is pervasive 

management. The role of the Dance Gazette in this research is to consider how the Dance 

Gazette as a communicative tool functions to create and produce the female RAD 

teacher. How is she created and, simultaneously, how is her experience of her body 

produced. How is what she experiences necessary to experience what is is to “be” an 

RAD teacher?  

As discussed in chapter two, disciplinary power utilizes three instruments as “the 

means of correct training” (Foucault, 1977, p. 170) to efficiently control, regulate, 

manage, and shape – both literally and figuratively - homogenous groups of people into a 

multiplicity of individuals. The function of training is to produce individuals who are 

both docile and capable. It is a power that “regards individuals both as objects and as 

instruments of its exercise” (p. 170). As noted earlier, three “simple instruments” 

comprise the exercise of disciplinary power: hierarchical observation, normalizing 

judgment, and the examination. All three can be seen in play in the Royal Academy of 
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Dance as evident in the communication vehicle, the Dance Gazette, however, as the role 

of the poststructural analysis in this study is to provide context, the analysis was limited 

to hierarchical observation.  

This analysis of the Dance Gazette shows how “deployments of power are 

directly connected to the body - to bodies, functions, physiological processes, sensations, 

and pleasures” (Foucault, 1978/1990, p 151-152). The body is a political site – power 

with living beings. Foucault (1978/1990) writes, “Power is tolerable only on condition 

that it mask a substantial part of itself. Its success is proportional to its ability to hide its 

own mechanisms” (p 86). For the purposes of this research, these mechanisms of power 

via communication strategies are considered to produce and reproduce an embodied 

aesthetic ideal within the disciplinary institution of the RAD.  

The following analysis is provided in detail to establish the Dance Gazette 

(October, 1979) as a key communicative device from the Academy to its member 

teachers. As a communication tool, it permits an exercise of power and produces effects 

of power (Foucault, 1982, p. 786-787). The analysis provides historical, cultural, and 

institutional context necessary to situate phenomenological experience. 

a) Hierarchical Observation - A relation of surveillance 

A relational structure of surveillance was identified as running through the Royal 

Academy of Dance through an analysis of the content of one issue of the Dance Gazette. 

From this network of surveillance emerge the teachers who were themselves “subjected 

as pupils to the discipline that, later, as instructors, they would themselves impose’” 

(Foucault, 1977, p. 295). I will describe the structure, identify the managers and 

supervisors – the series of ‘eyes’ that contributes to the surveillance of teachers - and 
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describe three tactics utilized by the RAD: 1) an implicit message of surveillance: “we 

are watching;” 2) an implicit message of expert knowledge: “we are experts” and 3) an 

implicit message of internal institutional structural surveillance: “we are everywhere.”  

Structural Mechanisms of Surveillance Evident in the Dance Gazette 

The RAD consists of “The Academy” as both an institutional concept and a 

physical institution. The Academy consists of buildings with addresses and phones (p. 3) 

and is also referred to as the “home” (p. 28) to which graduates of the College are 

encouraged to return. Following is a description of structural mechanisms of surveillance 

as evident through my reading of the Dance Gazette (Fiels, 1979): 

Pages two and three of the Gazette present listings of the hierarchy of leadership 

which function as mechanisms of surveillance networked throughout the Academy. The 

listings begin with the attention to the British Royal Charter. Page two is headed in full 

caps bolded “The Royal Academy of Dancing” followed below and centre by the British 

Royal Crest. To the immediate left in bold font is “Patron” and in full caps, “Her Majesty 

the Queen.” To the immediate right also in bold font is “President” and in upper and 

lower case, “Dame Margot Fonteyn de Arias DBE.” Slightly further down the page are 

categories with columns of names. Bolded category headings include: Vice-Presidents, 

Executive Committee, The College of the Royal Academy of Dancing: Board of 

Governors, Grand Council, and Consultants. Names are listed with titles including Sir, 

Miss, Dame, Mrs., Dr., Major, and Lady. Names are accompanied by various 

accreditations including ARAD, FRAD, CBE, DBE, MIPA, MA, BA, LHD, CMG, OM, 

CH, LLD, FRAM, FRCM, FRCO, and more. A close examination reveals a repetition of 

names between the categories with the President listed as a member of the Executive 
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Committee, Vice Presidents listed as members of the Board of Governors or the Grand 

Council, and one Executive Committee member listed as a member of the Board of 

Governors. In addition to the networking of names, there is a note stating “Members of 

the Executive Committee are ex officio members of the Grand Council” (p. 2). The 

overall effect is that of a network or interrelationship of surveillance within the hierarchy 

of observation of leadership making visible how, as Foucault (1977) writes, “power in the 

hierarchized surveillance of the disciplines … functions like a piece of machinery” (p. 

177). 

Page three provides a listing of the Administrative structure including that of The 

College of the Royal Academy of Dancing alongside the Contents of the issue. Once 

again the title of the organization is prominently displayed at the top of the page in bold 

caps establishing “The Academy” as the peak of the institutional structure: “The Royal 

Academy of Dancing” this time with “(Incorporated by Royal Charter)” replacing the 

Royal Crest. The Patron Her Majesty the Queen and President Dame Margot Fonteyn de 

Arias DBE is repeated with prominence at the top of the page. The administrative 

structure is listed as consisting of three key positions listed in bold type: Director, 

Administrator, and Financial Controller; along with a series of managers: Administration 

Manager, Children’s Examinations Manager, Education and Training Manager, Major 

Examinations Manager, Overseas Manager, and Tertiary Manager; and others: 

Accountant, Librarian/Archivist, Membership, Music Director, Music Staff, 

Notator/Assistant Librarian, Press Officer/Editor, Dance Gazette, Special Projects 

Officer, and Staff Teachers. Listed beneath the bolded title, “The College of the Royal 

Academy of Dancing” is listed the names of the Principal, Senior Tutor, and Tutors. No 
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contact information is provided with the names or positions signaling a ‘top down’ 

management structure – the gazing ‘eyes’ of the manager supervisors.  

Alongside the Administration listings, and taking up approximately the right two-

thirds of the page is a repeat of the institutional name, royal designation and relationship, 

magazine number, issue, and date, along with minimal contact information. Once again 

the title of the organization is prominently displayed at the top of the page in bold caps 

establishing “The Academy” as the peak of the institutional structure with “(Incorporated 

by Royal Charter)” replacing the Royal Crest. The information, Patron Her Majesty the 

Queen and President Dame Margot Fonteyn de Arias DBE, is repeated with prominence 

at the top of the page. The title, Dance Gazette, is printed in bold caps in very large font 

relative to the rest of the page. The subtitle, “Journal of the Royal Academy of Dancing” 

is listed along with the date, issue number, names of editor and photographer, along with 

a mailing address, telephone number, and telegrams address. 

The Contents listing indicates formal and informal organizational construction by 

department, division, and area of focus. The section titles imply an area of responsibility 

and supervision. Some content listings parallel Administrative area with managers such 

as “The College,” “Education and Training Department,” “Tertiary Education 

Department” with some disjuncture including a contents listing of “Sales Department” 

without an Administrative listing for same. All content listings are workings in the 

“machinery” (Foucault, 1977, p. 177) of surveillance mechanisms of hierarchical 

observation and detailed throughout the remainder of this section. 

The opening section, “News,” fits within not only the implicit message, “We are 

watching” but also the messages “We are everywhere” and “We are experts.” Comprising 
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among the larger sections of the journal, the News section provides numerous instances 

of The Academy as all-knowing and all-seeing throughout the world. Items are reported 

from Italy, England, New Zealand, Germany, Holland, and the United States. The 

Academy’s presence, observation, relationships, and knowledge in the broader social 

context also are established. For example, BBC television is reported as marking the 

occasion of the 75th birthday of Sir Frederick Ashton, a Vice-President of the Royal 

Academy of Dancing, with the airing of two programs, one introduced by Her Royal 

Highness the Princess Margaret. This news item with the accompanying details 

communicates the expertness of those associated with the management structure of the 

Royal Academy of Dance. A senior examiner with the Royal Academy of Dancing is 

reported to have received the Queen’s Service Medal “in view of her lengthy community 

service” (p. 4). The link between the Royal Academy of Dancing and royalty is 

reproduced as well as the discourse of expertness. An RAD syllabus demonstration tour 

of Germany by British organizers resulted in “a number of enquiries from principals of 

German schools asking for help in obtaining teachers from England” (p. 5). Again, the 

expertness of those in the management structure of the RAD is reproduced as well as a 

discourse of elitism through association with British royalty.  

Implicit to the structure of hierarchical observation within the Academy, and 

communication via the Dance Gazette, are photographs throughout the Gazette including 

the “News” section – photographs bringing our focus literally and figuratively to the 

surveilling gaze of the RAD. Most photographs are credited to a single RAD 

photographer. For example, page six has a photograph of students “used in the 

demonstration” given by Dame Ninette de Valois, RAD Vice-President and one of the 
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founding members of the RAD, to teachers on the topic, “The training of children for 

classical ballet” (p. 6). The children are posed to face the camera but look towards Dame 

Ninette de Valois who is seated in the centre of the children. The children look to Dame 

Ninette with expressions of happiness and respect. Another photograph is of attendees at 

a ninetieth birthday party given for “Dinah Watkins … [who] worked for the Academy 

for many years” (p. 6). Also photographed for the “News” section are three students who 

“gained entry to the Upper School of the Royal Ballet” (p. 5).  

Numerous displays of hierarchical observation coupled with the implicit “we are 

everywhere” and “we are watching” are combined with constructions of expertness. 

Supervisors explicitly and implicitly mentioned in the News section are numerous 

and include audiences, RAD Vice Presidents, RAD President, RAD organizers, 

administrators, television station BBC, Her Royal Highness the Princess Margaret, and 

the Ballet Master of the Rambert School, among others. 

A short article at the end of the News section firmly explains the process of 

earning, the process of obtaining permission for, as well as the meaning attached to, the 

use of Initial Letters LRAD (Licentiate of the Royal Academy of Dancing) and ARAD 

(Associate Member of the Royal Academy of Dancing). The RAD, it is implied, is 

watching to ensure the appropriate use of letter designations by its membership. 

A two-page article celebrating the 60th birthday of RAD President Margot 

Fonteyn de Arias further establishes her expertness in the hierarchical structure of the 

RAD. The article was written by the British dance writer Peter Williams, a friend of 

Anton Dolin, RAD Vice President and member of the Great Britain Advisory Committee 

on Dance under the chairmanship of another RAD Vice President, Ninette de Valois. 
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Once again is seen the complex relationships that comprise the machinery or the 

structural mechanisms of hierarchical observation. Threaded throughout this article are 

many reproductions of the discourse of the ideal ballet dancer’s body as youthful: “I 

refuse to accept that her age is as it’s officially stated to be; age is not determined by 

years, it’s determined by the spirit a person has in them and if this is true then Fonteyn is 

still in the first bloom of youth” (p. 9); and the discourse of elitism: “As she finished, Sir 

Fred slowly walked on from the wings, then knelt down in obeisance” (p. 9). A full page 

advertisement for a book publication, Fonteyn and Nureyev: Story of a Partnership (p. 

13), reinforces the expertness of President Margot Fonteyn de Arias with the caption, “A 

tribute to the most dazzling partnership in the history of ballet” (p. 13) and a discourse of 

elitism with as “available from all good booksellers” (p. 13).  

An article on the history of ballet in Australia and an accompanying article on the 

history of the Australian branch of the RAD continue to build the relationship between 

the management of the RAD as experts in Australia (i.e. Adeline Genée having 

“introduced Australian audiences to the refinements of stage dancing” (p. 10) and Anton 

Dolin as one of the “stars ... [who] led a strong team of dancers” (p. 10)). The article on 

the history of the Australian Branch praises the teachers and examiners who devoted 

large parts of their lives to the development of RAD ballet in Australia. Finally, the 

photograph of Australian dancer, Madonna Benjamin, receiving the Adeline Genée Gold 

Medal once again establishes the literal surveillance gaze of the RAD as young Madonna 

is simultaneously congratulated by the unseen audience and by the very visible 

contingent of management from the RAD including VP Phyllis Bedells along with 

several members of the Executive Committee. 
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The implicit message, “We are experts,” is resoundingly established with a 

lengthy article reporting on the Fifteenth International Summer School. Once again 

through photographs and text, the RAD at its Academy Headquarters in London, England 

is presented as expert as “thirty countries were represented by eighty-eight dancers and 

forty-six teachers at this year’s International Summer School, which had its usual 

success. It is a tribute to the growing reputation of the Academy abroad that many of the 

participants had been to previous Summer Schools, and once again it was heavily over-

subscribed before the closing date” (p. 18). Summer School directors and “distinguished 

teachers” are listed by name. Activities are described including “The Teacher’s Course ... 

began with a demonstration given by pupils of Madeleine Sharp - beautiful work which 

was much appreciated by all the teachers” (p. 18). There were further reports of the 

“exceptional ability” (p. 21) and “expertise” (p. 21) of the teaching staff, and the 

“brilliantly” played piano accompaniment (p. 21) of the RAD music staff. The article 

closes with a photograph of summer school participants at “White Lodge, the home of the 

Junior Royal Ballet School” accompanied by Louise Browne of the RAD Grand Council, 

Vanessa Lindsay, Manager Education and Training, and Antoinette Sibley, future 

President of the RAD who was standing in for the ailing Dame Ninette De Valois, RAD 

VP and founder of the Royal Ballet School. 

That the RAD are ‘experts’ of teaching dance to children is reproduced through 

the article, “Problems of the Growing Child” by Joan Lawson “author and teacher” (p. 

27). The article “is based on a demonstration given during a lecture at Assembly 1979” 

(p. 27). In the article, Lawson shares the seven principles of movement which, the article 

implies, all teachers should know. She identifies several “problems which arise when 
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teenagers grow” (p. 24) and “offer[s] some guide lines” (p. 24) or rather “solutions” (p. 

24) for achieving each of the seven principles in the face of such “problems.” 

The report from “The College” principal, Valerie Taylor, of The College Diploma 

Day: 14 July 1979, is replete with experts listed as staff of the College and others as 

guests of honor at the event. The College teaching staff is listed with their credentials 

along with their areas of expertise including anatomy, history of dance, corrective work, 

movement analysis and Labanotation, historical dance, and arts in education (p. 28). 

Within the report from The College is a short item from the Guild of Licentiates, 

whose President is notably Madame Irina Baronova, a world-famous Russian dancer, 

Fellow and VP of the RAD, and one of the three famous ‘baby ballerinas’ of the Ballet 

Russe de Monte Carlo. Madame Baronova danced with Anton Dolin, also a VP of the 

RAD. The Guild is an organization within the RAD restricted to College graduates who 

have attained the right to use the letters, LRAD, indicating achievement as Licentiate.  

 Reported in the Education and Training Department section is an International 

Summer School held in Canada - the first time a summer school has been held outside of 

London. The Gazette reports that it will be taught by “some of the finest ballet teachers 

on both sides of the Atlantic” (p. 33). The summer school is offered in association with 

Ryerson College of Dance and the Ryerson Theatre Department at Ryerson Polytechnical 

Institute in Toronto, Canada. The report provides a listing of the teaching staff, described 

as providing “expert guidance” (p. 33).  

 This issue of the Gazette closes with an item on Adeline Genée, one of the 

original founders and predecessor to Margot Fonteyn as President of the RAD. This 

information is not provided in the short article, presumably because the readership would 
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or should be aware of it. The item accompanies a reproduction of a painting of Dame 

Genée, one of a “series of illustrations ... chosen to give members [of the RAD] a 

collection of pictures which may be cut out and framed” (p. 52).  

The preceding analysis demonstrates the important role of the Dance Gazette as a 

tool in the exercise of disciplinary power where headquarters or “the Academy” is 

constructed as authorized to know about dancers’ and/or teachers’ bodies and where 

members of the Royal Academy of Dance are produced as teachers, that is, as subjects, 

who are knowledgeable about the RAD’s “truths” about dancers and teachers. 

Strategy Three - Dance Gazette Cover Discourses 

 My third strategy in creating the historical, cultural, and institutional context to 

inform the phenomenological themes was to examine the RAD’s discursive production of 

dancers or dancing bodies through an analysis of 30 years of Dance Gazette magazine 

covers. As noted above, this was informed by an existing genealogy of the ideal dancer’s 

body I had conducted earlier (Ritenburg, 2010) and was guided by Tamboukou (1999) 

and Wright (2004). Discourses were documented as they emerged. The discourses were 

brought alongside the themes that emerged from the phenomenological inquiry and 

examined for links and interrelationships as well as apparent disconnects.  

 In utilizing a poststructural genealogy and related concepts as a form of 

contextual understanding within the interpretive frame of hermeneutic phenomenology, I 

am able to bring the discursive constitution – the social construction - of subjective 

experience of the body into my desired dynamic with a specific experience. For my 

purposes, the analysis provides the historical, cultural, and institutional context in order 
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that I may consider “the personal, the individual” (van Manen, 1990, p. 7) that van 

Manen suggests hermeneutic phenomenology provides.  

Poststructural theorists assume that subjectivities or identities, including the 

meaning we attach to how we experience our bodies as teachers, “are constituted by 

drawing on existing discourses or sets of meanings” (Wright, 2003, p. 43). By naming the 

discourses available to – actually provided to – RAD teachers by the Academy, I can 

identify those that resonate with each participant and to what effect. I can notice how 

those discourses constituting the texts draw on both dominant and marginal discourses 

already circulating in particular social and cultural contexts. 

 I documented the discourses and, after running a small trial run on the Teacher 

Narrative Framework, brought them into dialogue with the phenomenological themes 

through the scripting as weaving process to determine how they functioned in these 

teachers’ experiences. Through this process, I am able to see which discourses are drawn 

upon. When combined with the genealogy of the ideal ballet dancers’ body (Ritenburg, 

2010), I see when and how the teachers draw on discourses circulating in other contexts. 

Foucault (1977) reminds that the intention is not to identify cause and effect; rather, 

identifying discourses and utilizing the genealogy allows me to see how the discourses 

function in these teacher’s experiences. In this way, I am able to situate and contextualize 

the teacher participants’ experiences by seeing how these discourses are used and how 

they arise in the phenomenal text created through the scripting. 

 I utilized 27 issues of the Dance Gazette published from the time I had received 

my registration in 1985 until 2010. Two out of the three research participants would have 

received these same issues. The third participant would have been trained by teachers 
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who received these issues and she herself would have received the later issues. Even if 

teachers (and anyone else who viewed the covers) did not engage with the content of the 

journal, the seemingly passive activity of experiencing visually the journal covers is 

simultaneously both an instrument and an effect of the RAD’s disciplinary power. I 

intentionally did not refresh my memory of the phenomenological themes because in 

Foucauldian analyses, the research process must permit the discourses to emerge and not 

search for particular discourses to support the phenomenology. There is no single or set 

method to analyze texts for discourses. McLaren (2009) suggests, “The best we can do, 

as researchers, is to draw on Foucault’s theories and to use them however it best suits our 

own thematic research schema, or our own theoretical perspectives” (p. 1). 

 I was guided in the cover analysis by a seven-step critical viewing process I often 

use in my work with students and pre-service teachers in arts education as well as in 

research processes (Saskatchewan Ministry of Education, 2009). The approach 

encourages the viewer to engage with all the senses, and to respond emotionally and 

associatively with the viewing experience. Judgments or conclusions are suspended until 

a deep engagement with the object or event has occurred. This process recognizes that 

viewers bring unique and varied perspectives to the analysis. The seven steps which 

generally guided my analysis are: 1) preparation, 2) first impressions, 3) description, 4) 

analysis, 5) interpretation, 6) background information, and 7) informed judgment or 

conclusions.  

Step One: Preparation 

Preparing for the analysis of the journal covers involved setting the climate 

including the space and time appropriate to support meaningful engagement. I booked a 
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quiet space at the university where I would not be interrupted. I placed benches in a large 

semicircle and laid out the Dance Gazettes in chronological order so each cover was fully 

visible as I faced the benches.   

Step Two: First Impressions 

Noticing and recording first impressions acknowledge that spontaneous reactions 

may inform the analysis. Recording first impressions can indicate how the analysis may 

change through the viewing process; in addition, first impressions can direct the analysis. 

I began by scanning the covers and allowing myself to pause where my interest was 

drawn. I tracked and journalled these initial responses to the covers with the belief that 

noticing initial responses can be an important precursor to a richer and more detailed 

observation process.  

One of my initial responses included noticing that most of the covers were 

photographic images of people. Through the 1980s, the cover images tended to be of 

RAD administrators and other RAD leaders: President Margot Fonteyn de Arias, founder 

Ninette de Valois, Julia Farron, Sir Frederick Ashton’s rose. I noticed that I felt I knew 

these people – they were familiar to me and felt like family although I had never met nor 

been in the presence of any of them other than once briefly meeting Margot Fonteyn 

backstage with the Royal Ballet. I hadn’t looked at these Gazette covers since the mid 

1990s when I had put them into storage. Prior to that, they had a place on my bookshelf at 

work where I and other ballet teachers at my studio often referenced them for teaching 

information and support. I indulged myself for a time in noticing and responding to 

whatever piqued my interest taking care to journal throughout.  
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Step Three: Description  

The shift between the steps in the process isn’t always clear or intentional, but 

soon I began to notice variations in the design of the front cover. Initially I noticed the 

font on the title, “Dance Gazette.” A little later, I noticed variances in the size of the font 

over the years. Later still, I noticed that the placement and prominence of the line “Royal 

Academy of Dancing” had shifted, as well as the placement and prominence of the Royal 

crest. I noticed the introduction of the Benesh Institute, and then the name change to 

Royal Academy of Dance. 

Step Four: Analysis 

I brought my attention to the choices the RAD made in designing each cover and 

created a table to record and analyze the changes. As I completed recording the cover 

changes, I noticed that the font change from “Dance Gazette” to “Dance Gazette” 

allowed additional space for more content to be listed on the cover. At the time of the 

change to ‘Dance Gazette,’ I noticed that the cover now almost always featured the 

photograph of a young dancer and no longer that of an image of the authority and 

leadership of the RAD. As I noticed similarities in the change of cover images, I noticed 

the addition of three small photos in the upper left corner beginning with issue one of 

2003. I charted aspects of the images informed by my knowledge of the ballet world 

generally, the RAD specifically, and the findings of the earlier ideal body genealogy 

(Ritenburg, 2010) including gender, male to female ratio, race, presence and absence of 

females in pointe shoes, level of authority or rank of people in the photos on the covers, 

and whether the images were supporting or challenging the heteronormative tradition of 

ballet. 
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Step Five: Interpretation 

I completed analyzing the covers and journalled what I noticed: 

1. Racialized discourse – white is normal 

There is a noticeable difference in the 1998 issue one cover with two black 

dancers featured. The dance style represented is not clearly ‘ballet’ until I look 

more closely and identify what could be seen as balletic lines in one of the 

dancers and as ballet shoes on their feet. Of 24 covers with over 40 images of 

dancers spanning over 20 years, these are the only black dancers included. The 

vast majority of images are of white dancers or white RAD leaders and authority 

figures.  

 I noticed and journalled: 

• Black (non-white) dancers is highly unusual on a cover 

• Black dancers are not represented as typical male ballet dancers or 

traditional danseurs but rather as unidentifiable as to the dance style 

represented. Compared to the other cover images up to this point, it is 

unusual for the RAD to have represented anything other than classical 

ballet, so these black male dancers are associated not as belonging but 

rather as different. 

• I also notice that one of the male dancers is supporting the full weight of 

the other male dancer. This is highly unusual in classical ballet where 

gender roles are closely guarded. Khudaverdian (2006) writes, “The 

importance of the tradition [in classical ballet] outweighs the desire for 

the reform of gender representation” (p. 30). MacAulay (2013a) writes, 
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“It can easily be argued that the core essence of ballet can only really be 

conducted in terms of male-female dualism” (para. 6). Because both 

dancers are male, in the context of ballet’s tradition and the preceding 

cover images, these dancers could be read as emasculated. At the same 

time, the physique of both black males is visibly more muscular and more 

powerful than other non-black (i.e. white) classical male dancers featured 

on earlier covers. This can be read as reproducing the stereotype of the 

hypersexualized, hegemonic black male (Nagel, 2000). 

• I also notice that the image continues a pattern of no interracial 

representations of relationships on the covers, whether male with male, 

male with female, or female with female. The only exception in the 20 

year span is one cover of a blond-haired, blue-eyed little girl seated next 

to another little girl with darker hair, eyes, and skin color. 

2. I notice the inclusion, the disappearance, the reappearance, and subsequent 

disappearance again of the British Royal crest on the cover. In addition, the 

Royal crest disappears when the word “magazine” as in “the magazine of the 

Royal Academy of Dancing” replaces the word “journal” as in “the journal of 

the Royal Academy of Dancing” in 1998 issue one.  

3. Cover images are about dancers and performers, not teachers. 

4. Covers are about excellence – Genée Competition winners, professional 

dancers in renowned companies, and students from the prestigious College of 

the RAD. 

5. As I scan my eyes along the 27 covers, three cover images stand out as not  
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belonging: black dancers, a young boy, an old woman. The cover with the 

young boy announces an article titled “Boy Trouble: Why Don’t Boys 

Dance?” while the cover with the old woman features an article, “Too Old to 

Dance?” 

Step Six: Informed Judgments or Conclusions 

After familiarizing myself with the 27 covers by noticing, describing details, 

charting changes in the cover design, and performing a rudimentary gender, race, class, 

sexuality, and age analysis, I set out to view the covers with the purpose of identifying 

the institutional and cultural discourses brought into play. I identify six normalizing 

discourses about ballet teachers and teaching: 

1. Discourse of the ideal female dancer’s body 

2. Discourse of teaching as about dancers dancing  

3. Discourse of ballet as real dance  

4. Discourse of teacher as a dancer or was a dancer 

5. Discourse of elitism  

6. Discourse of excellence 

Building the Conversation 

In considering how to engage the cover analysis with the phenomenological 

themes, I conducted a small test run bringing the cover discourses to one of the scripts. I 

was reminded from my journal of Feb 27, 2012 that “phenomenal theming is about 

identifying places to pause and to sink in, to consider, and to really listen.” I considered 

the script as in a listening mode - that the phenomenological themes were locations for 
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the covers discourses to pause and to sink in, and to extend and deepen the 

phenomenological.  

I inserted the cover discourses into the general Teacher Narrative Framework 

(consisting of the phenomenological themes) to check for potential resonances including 

any links, interrelationships, and disconnects. It felt a little more manageable to work 

with the framework alone rather than the multiple pages of scripting. Once again, I was 

amazed at how the discourses opened up the phenomenological themes. I was surprised 

how easily many of them fit; however, discourse four didn’t have much resonance with 

the Teacher Narrative Framework. I find it interesting because it’s the discourse I 

associate strongly with ballet’s aesthetic embodiment. However, I remind myself that we 

are always already immersed in discourse and we don’t necessarily identify them as such. 

I was also a little surprised at how many of the phenomenological themes in the Teacher 

Narrative Framework resonated with discourse two “teaching is about [ballet] dancers 

dancing – performing.”  

Weaving Cover Discourses into Teacher Student Scripts 

I began weaving the Dance Gazette cover discourses into each of the three 

Teacher Student scripts starting with Brenda. I utilized the major and minor 

phenomenological theme headings and indicated which of the cover discourses were 

taken up by the script dialogue. Immediately I was amazed at how the script opened up 

with the introduction of the cover discourses. The cover discourses made direct 

connections with Brenda’s dialogue. Brenda strongly took up and reproduced many of 

the discourses. For example, discourses one and two where we see how important it is to 

Brenda that she look like a dancer when she is a teacher: 
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B2H25 “I’m aware of my body practically all the time when I’m teaching. 
I’m hoping that I’m inspiring my students.” 

 
BM1H4 “My body definitely isn’t what I want it to be. I was accepted [into 

the ballet school] because my proportions were perfect.” 
 
BIH12 “Yesterday when I was teaching I was demonstrating in front of 

the mirror …. And I guess what I was wearing was flattering or 
something and I suddenly felt really nice.” 

 
B1H6 “I have to feel like a dancer when I teach…. It’s a feeling as well 

as what I look like.” 
 
B2H19 “I want to look like a dancer and feel like a dancer when I’m 

teaching – because we have to stand in front of that mirror.” 
 
B1H8 “So even now, with the mirror it’s important to me to still look as 

much like a dancer as I can which obviously isn’t a lot.” 
 
B1H9 “I still watch what I eat. I don’t want to put on weight. I’m very 

aware of my weight and I’m sure I could put on a lot of weight 
quickly if I just ate everything that I wanted to. So I do weigh 
myself fairly regularly and if I start putting on weight, I sort of diet 
for a couple of days or a week or something and get my weight 
back again. So that’s always been important to me, just because of 
that damn mirror. ‘Cause I have to stand in front of it.” 

 
B2H4 “So, it’s sort of a double-edged sword; no - the body doesn’t need 

to be perfect to teach the students but if it is, it’s a little bonus for 
the teacher – and the students.” 

 
In all, I noted close to 30 sections in Brenda’s Teacher Student script in which she 

took up the discourse of the ideal dancer’s body. While Brenda is conscious of body 

shape and body parts, she doesn’t discuss other aspects raised in the genealogy and the 

cover discourses such as race or gender. Brenda makes several comments about the 

youthful body including what is “lost” or what ceasing to teach ballet will do to her body. 

As well, she laments what having children has done to the shape of her breasts – that the 

increase in the size of her breasts due to multiple pregnancies has diminished her chances 

of looking like a dancer because “dancers can’t have boobs” (B1H1). Brenda values the 
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feeling of feeling ten years younger when she puts on her teaching clothes and walks into 

the studio to teach (B1H11). She speaks of it being an amazing feeling of moving 

younger and behaving younger (B1H11) when wearing her teaching clothes. 

A second discourse taken up strongly by Brenda is that of teaching being about 

ballet dancers dancing, doing, performing. She speaks several times about the importance 

of showing a lovely foot when she teaches and the role the heeled teaching shoes have in 

making her feet look “way better” (B2H13) than they really are. She also speaks of the 

importance she places on being able to demonstrate to the students what it is she wants 

them to do (B2H26). She loves what dancing does to her body – the strength, the shape, 

the increasing heart rate, and the sweating (B2H21-24; B1H15; B1H14). 

It is also important to Brenda that she is demonstrating that is, dancing, accurately 

and well (B1H7). With the teaching shoes she’s able to balance well, and demi plié 

deeply, in fact, she enjoys that the shoes enhance what she is able to do (B2H16-17) – 

“cheat” was her word. However, Brenda considers that she can impart her knowledge in 

other ways: through talking, hands on, and imagery, however, she realizes through the 

interview that she always demonstrates when she is teaching (B2H30). As she has aged, 

she noticed she moves less like a dancer (B1H19; B1H8-9) and compensates by telling 

her students about her limitations and how they should perform differently from her: 

So when I teach, I always just say to everyone that I’ve got lousy turnout: “Your 
knees should be out to the side when you do this. Your legs should be back here.” 
I demonstrate it with my legs low and tell them they need to get their legs up 
‘cause I can’t get mine up anymore. (B1H19) 
 
Brenda takes up discourse one in phenomenological theme Observed and On 

Display and to a somewhat lesser degree in themes Involved and Clothed. Brenda takes 

up discourse two extensively in theme Observed and to a large degree as well in 
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Important to My Teaching including the minor theme, Trained. Brenda also engages with 

discourse six, excellence, particularly where her own technique and performance is 

concerned. For example, in the phenomenological theme Important to My Teaching 

minor theme “feeling different when I’m teaching or a teacher” she states about her own 

training that she never felt she was any good as a dancer despite being accepted and 

retained at the prestigious ballet school she attended. As a teacher, she is very aware of 

performing and demonstrating well for her students. The teaching shoes are very 

important to her as a teacher because she experiences her feet as looking better than they 

really are. The shoes provide a shortcut or a crutch to achieving the desired look and to 

maintain a standard of excellence to which she is accustomed to comparing herself 

(B2H18; B2H6; B2H13-17; BT2H1). As well, the comments of Brenda’s teacher early in 

Brenda’s teacher training to look after her feet has stayed with her and become something 

she notices and values in her body as a teacher. Brenda is disappointed in, and critical of, 

herself when she notices her abilities as a dancer being affected by her aging. 

When the cover discourses were brought alongside the phenomenological themes 

and dialogue, I began to notice what Foucault (1988) describes as technologies of the self 

– the behaviors, thoughts, and actions of Brenda relative to those discourses. These 

technologies emerged as rules she has for herself, as comments to students, and as 

comments about herself. These are actions that regulate her life in the RAD, that 

reproduce these discourses in her pedagogy and throughout the rest of her life – with the 

parents of her students I imagine, as well as her own family and the other staff at the 

studio where she works. This is an example of the complexity of Foucault’s theories 

about the body and the methodological challenges faced when utilizing his theories in 
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limited ways such as I have in this research project (see Peters & Burbules as cited in 

Vinson & Wilson, 2008, p. 85-86). 

The Grand Weave 

This stage was a creation of understanding of the phenomenological themes of the 

experience under inquiry with the addition of the poststructural analysis. Both the 

theatrical script and the concept of a theatrical script had emerged during the research 

process as an evocative and effective vehicle or structure with which to create and share 

the phenomenological text. I utilized the phenomenological themes to develop a narrative 

framework within which to consider the historical, cultural, and institutional complexity 

and specificity of experience of the research participants. Bringing together these 

elements of the research inquiry in a script situated as it is within the larger dissertation 

provides both a direct conversation within the script itself as well as encourages an 

ongoing dialogue within the reader as audience during and following experiencing the 

script.  

The theatrical script is utilized as a vehicle to bring together the 

phenomenological description and the historical, cultural, and institutional context of 

hermeneutic phenomenology with the purpose of creating an informed phenomenological 

experience.  That said, van Manen (1990) writes, “We should not confuse style with mere 

technique or method, rather style shows and reflects what the author is capable of seeing 

and showing in the way that he or she is oriented to the world and to language” (p. 132). 

In chapter five, I discuss the contribution of the script to the research.    

In preparation for the grand weave, I reviewed the research plan and the writers 

whose work informed my process. I collected together the key pieces for weaving 
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including the Teacher Narrative Frameworks (containing the phenomenological themes), 

the Teacher Students Scripts, the embodied writings created during the group interviews, 

the group interview discussion on discourses of the dancer’s body, the Dance Gazette 

cover discourses, the ideal body genealogy (Ritenburg, 2010), and the means of correct 

training.   

I decided that the phenomenological themes would function as the organizing 

structure of the script to reflect the intended focus of the research, so I began to work first 

with the themes as contained in the Teacher Narrative Frameworks, the Teacher Students 

Scripts in which the Student context informed the phenomenal themes of the teachers’ 

bodies, and the embodied writings. While writing the script, I aimed to create a balance 

between the needs of the research design determining the writing of the script and 

trusting that the joint considerations of the art and craft of creating the script would 

produce the desired result. My research approach was to work with the arts as ways of 

knowing – “art pursued for inquiry’s sake and not for art’s own sake” (Diamond & 

Mullen, 1999, p. 25).  

Introduction to the Phenomenological Text  

In the following chapter, the reader will encounter the phenomenological text. In 

encountering the text as a theatrical script, the reader is encouraged to imagine herself or 

himself as an audience member. This imagined engagement creates the “lived quality and 

significance of the experience” (van Manen, 1990, p. 10) characteristic of 

phenomenological inquiry where “the reader must be prepared to be attentive to what is 

said in and through the words … [as] certain meaning is better expressed through how 

one writes than in what one writes” (p. 130-131). The script contains a suggested stage 
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design and a few reader-friendly stage directions separate from the character dialogue. 

The script also contains several directorial suggestions to aid the reader in imagining the 

performance. It is my expectation that the reader will create her or his own imagined 

performance assisted by these suggestions. It is less important that the reader determine 

exactly what I might have intended, and more important that the reader imaginatively 

create a theatrical experience. In other words, we are co-directing, co-creating the 

experience. This is critical to my intention that the script function as a phenomenological 

text for the reader.  

In the interests of balancing the comfort of  “readerly” text with the arts-based 

approach of a “writerly” text (Barthes, 1973/1974; Sumara & Luce-Kapler, 1993), and 

the dissertation’s requirement as an “academic” text, the script is written to stand as a 

phenomenological whole while essential elements of the academic conversation 

including the literature review, research design, discussion, and future research 

considerations, while alluded to or summarized in the script, have been detailed in the 

chapters preceding and following the script. “Attentiveness to form,” van Manen (1990) 

writes, “is also attentiveness to content” (p. 131). 

The play develops through three stages as follows: 

Act I 

The opening act serves to introduce the dissertation inquiry. I introduce the 

characters, that is, the research participants, the researcher, and the setting, that is, the 

research context. The reader learns of the characters’ training backgrounds and teaching 

contexts as the historical context is introduced. As well, the reader learns why the 
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researcher has embarked on her project and the importance she believes it has for 

education.  

There is an emphasis on focussed listening with the focus provided by one or 

more words projected onto a large screen at the back of the stage which serves to link the 

reader to, or locate the reader within, the following phenomenological themes that frame 

or inform the script: As a dance teacher, I experience my body as 1) involved; 2) 

important to my teaching; 3) observed, on display, demonstrating, 4) remembering my 

ballet training, 5) body parts, 6) not essential to my teaching, 7) verbal, 8) clothed, and 9) 

losing the ability to dance, demonstrate, or do ballet.  

Act II  

In Act II, the audience is introduced to further phenomenological themes 

informing the script. The researcher begins to layer in elements of the poststructural 

analysis developing the cultural and institutional complexities informing the research. We 

begin to notice the links and relationships the characters notice in how they experience 

their body in their pedagogy and the discourses shaping those experiences.  

Act III  

As before, in the third act our attention is drawn to the links and relationships - 

but now more clearly the disconnects - the characters notice in how they experience their 

body in their pedagogy and the discourses shaping those experiences. The play closes 

with the acknowledgment that the characters, though at various stages of their teaching 

careers and despite post-secondary and lifelong learning beyond that provided by the 

RAD, continue to find themselves embedded in, and always negotiating, these embodied 

discourses. While there is no “happy ending” there are possibilities for social change 
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apparent in the various ways each character has taken up and negotiated the various 

discourses. This will be discussed in chapter five.  

Conclusion 

In this chapter three, I have provided a description of the research method 

including the emergence and the construction of the phenomenological text. This chapter 

drew on elements of theory from chapter two to demonstrate how the disparate 

philosophies of phenomenology and poststructuralism informed the overall method.  

In the following chapter four, the reader is introduced to the phenomenological 

text. Following the phenomenological text is chapter five in which I summarize the 

research, situate myself further as the researcher, and discuss what the arts-based method 

of scripting has offered this research. Following this I reflect on the possibilities for 

change made apparent through the scripting process and share directions in which I 

would like to develop this research. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Every Body has a History 

Characters 

Narrator:  Helen’s voice 

 

Helen: a mid-career dance education teacher and former ballet studio owner 

operator in an urban setting; currently a doctoral student     

 

Brenda:  a late-career ballet teacher at an urban dance school    

 

Cathy: an early-career ballet teacher at a private dance studio and high school 

dance education teacher in an urban setting 

 

Pamela: a mid-career ballet and dance teacher at a rural community-run dance 

school 

 

Young Brenda: Brenda as a dance student from 14 to 35 years of age  

 

Young Cathy:  Cathy as a ballet student from 14 to 18 years of age 

 

Young Pamela: Pamela as a dance student from 14 to 22 years of age 

 

Setting: The play takes place in Helen’s office. A minimal stage with the 

suggestion of an office. Downstage right there is a desk and chair facing 

the audience. On the desk are an open laptop, piles of books and papers, 

a desk lamp, and other items. To the left and within reach of the desk is a 

small low table on which sits a computer printer. On the floor around the 

desk are more piles of books and papers. To the right and slightly back of 

Helen’s chair is a coat tree with a woman’s suit jacket hanging. At centre 

stage are three stools in a row placed at SL, CS, and SR each spaced 

about three feet apart. 
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A large projection screen hangs from up centre. 

 

Prologue: HELEN is alone on stage and seated at her desk working on the laptop.  

 

A video loop is projected onto the upstage screen. 

 

Video begins with a five-second clip of a professional classical ballet 

company production of The Nutcracker or Swan Lake followed by three-

second clip of First Nations Women’s Traditional and a three-second 

clip of Métis Quadrille danced by adults. This is followed by a five-

second clip continuation of The Nutcracker/Swan Lake followed by 

three-second clips each of three dances reflecting Saskatchewan’s 

current immigration patterns – Filipino, East Asian, and Chinese 

(Chabun, 2013ab). This is followed by a five-second clip continuation of 

The Nutcracker/Swan Lake followed by longer clips (five to seven 

seconds each) of children engaged in creative dance in an RAD class 

setting and in a public school setting.   

 

We view one complete loop lasting approximately 60 seconds. The 

intended visual effect of the video is to contrast ballet’s danced and 

bodied aesthetic with non-ballet examples, including a contrast between 

ballet students engaged in creative dance and non-ballet students (public 

school children) engaged in creative dance.  

 

As the NARRATOR (HELEN’S voice) narrates the following section, the 

video switches to student demonstrations of the RAD syllabus exercises 

at about the Advanced level.  

 

Narrator:   Every Body Has a History 

 

My body has a history shaped by/through years of dance training, 

 A history that shapes my way of being in the world (Aalten, 2007; Butler, 1988) 

my very being 

my very way of being in the world 
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What is a bodied history – an embodied history? 

 

What does a  bodied / embodied history  mean in / to pedagogy? 

What does history  bodied / embodied  mean in / to pedagogy? 

 

pedagogy as relationships  manifest    

pedagogy as relationships  emergent  

pedagogy as relationships  constituted  in classrooms and other curricular  

spaces  

those environments in which students, as Apple (1990) says, “dwell.” 

 

What informs / what shapes the experiences teachers create with students?  

what teachers think and say, and do and feel with students? 

 

What is valued and e-value-ated? 

What is noticed and recognized? 

What is possible and made possible?  

What is not? 

 

What matters?   

 

HELEN stops typing and reaches towards the printer. 

 

Do bodies matter? (Butler, 1993)    

 Video freeze frame on student demonstration of RAD syllabus Advanced level. 

 

HELEN removes a page from the printer and stands. 

 

Does my body matter? 

 

She walks slightly to the left of the desk looking at the paper in her hand. 

 

Helen:  (Reading the printed page . . .) 
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This dissertation is an inquiry into the meaning of the teacher’s body in the pedagogy of 

female dance teachers. Framed by hermeneutic phenomenology, it incorporates a poststructural 

genealogy and related concepts to situate experience as constituted historically, culturally, and 

institutionally. Feminist concerns inform, and arts-based ways of knowing infuse, both 

methodology and method. Throughout the work, I consider the arts as modes of inquiry, analysis, 

interpretation, and expression.  

Phenomenology is oftentimes criticized as privileging “lived” or “engaged” experience 

(Barnacle, 2009) over and against philosophical and theoretical concerns. Poststructuralism is 

oftentimes criticized as privileging the “disembodied” and the theoretical over felt, practical, or 

practice-based concerns. I enter this fray gently, to explore and elucidate my values by 

welcoming to the table, so to speak, these two complex approaches.  

I utilize poststructural Foucauldian concepts as a form of contextual understanding within 

the interpretive frame of hermeneutic phenomenology. In this way, I bring the discursive 

constitution – the social construction - of subjective experience of the body into relationship with 

a specific experience.  

The “in-betweens” are not easy places to reside. Smith (2003) cautions that “in-betweeness 

can easily be mistaken for a refusal to assume responsibility for hard decisions” (p. xvi). But Smith 

goes on to suggest that such in-between spaces can be considered “the deep ethical ground out of 

which it is possible to negotiate a conversation …. A hermeneutic space” (p. xvi). Rather than an 

‘anything goes,’ I create a generative space for the ‘what is possible.’  

Rothfield (2005) informs this work as she argues that phenomenological experience occurs 

in a body thoroughly marked by history. Rothfield argues further that kinaesthetic values such as 

exist in specific forms and styles of dance become institutionalized and oblivious to their 

specificity, “liable to hegemonic forms of normalization and domination” (p. 5). Rothfield 

encourages a “hermeneutics of suspicion” which I recast as the ethical space of in-betweeness 

that is created when poststructural ‘shaped’ experience meets with phenomenological ‘felt’ 

experience. Both inform pedagogy. 

 

HELEN  returns to sit at her desk and continues typing. 

 

Helen: (speaking to herself as she types)  

The aim of this dissertation is to create a dialogue between an awareness 

of a lived experience and the discursive constitution of that experience. 

How do dance teachers experience their bodies? 
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What does this embodied dance history mean in and to their pedagogy? 

What do they notice? How do they respond? 

 

HELEN pauses, looks up from the computer in thought, then looks back down at the 

computer screen and resumes typing. 

 

The general stage lights dim leaving the lamp on HELEN’S  desk illuminating the desktop.  

 

As the stage lights dim, the following word appears in large font on the screen: 

INVOLVED 

 

Lights come up on the three stools placed across the centre of the stage. Lights remain 

dim elsewhere on the stage except for the lamp illuminating HELEN’S desk. 

 

ACT I  Scene 1 

 

BRENDA, CATHY, PAMELA enter from Stage Left. Each stops in front of a stool facing the 

audience. 

 

Brenda:  As a teacher, 

Cathy:   I experience my body as 

PAMELA:  INVOLVED. 

 

(CATHY takes a step forward and speaks to the audience.) 

 

Cathy: As I begin to demonstrate the first exercise for my students (CATHY 

moves into first position of the feet with her arms in second position), I 

barely recognize the movements I am doing. It all feels so foreign to me. 

(She fidgets uncomfortably.) I feel awkward and clumsy and mushy as I 

try to hold my legs in first position and lower my body into the plié I 

have done a million times before this. (She executes a demi plié.) But 

now it does not feel controlled or strong or beautiful. I feel like an 

imposter in this movement. As I try to bring my body back up I don’t 

feel any of the muscles I should. Rather there is a strain in my supporting 
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arm and neck. (CATHY drops her arms in frustration and steps out of first 

position.) How did this happen to me? My body used to exist in this 

movement and now it’s gone. I can’t find it anywhere in me now. Ballet 

used to be my way of existing in this world but it’s not there like it used 

to be. It’s buried under newly developed pockets of untoned muscle. (She 

strokes her hands up and down along her hips and thighs.) The flexible 

muscles that took me years to develop have gone back to being tight and 

restricting. There’s no way my body can go back to what it was. Not 

now. It’s too far gone. 

 

(CATHY steps back into line as BRENDA steps forward to speak. The word 

“INVOLVED” is still visible on the screen. 

 

Brenda:  Wearing teaching shoes for the first time I ask . . .    

    

Am I worthy? 

   Am I professional? 

   Am I good enough? 

   Do I know what I’m doing? 

   Am I being pretentious? 

   

Wearing teaching shoes for the first time I wonder... 

Do I look ridiculous? 

   Do my feet look good in them? 

   Do I look good in them? 

    

Wearing teaching shoes for the first time... 

Look at my plié! 

   Look at my tendu! 

   I am worthy 

   I am a professional 

   I do deserve them. 

 

Wearing teaching shoes for the first time... 
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   I AM A TEACHER. 

 

(BRENDA steps back into line as PAMELA steps forward to speak.)  

 

Pamela:  The choreography was complete. The steps were all there. The tricks 

needed work but that is the challenge. The dance covered the stage well. 

The costume was ready. What was left was the most important element – 

the true reason for dancing – the story – the performance – the 

expression from within. 

 

The 14-year-old female dancer had always done well at competitions but 

knew she had reached a turning point in her stage career. Technically she 

had it all, beautiful presence, great lines, very entertaining but it had 

become almost superficial. We needed to dig deeper.  

 

(PAMELA turns slightly as if speaking to her student.) “Don’t just do the 

steps” – “What do they mean?” – “When you have quiet moments, you 

should never stop moving” – “Be present in each moment, in each 

movement.” 

 

(PAMELA turns slightly to the other direction as though speaking as her 

student.) “I don’t understand,” she said.  

 

(PAMELA addresses the audience.) “Watch me,” I replied.  

  

(PAMELA moves slowly and elegantly into position as though to begin a 

dance.) As I stood in the opening pose, waiting for the music - breathe, 

tingles, heightened senses, muscles alive with anticipation – I felt the 

power of stillness without being still. As I was trying to teach this to my 

student, the feeling became more pronounced in me. (For a moment 

Pamela holds the position but with a feeling of life and expansion in the 

stillness. She slowly relaxes out of the position to address the audience. ) 
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Now she understood, as did I, and the understanding of what it meant to 

perform from within grew in that moment for both of us. 

 

Teaching with my body – not just dancing with it.  

 

(PAMELA moves back into line as CATHY steps forward to speak.)  

 

ACT I  Scene 2 

 

Cathy:  (to audience)  

As a student, I experienced my body as  . . .   

(CATHY moves slowly and elegantly into a position kneeling on one knee, 

arms outstretched, and her eyes gazing to the floor as though she has just 

completed a ballet solo. She holds for a moment then lifts her face and 

eyes to address the audience.) 

 

The music stops. I hold my final pose and exhale. I try to control my 

breathing but I need more oxygen. I breathe in and out and in and out. 

Suddenly the sound of the crowd’s applause hits me and brings me back 

to reality. I make my first move, subtly lifting my eyes to look out at all 

the eyes that had been watching me only seconds ago. I know they were 

watching me. I could feel their energy inside me as I performed each 

well-rehearsed section of my solo. I know they could feel the passion I 

poured out into each perfectly executed step. But now I stand up from 

my knee (CATHY) slowly stands moving with the elegance of a ballerina), 

my supporting leg is shaking under the weight of my body and layers of 

tulle, ribbon, and lace. The bodice of my tutu is so tight I am not sure 

how I ever managed to move in it. I extend my back foot to the side and 

the instep of my foot arches. I can barely point it. I step onto that foot 

and bring the other one behind me as I stretch my arm up to the burning 

hot stage lights overhead. (CATHY executes the movements as she speaks 

them.) I feel beads of sweat dripping down my forehead and into my 

eyes. I hold this position for only a moment before I fold forward into a 

bow, soaking in the sound of the applause. This sound fills my body with 
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joy. (She slowly bows and pauses as though absorbing the applause. 

After a moment, she slowly recovers upright continuing to maintain the 

elegant stance of a ballerina.) I don’t want to curl back up. I want to stay 

in the moment. Forever. But I know that this moment must end. The 

audience will not clap much longer so I unfold myself, look out to the 

audience once more and let the curtains take me away from the stage and 

into the dark. 

 

 (CATHY steps back as BRENDA steps forward to speak.)  

 

Brenda:  (to audience)  

As a student, I experienced my body as . . .  

 

(BRENDA gently turns so her body is on a slight angle still facing the 

audience with her legs and feet closed tightly together in 5th position.) 

 

Warm sweat covers my body – my muscles feel strong – my body feels 

alive. (BRENDA speaks aloud the subtle adjustments she makes in her 

body as she stands.) Pulled up knees – Pulled up thighs. Lengthening 

spine – strong centre - soft arms - relaxed head. I’m anticipating the 

effort about to come. 

 

It begins.  

 

(BRENDA continues speaking aloud her movements and bodied 

sensations.) Slow, purposeful peeling of the foot off the floor, turned out 

thigh and supporting leg – working, warm sweat. Foot slides easily up 

the side of my supporting leg and slowly begins the extension to the side 

– lift under the thigh – oh! quads are working too hard – pull up – 

concentrate. 

 

I begin to unfold my leg – it hurts – work harder – unfold the leg – get it 

higher – it won’t go higher! Work harder – pull up the supporting side.  
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Warm sweat trickles over my temple. Concentrate.  

 

The teacher approaches – she takes my foot in her hand  

 

(PAMELA steps forward and takes the role of the teacher holding BRENDA’s foot.)  

 

She gently lifts my leg up over 90 ˚to 120˚ - it floats there easily – no 

weight on her hand – she lets go – my leg stays – I can do it! I can hold 

it! I can do it – I am doing it – I am holding it up there and can slowly, 

gently, carefully release the tension in my thigh, I can hold it from 

underneath and I can control it as gravity gently pulls it earthward – my 

body giving in to the ease of the descent but never do I lose control – and 

my foot settles into a perfect fifth position.  

 

I am now a dancer – stand tall, feel proud, smile. 

 

 (BRENDA steps back while PAMELA remains forward.)  

 

Pamela:  (to audience)  

As a student, I experienced my body as  . . .   

 

It’s the beginning of September. I’m five years old and my mother has 

decided to put me in dance lessons. I’m a bit of a tomboy on the farm 

and my mother says I’m pigeon-toed. (PAMELA looks down as her feet 

and legs assume a pigeon-toed stance. She looks to the audience 

releasing the pigeon-toed stance.) She says ballet will develop some 

grace in me.  

 

I don’t remember the drive into town but I distinctly remember walking 

down the stairs into the basement of a duplex to meet the teacher.  

 

There she is, in front of the reception desk in the waiting area between 

the two dance studios. A vision of elegance is standing before me. She’s 

dressed in a velour two-piece jogging suit, with high heels, painted nails, 
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perfect hair, and clip earrings with minimal makeup – pinched cheeks for 

color and a bit of lipstick. She’s small but she commands respect and I 

automatically listen carefully to what she wants me to do. 

 

“Alright then dear, stand with your feet slightly apart and place your 

arms above your head” – “Keep them straight and flatten your palms.” 

(PAMELA assumes the described stance.) She gently adjusts my hands 

and presses down to make sure my arms are stiff. “Now dear, bend 

backwards until your hands are on the floor – Don’t worry I will hold 

you so you won’t fall.”  

 

(PAMELA relaxes her arms to her sides and continues to address the 

audience.) As asked, I make the first of many bridges. “Oh my, you are 

very flexible aren’t you? You will be perfect here. Dancing is for you.” 

 

I show her how I can walk on my toes bent under and she quickly says, 

“Oh, please don’t do that to your feet – you might hurt them. Instead 

pretend you have on high heeled shoes like Cinderella.”  

 

And so begins my introduction to ballet: the hopes of being a ballerina 

and the feeling and dreams of princesses, queens, and fairies. 

 

(PAMELA steps back in line with the other two women. The three women look to each 

another in silent acknowledgment of the stories told, the stories heard, the stories felt, the 

stories understood.) 

 

Cathy: (speaking to the other two women and to the audience) 

I started ballet when I was about three. I just started off doing it 

recreationally and then it turned a little bit more serious when I was 12 or 

so. I took more RAD ballet exams and when I graduated from high 

school, I travelled overseas and I was in a professional school for two 

years doing mostly ballet but some other dance forms as well. After 

returning home, I completed my RAD Advanced 2 and Solo Seal and did 

some auditions for a few dance companies. And then from there I 
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switched my focus from wanting to join a ballet company to going into a 

university dance education program. I knew by then that I didn’t want 

the life of a professional dancer. While I was finishing my degree, I also 

taught ballet at a privately owned dance studio. I was teaching the RAD 

grades and major syllabus there and prepared students for exams and 

competitions. I’m doing that a little bit these days but have been mainly 

teaching at a local high school, I’m going into my fourth year already 

which seems to have gone by very fast. There I teach dance in the school 

context as well as I coach a dance team. So I’m kind of doing three areas 

of dance so that’s sort of an interesting combination and working with 

the different students in the three contexts.  

 

Brenda: I trained at a prestigious ballet school. I was in the junior school and got 

to the level where you move into the senior school. At that point I was 

told that if I was lucky I might make it to the back row of the corps de 

ballet or more likely that I could be a teacher. Well, I didn’t want to be a 

teacher and I didn’t want to be back row of the corps so I quit cold turkey 

having danced every day of my life up until that point. I travelled around 

a bit and eventually I got married, had a family, and didn’t dance at all 

but I think it was after baby number three I started to really miss it. I had 

gone to see the ballet and just was dying to get onto that stage. So I 

started to take some exercise classes and found that I was still very 

flexible, and so from there started teaching some exercise classes and 

then realized I loved teaching. 

 

So it all sort of progressed and gradually I got myself into a dance studio 

and I wondered why the hell did I give this up, this is where I live and 

belong. So I did some teacher training while getting my body back into 

shape. I was in my late 20s by then and I had to dance with the ten year 

olds because I had forgotten everything. My teacher put me right back to 

square one. I had to learn how to stand properly again; you know, my 

body had forgotten everything. And then after training with her for a 

while we moved here. I started dancing at a local studio. But I got very 

frustrated because she was a fabulous ballet teacher, gorgeous 
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combinations, just amazing choreography, but she never gave corrections 

to the adult students and they were absolutely horrible (laughs). 

 

I couldn’t stand it so one day asked her if she would mind if I went 

around and just corrected people while she was teaching. And so there 

again, I was realizing that I love to teach. Eventually they asked me if I’d 

like to teach a class there and I got into teaching. And so by then I’d been 

taking RAD courses whenever they were offered. I did a couple of other 

teacher summer schools. So really all I have for teacher training is little 

workshops everywhere and summer schools. I haven’t ever done a 

proper teacher training course. But I think experience has been a massive 

teacher to me because I know when I started I didn’t have a clue what I 

was teaching. The studio where I teach now has been amazing, I’ve been 

teaching there for 20 years and they have world-class teachers so I feel 

like I have had some incredible role models to follow. 

 

And so finally, I now feel I do know how to teach (laughs) and I love 

doing it.  

 

Pamela: I trained with a teacher whose studio is well known for training strong 

ballet students. I started when I was five and trained all the way to Grade 

12. Then I went to university for dance. We could decide whether we 

wanted to be performers or teachers and after auditioning for the 

performance stream and spending a year in that program, I realized that 

that wasn’t what I wanted to do even though that’s what I thought, so I 

switched to the teaching stream. And now I love it; yeah, I love the 

teaching. I’ve taken more teacher training with the RAD and got my 

Registration about 20 years ago or so. 

  

(PAMELA steps back and the three women sit.) 
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Act I   Scene 2 

 

(Upstage lights dim as downstage right lights rise to full, illuminating HELEN’S desk and 

the immediate surrounding area in a pool of light. The three women sit in near darkness.  

 

Helen: “Chapter One - As a teacher, I experience my body …”  

[pauses] 

  

“As a dance teacher, I experience my body” . . . experience my body?  

 

(Looks to audience in puzzlement.)  

 

(HELEN reaches to books on desk, on floor, etc., and begins to read titles aloud. As she 

reads, the titles scroll up the screen) 

 

knowing bodies, moving minds4 

the teacher’s body  unfolding bodymind 

body knowledge  body thoughts 

body movements 

bodies that matter 

WOMEN’S BODIES 

 

[as] 

imagining bodies 

beyond the body proper 

giving the body its due 

 

[are] 

BODIES OF MEANING 

 

[is] 

the cultural body 

4 See appendix A for citations for each book title contained in this poem. 
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black body 

the male body 

the body in pain 

the body in parts 

the desirable body 

the clever body 

[are] 

volatile bodies 

[and] 

deviant bodies 

 [is] 

dance and the lived body 

[is] 

the body aesthetic 

[where is? why is?] 

BODY CONSCIOUSNESS 

 

belief, bodies, and being 

gender/body/knowledge 

[is?] 

the body in the text 

EMBODYING GENDER 

[and this and that not this or that] 

on female body experience 

feminist theory and the body 

feminism and the female body 

the politics of women’s bodies 

 

[oh, god!] 

the body in late medieval and early modern culture 

religious reflections on the body 

sociology of the body 

perspectives on embodiment 

embodying sociology 
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bodies: exploring fluid boundaries 

 

[aaah] 

Antarctica body 

embodiment and experience 

body, spirit and democracy 

 

THE BODY IN THE MIND 

 

PHILOSOPHY IN THE FLESH 

 
 (HELEN stops reading book titles and returns to typing on the laptop, 

speaking aloud as she types . . .)  

 

Feminism and the work of feminist theorists has for decades been 

intimately connected to the body as a site of impassioned inquiry. While 

there is no single unifying theme or theory of the body, but rather a rich 

complex of responses to the dominant “malestream approaches” (Shildrick, 

1999, p. 1), it can been said simply that within feminist theory, “the body 

matters – and not just to women ... but to all forms of theory” (Shildrick,  

1999, p. 2). For some theorists it is the materiality of the body as 

“something to be rejected in the pursuit of intellectual equality according 

to a masculinist standard” (p. 2-3); for others, the materiality of the body 

remains central “as something to be reclaimed as the very essence of the 

female” (p. 3); still others question the stability and unity of the so-called 

natural body and emphasize the body as a “site of potential, rather than 

as a fixed given” (p. 3). 

 

Act I  Scene 3 

 

The following word appears in large font on the screen: IMPORTANT  

   

YOUNG BRENDA, YOUNG CATHY, and YOUNG PAMELA enter from Stage Left downstage 

of the adult characters. Each is carrying a stool of medium height about the height of a 
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chair. They stop in front of BRENDA, CATHY, and PAMELA respectively. They each place 

their stool a foot or so in front of their adult character and sit facing the audience.  

 

Brenda:  As teacher,  

Cathy:   I experience my body as  

Pamela:  IMPORTANT . . .   

 

(the following dialogue is directed to the audience, not between the characters on stage) 

 

Cathy: When I coach the high school dance team, I’m sort of known as the 

ballet teacher in that setting, so I’ll do the more technical stuff for the 

choreography. 

 

Young Cathy: Performing was a very big part of my training. It wasn't just about how 

everything looked on your body. You had to perform in practice. I was 

lucky to be trained in a way where performing was part of it - not just 

dancing. But I'd struggled with coordination - that didn't come super-

easily to me.  

 

Cathy: When I’m doing some of those hip-hop movements with my high school 

students I never feel like I can just get into it, because I always feel like, I 

must look so ridiculous doing this right now. I don’t feel comfortable at 

all doing it.  

 

Young Cathy: I think my training overseas after high school was a really big part of 

strengthening my technique. I had a teacher there that was just so rigid. 

That was a really hard time 'cause she was—even though she could make 

us work really, really hard and we improved —she really just took the 

passion out of it and it just turned into this, you know, all it was about 

was the technique—that was the point that I just didn't like ballet 

anymore. And I was sort of at that point where it was like I don't even 

like this and I wanna stop. 

 

Cathy: I hadn’t been trained in that way – I didn’t take hip hop dance classes. 
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Young Cathy: I wasn’t always naturally coordinated and I think in ballet, because you 

repeat things so many times that my body finally was able to do those 

things then, to coordinate what I needed to coordinate in ballet. Then I 

went to do other dance forms and it was like I was starting from scratch 

again. It was always so much work.  

 

Cathy: I hadn’t been trained in that way. I always just think, oh, they’re going to 

know that I’m an imposter; I am not a hip-hop dancer, I’m a ballerina – 

my students are going to see right through that.  

 

Young Cathy:  I was able to jump in like, you know, last minute, to a jazz dance and 

figure out the steps just because I could, but there are certain little things 

in jazz that I couldn’t do, because I just didn’t… like, there was some 

sort of way to walk in jazz – like this little strut with the hips and the 

shoulder and the attitude – that I just could not for the life of me 

coordinate.   

  

Cathy: I always thought oh, they’ll see that I’m a ballerina faking as a hip-hop 

dancer.  

 

(slight pause) 

 

Brenda: I’m aware of my body practically all the time when I’m teaching. I’m 

hoping that I’m inspiring my students. Giving ... inspiring I suppose is 

the word or just demonstrating what I’m expecting from them.  

 

Young Brenda:  I go to the Imperial Ballet School. It’s an amazing thing that I got into 

this school and it's something that I feel so proud of and pleased that I 

get to do. It's such a privilege to go to this school; it's such an incredible 

place. The actual building is in the middle of a park and there are miles 

of green space and deer and rabbits all around. I look at other 

schoolyards and I think — aren’t I lucky. So the physical environment 

and just the fact that I was accepted into such a prestigious school is 
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amazing. Every year people get chucked out and I never am, I’ve been 

here since I was about nine years old.  

  

My body definitely isn’t what I want it to be. I was accepted because my 

proportions were perfect. I had to send a photograph of myself. I had to 

stand with my feet in fifth position and my arms in Bras bas, in a bathing 

suit.  

   

There must have been a ballet class as part of the audition. I can't 

remember it. I remember all these famous people – dancers and such. It 

was an incredible panel that watched the audition. Then I remember an 

interview with my parents because they look at your parents and if your 

parents are overweight, they look askance at you.  

  

I then remember a physical examination - sitting on a table and a 

physiotherapist taking out measuring tapes and testing my turnout and 

weighing me and measuring me. It was interesting, I loved it.  

 

Brenda:  I’m aware of my body practically all the time when I’m teaching. 

 

(slight pause) 

 

Pamela:  I trained with the same teacher until I graduated high school.  

 

Young Pamela: I started when I was five. So, I mean, children start now at like, two and 

a half, three. But I was five and it was ballet and acrobatics she taught.   

 

Pamela:  I feel myself make shifts in my body between dance styles.  

I need to do the different dance styles myself – it’s like inside and 

outside kind of working together. Like it’s not just a bunch of steps, 

dancing comes from the inside – it’s an emotion - it all ties together.   

 

Young Pamela:  Our teacher is always talking to us. She walks around and corrects with 

her hands a lot, too. I never make my own corrections by watching 
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myself in the mirror. It’s always by her correcting me. Once I feel the 

correction, I understand it, but it isn’t by seeing it – it’s by feeling it. She 

touches, but she also talks a lot. And she demonstrates a lot, too. 

 

Pamela:  She touched, she talked, she demonstrated. 

 

(slight pause) 

 

(CATHY begins to direct her dialogue to the other two women as well as to the audience.) 

 

Cathy: I’ve always had to practice more than others, even as a teacher, because 

it takes me a while to get things in my body. I never thought that dance 

styles were so different that I’d struggle so much. But I work on it and I 

slowly start to feel comfortable with them.  

 

Young Cathy: I still struggle. You’d think after so many years of training that I’d be 

able to pick up steps and sequences faster. It still takes me quite a few 

times doing something until I get it.  

 

(slight pause) 

 

Brenda: When I put on my teaching clothes and walk into the studio, I almost feel 

like I become a different person. 

My grandchildren asked if I would teach them a ballet class, could we go 

to the dance studio. So we went.  And I put on my teaching clothes and 

walked into that dance studio and I suddenly felt 10 years younger. It 

was just like now I'm the dance teacher and I felt like I moved younger 

and I behaved younger. I became the teacher and suddenly I wasn't their 

grandmother anymore. It was an amazing feeling. I was very aware of 

what wearing those teaching clothes did to the way I felt.  
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Young Brenda:  I’m amazed that I’m here. I’m always sure I’m gonna be the next one to 

go. I never felt that I was any good. I still can't understand why they keep 

me; I have no idea why they keep me.   

 

The ballet school is housed in such glorious buildings. When I first 

walked in, I felt like I was in this other world. Oh, I was so excited to be 

there.  

  

So you walk in the front door and it’s all elegant and luxurious. There's a 

huge spiral staircase going up in the entranceway and then you walk 

straight ahead and there's the studio, the dance studio. It’s just a 

beautiful, beautiful feeling. Next door is another glorious building. I 

walk in and I feel like I’m in this other world. I feel like royalty – like 

Cinderella at the ball. So that really gets me—oh, I’m so excited to be a 

student here.  

Brenda: Just yesterday when I was teaching I was demonstrating in front of the 

mirror. In fact, we were just doing our reverence and I guess what I was 

wearing was flattering or something and I suddenly felt really nice and I 

thought gosh, it does feel good. I totally love what teaching dancing feels 

like in my body, I love the heart rate going up, the sweat coming— 

Young Brenda: As a young child, I just loved dancing. I absolutely loved class every day. 

 

Brenda: When I put on my teaching clothes and shoes, I become the ballet 

teacher. I remember the first time I put on my teaching shoes. I 

remember the feeling of ... “If I put these on, I’m a real teacher.” It 

wasn’t that I was being paid for teaching the class; it was putting those 

teaching shoes on that meant I’m a ballet teacher. 

 

Pamela:  When I’m teaching my body feels a certain way. The muscle memory is 

there as to how you should be standing and moving as a teacher and it 

just goes into that naturally, into that position. I think that comes from 
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training as a dancer too though. Like you know if it was enforced enough 

then it just follows you through.  

 

Young Pamela   In my ballet classes I feel like a little girl and a princess. I live on a farm. 

I guess I’m kind of tomboyish and my mom says I’m a little bit pigeon-

toed, so going to ballet feels kind of awkward. But I love the softness. I 

watch my teacher and she’s so soft, and the images that she uses and the 

stories she tells – we’re princesses and fairies and butterflies. I love 

feeling like a girl.  

 

Pamela I remember my sister saying something to me once, she was working in 

town at the drugstore and she said, “I had this one lady come in and I just 

knew she was a ballet teacher by the way she carried herself. It was like 

you.” I’m like, “Really? And how is that?”  

 

Young Pamela  I love picking stars and putting them in the basket. My teacher has such 

delicate hands. She’s always so prim and proper, because she grew up 

with her grandmother, so it was the old British way how she did things. 

Everything is always gentle and soft. I love the gentle hands, the delicate 

hands, and that feeling of a girl – feeling feminine. 

 

There is a boy in my class but he is trained differently from the girls. My 

teacher always has a way of making him feel masculine and we feel 

feminine. But because I’m so tall and bigger boned, I feel more 

masculine in a way. People make me feel that way, but I never feel like 

that because of the dance. People look at me and go, “You’re a 

dancer?” But then if they see me dance, then it’s a different story. Then 

they’re like, “Oh, okay.”  

 

(The three women’s dialogue is now directed less to the audience and is much more 

between the three women. The three young women’s dialogue continues to be directed to 

the audience.)  

 

Brenda :  I have to feel like a dancer when I teach.  
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Young Brenda:  I love the world of ballet. I feel like I’m working hard. I’m ignored but it 

doesn’t bother me at all. I just do the class. I’m surprised I haven’t been 

kicked out, they let me keep coming and yet they concentrate on the 

dancers that are going to the next level. Doesn't bother me at all. I don't 

feel neglected or upset that I’m ignored. I’m just happy that I can be here 

and be dancing every day.  

Brenda: I have to feel like a dancer when I teach.  

It’s a feeling as well as what I look like.  

You also have to look in the mirror, I mean, I do it constantly when I'm 

teaching. I'm always self-assessing - you know - by feel and by the 

mirror.  

I want to look like a dancer and feel like a dancer when I’m teaching—

because we have to stand in front of that damn mirror.  

[Pause]   I love what ballet does to my body. I really love it. And I think 

if you train well - and I was so well trained - correctly trained. Let's put it 

that way. Technically correctly trained.  

Young Brenda: My teachers are purely training dancers. We never, ever, ever, ever 

perform. My parents have never seen me dance - ever. My teachers never 

even have a parent’s day. I’ve never done a recital, I’ve never worn a 

costume, I’ve never worn a tutu. I’ve worn nothing but my class tunic 

and I’m 17. And my dream—I’ve always had two dreams. One was to 

wear a tutu and one was to go on pointe. So I got on pointe, but I’ve 

never ever worn a tutu and I’ve never even worn any costume to dance. 
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Brenda: I've never had any problems with my body. I've never had an injury, 

never had a blister, never had any problems with my body. 

Pamela: I still have moments that I feel like a dancer when I’m teaching – when 

I’m really in the moment with the music it just kind of overcomes me, 

goes back to that place of why I always danced all along.  

 

Every now and then it happens in class. The kids are always watching 

you and they say, “You’re kind of in your own little zone.” So maybe I 

wasn’t teaching the students then but then they can also learn from that. 

Like if you’re trying to show them how to perform on stage then 

sometimes you have to just perform for them – you have to dance for 

them - so they understand.  

 

Cathy: As a teacher I experience my body as important to my teaching but it 

feels different from when I danced. 

 

Everyone still sees that young, long, lean person even though I feel like 

my body has really changed from when I was a dancer. 

 

Young Cathy:  I work so hard to be able to do what is required of us technically. 

     My body is really hard-core right now.  

 

Cathy: People always relate me to being a dancer – a ballerina. Even today at 

work, a high school teacher that I was talking with was talking about her 

own body and that kind of thing. And she goes well, when I look at you, 

I just think you're so, you know, you're this ballerina body.  

 

Young Cathy:  Ballet definitely isn't something that comes naturally to me, like oh, I'm 

really good at this so I'll do it. It’s like I want it so badly. 

 

Cathy: It's been an interesting transition with my body. I was telling that teacher 

today like yeah, everybody still sees that young, long, lean person or 

whatever. But I've probably not danced hard-core for four years now and 
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I notice such a difference in how my body feels. 'Cause I remember when 

I danced, I always thought oh, I'm in horrible shape, you know, oh, this 

part of me isn't great or whatever.   

  

But I did really enjoy dancing and it made me feel good about my body. 

Like maybe not at the time, but looking back, I was strong and I could do 

so many amazing things.  

 

Young Cathy: Although I look like that long, lean ballerina, that's not what it is. Like I 

am not flexible and people just don't believe that I don’t have natural 

flexibility.  

 

Cathy: I think when you're analyzing your body, your body’s your instrument so 

you're always tweaking that. And now I'm tweaking other things 'cause 

I'm not focused on that instrument - I'm focused on my teaching.  

 

 I can almost see on myself and just different parts of my body that it's 

just so amazing how you kind of transform yourself into something else 

when you dance and how quickly that can go away. It's sort of like okay, 

that's weird that I'm not that anymore. And it kind of makes me 

uncomfortable in a way, like no, I'm not a ballerina anymore. That's just 

not who I am. 

 

Pamela:  I also feel different from when I danced. 

 

I can’t be a ballet dancer or a jazz dancer any more at that capacity that I 

think of as a dancer. I can mark through it but I’m not dancing it at full 

capacity so I don’t feel that’s dancing. I can’t do all that stuff anymore 

but I can perform. 

 

Young Pamela: I dance at the best studio in town – we go to the best competitions – 

we’re invited to the “A” list competitions – we have all these different 

dance classes at our studio, and my friends and I are like the stars of the 

recital.  
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As a dancer, I didn’t have any limitations once I got my strength because 

the flexibility was already there. There aren’t really any limits for me 

that way. I finally got my strength a few years ago. I remember being at 

the barre one time. We were working on développés. My teacher was 

encouraging us to get our legs higher. I remember développéing and my 

leg came way up to here (YOUNG PAMELA gestures to 120˚) and I was 

like, holy crap! I thought, I can do this! That was just one of those 

moments of reaching that goal. Dancing became about reaching my own 

goals.    

 

Cathy:   I experience my body as trained.   

    

I hadn’t been trained in that way – in hip hop - and I thought that I must 

look ridiculous, because any time that I tried it, I felt so awkward doing 

it. But I let go and said, okay, I can learn this thing off the video and then 

I’ll teach it to my class.  

 

Pamela: I don’t enjoy teaching hip hop. I’ve taught a bit of it but I try not to. I just 

don’t enjoy it. It doesn’t make me feel comfortable in my body like all 

the other styles do. They make me feel just like a happy place, you’re 

happy in your skin kind of thing. 

  

Hip hop’s down and that’s just not … I can do it but I don’t like doing it. 

And like you see them krumping and stuff and I just don’t like that 

aggression, I feel uncomfortable doing it, even watching it. 

 

I know there’s lots of hip hop people who say if you’ve been trained in 

ballet you can’t do hip hop. Well I beg to differ because I think it’s all a 

matter of how you want to take the correction in your body. You need to 

understand what they’re asking you to make your body do and then you 

can do it.  
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But I still find that a lot of my students have trouble with the hip hop 

stance because I’m so strong in ballet that they’re all upright and lifted so 

for them to get down is really difficult. 

 

I feel I can make the shifts. I do see in some of my students they can’t 

though.   

 

Brenda:  I definitely feel my body as trained.  

 

When I walk in the studio to teach, I have my ballet posture right away.  

 

My ballet posture is the long spine, the stomach pulled in. My stomach is 

in permanently. I have to think and relax to let it hang out. This is even 

when I’m driving. Like right now I’m sitting here and my stomach is in. 

Ballet posture is just a permanent condition for me because I was trained 

from the age of nine. I was trained to hold my stomach in - every day of 

my life for an hour and a half. So, for me those muscles are just ... that’s 

the way they are. 

 

Anyway, when I teach I’m in ballet posture all the time hoping that I’m 

inspiring my students. 

 

Young Brenda:     This is what we do every day... 

 

Pamela: As soon as a parent or student comes to the studio, that’s when I pull up 

and move into my ballet posture. It’s like a muscle memory. It’s just this 

is where I am, you engage it, you’re not even thinking of it anymore. 

  

You can see the kids all pull up with you. When they’re younger, they 

don’t understand it so you have to explain it or with smaller children, you 

have to be hands on and put their body in the right position. But if you 

start when they’re young and enforce it when they walk into the room 

they just need a few reminders. It starts to come automatically for them. 
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Young Pamela:  When I started jazz, I already had that dancer’s posture. Our teacher 

expected that we were just learning the steps – learning the jazz steps. 

So, I appreciate the foundation that ballet’s given to me as a dancer. I 

started ethnic dance when I was young but I was pushed up ahead with 

the seniors. Some of them got their noses out of joint because I was 

younger and I was supposed to be down with the kids my age. But I had 

so much ballet training that they didn’t have to tell me to stretch my feet 

or pull up or turn out because it was already there. Also the proud 

character that they wanted was already there because of the ballet 

training.  

 

My teacher always attributed the fact that she wasn’t bent over in a 

wheelchair like other ladies to the fact that she danced. She always 

reminded us, “You need to keep dancing because then you’ll be like me.” 

 

Brenda: I was trained to hold my stomach in. Every day of my life for an hour 

and a half I was trained to hold my stomach in. So, for me, those muscles 

are just ... that’s the way they are.  

 

Young Brenda:  This is what we do every day... 

 

(All watch 15 second video of RAD exercises projected on screen.) 

 

(CATHY, BRENDA, PAMELA, YOUNG CATHY, YOUNG BRENDA, AND YOUNG PAMELA exit 

the stage.)  

 

Act I  Scene 4 

 

(HELEN stands and puts on the suit jacket hanging on the coat tree in preparation for her 

conference presentation to come. She takes a makeup compact out of the jacket pocket, 

quickly powders her nose, and returns the compact to her pocket. HELEN moves 

downstage to just right of centre. She addresses the audience as though she is presenting 

at an academic conference.)  
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Helen: 

There arose an ineffable space  

that called – that cried – that demanded emergence. 

Moments in decades creating dimension for/from which/  

where culture collided  

/ culture collides / cultures colliding / collided. 

 
Good afternoon. 

 
I’m pleased to be here and to be participating in this wonderful conference. 

 
As was mentioned in the introduction, my teaching and research is in the field of 

arts education, specifically in the area of curriculum and instruction 

• my interests are around bodied or embodied history  

o  how history & experiences are held or present in our bodies  

o and what that might mean to our teaching pedagogy  

– how it informs our practice 

o the kinds of experiences we might create for students 

- what we Value and subsequently e-Value-ate 
 

In my presentation today I will be talking about my dissertation research, and 

specifically the story of how I have come to this research.   

 
1. I’ll begin with an introduction  

– how my work is situated within the conference theme. 

2. I’ll move to a bit of context in the literature for my work  

3. Then I’ll move to a section on my history 
 – how it provides a context & informs my work. 

4. Followed by the questions this raises for me in my dissertation research  

5. Finally, I’ll conclude very briefly with why this matters  
– why feeling culture, Foucault, and the ineffable of knowing matters. 

 
By way of  INTRODUCTION  

The call for proposals to this conference spoke to me immediately - 

“papers or presentations that in some way address the notion of  

how or why culture is produced or how it is received” 
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I think      We can think of  – and experience –  culture as 

• produced/received historically  

• [linear – hands walking facing palms, facing backs L-R] 

 
We can think of – and experience - culture as  

• produced/received socially and institutionally  

• [hand circling / spiraling away from me, towards me] 

 
We can think of – and experience - culture as  

 produced/received as experience  

 
Produced 

Received Produced                  

received 

 
 as experience  

 
And I did the dance of experience 
 [Historical linear] 

 [Social    spiraling away towards] 

[Individual  within] 

 [add   collisions to the  personal] 

 
And I did the dance 

And I did the dance 
 [Increasing collisions to the personal] 

 
Moments in decades creating dimension for / from which / where  

culturE    collideD  

 culture    collideS 

cultureS     collidING 

collideD 
 

[Continuing linear, spiraling away towards, and collisions in slower motion] 

 
AND     
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[gentle self pats] 

 
There arose an ineffable space that called – that cried –  

that demanded emergence. 

So  

 
I returned to university & eventually emerged my doctoral research on this:  

o Cultural collisions  - that we see and notice and feel and know;  

o Cultural collisions - that we don’t always see and don’t always notice and 

don’t always feel and don’t always know.  

    
                           [grab]                  [grab]                [grab] 

Powerful cultural collisions 

collisions of cultural power 

cultural collisions of power 

 

Foucault writes,  

“Power is tolerable only on condition that it mask a substantial part of itself.  

Its success is proportional to its ability to hide its own mechanisms”  
(1978/1990, p. 86) 

 

And so, I want to consider these mechanisms of cultural power by considering the 

body, and from the perspective of the body. 

 
I’ll move now to a bit of theory - some of the ideas of others that have been 

informing my work and then contextualize my work  

 
There are two main camps …  

1. Poststructuralists 

a. Foucault   
b. Elizabeth St Pierre 

c. Wanda Pillow 

d. Judith Butler 

 
2. Phenomenologists  

a. Maxine Greene 

b.  Max van Manen  
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c. Maxine Sheets-Johnstone 

d. Sondra Fraleigh  

e. Iris Marion Young 

The Body in Education 

Freedman and Stoddard Holmes (2003, p. 715) describe teaching as an embodied activity if 

only because we are “undeniably embodied” (Estola & Elbaz-Luwisch, 2003; Ramsay, 2009) while Estola and 

Elbas-Luwisch (2003) believe that teachers know implicitly the importance of the body in 

education (p. 715).   

 
Phenomenologist, van Manen (1999) reminds us that “all things that teachers do, or do not 

do, and the way that their presence is felt by the students they teach, has pedagogical significance, 

whether positive or negative” (para. 10).  

 
Yet education, including teacher education, continues to marginalize the ability, the 

power and the potential of the body to inform self and others (Macintyre Latta and Buck, 2008, p. 324). 

 
Freedman and Stoddard Holmes (2003, p. 7) argue that the teacher’s body is often “both 

present and irrelevant” and Ross (2004, p. 169) describes the child’s body as the “hidden student.”  

 
Alienating, Absenting, Ignoring the Body in Education 

It is an ongoing challenge in education to find ways around two forms of alienating or 

ignoring the body, namely,  

1. the diminished conceptualization of the body in the hierarchical structure of 

Cartesian dualism and – the mind/body split, and  

2. the abstracting discourses of the body within the postmodern discursive turn.  

 
Despite Johnson’s (2009) claim of an apparent “sea change in attitudes about the role of the 

human body in learning” (p. 158), Anttila (2006) writes that what has “gone largely unnoticed among 

educators and curriculum planners” [is] “the considerable developments in human science and 

philosophy that have confirmed that the dualistic notion of human consciousness is incomplete 

and in fact, false” (para. 2).  

 
This is an ongoing challenge in the pre-service undergraduate education classes I teach. 

The belief in a split between an immaterial mind, soul, or spirit and a material body, together with 

the commonsense notion of the indisputable “truth” of such a mind body split are firmly 

entrenched and covertly informs their teaching practice.  
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Apple (1990) writes that  

 
The creating of educative environments in which students are to dwell is inherently a 

political and moral process. It involves competing ideological, political, and intensely 

personal conceptions of valuable educational activity. Furthermore, one of its primary 

components is the fact of influencing other people – namely students…. Students … are 

presented with a view that serves to legitimate the existing social order since change, 

conflict, and men and women as creators as well as receivers of values and institutions 

are systematically neglected. (p. 101-102) 

 
Evernden in Jickling (2004) suggests that “the real authorities in a culture are unquestioned 

assumptions” (p. 16-17). And finally, educational philosopher and phenomenologist Maxine Greene 

(1995) writes,  

if I and other teachers truly want to provoke our students to break through the limits of 

the conventional and the taken for granted, we ourselves [as teachers and academics] 

have to experience breaks with what has been established in our own lives; we have to 

keep arousing ourselves to begin again. (p. 109)  

 

I suggest that an awareness of these histories, and the attendant unacknowledged and 

unquestioned assumptions, would enable us to arouse ourselves, as Greene suggests, to break the 

conventional and recognize what has been socially constructed in our own lives including in our 

embodied experiences. Only then might we fully embrace the political act that is teaching and the 

relationships that are conceived in and as pedagogy. 

 

My Body 

In developing my dissertation research, I have been considering my body in my dance 

and teaching practice, and recalling times that my body spoke, and when I listened, what I heard, 

and how I responded (Estola & Elbaz-Luzwisch, 2003). I have also been considering the bodies of 

students, and recalling times that their bodies spoke, and when I listened, what I heard, and how I 

responded. In my work, this idea of the body speaking, listening, and responding can be 

understood metaphorically, sensorially, as well as literally.   

 
In this time of coming to the research, I selected two nodal moments or rich researchable 

moments when my body spoke and I listened and two further nodal moments of what my bodied 
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history meant to my pedagogical relationships with students. These were moments in decades I 

identify as related to collisions of culture.  

 
I will share briefly on my history – how my experience informs this work. 

 
I had been trained from the age of three within the dance tradition of classical ballet. I 

hold a Teaching Certificate specializing in the teaching of children and dance, and am a registered 

teacher with the Royal Academy of Dance - a British-based, international organization of teachers 

of classical ballet.  

 
Throughout my early teaching years my teaching was about training children in the strict 

traditions of classical ballet – traditions that are well critiqued as gendered, classed, raced and 

authoritarian.  

 
It is also a tradition that, in the words of Aalten (2006), “brings forth a mode of bodily 

absence that is specific for ballet dancers.” Further,  

 
Dancers work with and on their bodies in a highly conscious manner and therefore do not 

experience the taken-for-granted, passive absence of the body that is common for non-

dancers…. The absence of the dancer’s body is an active absence, an absence that is 

forced upon the body. The body’s ability to make itself known [such as] by crying out in 

pain or hunger is taken away by the dancer in her struggle to achieve the required 

technique and bodily perfection. When the body ‘speaks up’ it is habitually silenced into 

a mode of bodily absence to allow the dancer to continue working, thereby denying the 

body its materiality. (Aalten, 2006, p. 118) 

 
My teaching was about training children to conform to the dictates of the Royal Academy 

of Dance and the traditional heritage of classical ballet including this intentional absenting of the 

body. The body was something in the mirror, something ‘on display’ to an audience. Whether or 

not the mirror was there or the audience was there, this was the desired and achieved result. 

 
Everything in my teaching practice was about external authority - doing things the "right 

way." The Royal Academy of Dance provided a prescriptive curriculum with an exam process 

that I experienced as more intent on excluding than including children.  
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My history with classical ballet was one of contradictions – a history of comfort and 

discomfort; of belonging and not belonging; of struggles for acceptance and desires for escape; of 

possibilities and impossibilities.  

 
In the early 1990s, in my early 30s, I became aware of the new Arts Education 

curriculum introduced in Saskatchewan schools province-wide. I soon began working as an 

"expert" volunteer with the dance curriculum. I worked in creative dance regularly over the next 

four or so years.  

 
My work in creative dance with schoolchildren intensified the contradictions I was 

feeling in the ballet world. The struggles began to emerge in profound ways including physically. 

They manifest themselves precisely where I had intended to create a meaningful life in teaching – 

in my pedagogy . . .  

 
 in that place where teaching philosophy is constituted in practice 

(be it examined , unexamined; noticed, unaware; articulated, embodied)  

Where pedagogy is understood as 

 intersubjective / intercorporeal  

 
pedagogy as  

“[my] body’s immersion, its intertwining and interaction in the world”  
(Springgay, 2008, p. 22). 

 
Aalten (2006) continues, “despite the dancer’s discipline and capacity to silence her body, 

it still retains some of its abilities to call attention to itself” (p. 118). 

 

Student Bodies  

Several moments converged and eventually I had to take time away from the ballet 

world. I created opportunities to feel my way into new pedagogic relationships – different 

children, different curricula, different context and setting, different values and evaluations. A year 

or so later, I enrolled in an undergraduate arts education program with a major in dance 

education. I was 35 years old and I knew I had to work with dance and children in ways other 

than through the culture of ballet. 

 
I held in abeyance my body’s historic reality. I considered it enclosed in a drawer, put 

away, still ‘there’ but ‘away.’ However, as Butler (1988) reminds, “One is not simply a body, but, 
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in some very key sense, one does one’s body” (p. 521). This history of my body, this history in my 

body – this embodied history emerged frequently during my undergraduate program as I re-

encountered the collisions that I attributed to years of ballet training. Butler continues, “The body 

is always an embodying of possibilities…. [T]he body is a historical situation … and [the body] is 

a manner of doing … and reproducing a historical situation” (p. 521).  

 
Early in the undergraduate program, my body spoke again in a profound way I could not 

ignore: 

 

The Hips Event 

In my first educational dance class, the instructor’s expectations for a warm-up exercise 

was in strong contrast to how I had been required to execute it for the past 30 years [within the 

tradition of classical ballet]. It was a freer placement and a less forced movement than I had 

experienced before. In an instant, I knew that this was a safe place and the right time for me to 

explore and revise previous scripts (Ritchie & Wilson, 2000; Smith & Watson, 2001). 

 
 I said something aloud, something like, ‘does that ever feel nice [or good].’ I suspect [the  

professor] had said something about not overturning the feet or tucking the pelvis. I recall [a few]  

classmates looking at me with surprise. I recall [the professor] also looking at me as though my  

speaking was unexpected. (Hips Event journal, December 18, 2003) 

 
Reflecting on this several years later in the context of my master’s research, I noticed that 

my strongest memory was held in my body – in my hips and pelvis.  

 
My body spoke and I literally responded. My body spoke and my relationship with my 

learning was changed.  My body spoke, and in the ensuing dialogue I knew the possibilities 

Butler (1988) describes as the embodied, ontological “I”: the possibilities that are embodied are not 

fundamentally exterior or antecedent to the process of embodying itself…. The body is always an 

embodying of possibilities both conditioned and circumscribed by historical convention. In other 

words, the body is a historical situation. (p. 521)    

 
“I” body remembered not my comments, not the reaction of my classmates or the 

professor, but rather the felt experience and the felt meaning of that movement – felt history, felt 

agency, felt space, felt possibilities. 
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Research Questions 

In the interests of time, I am going to make the leap across two further nodal moments, 

that is, what these experiences meant to my teaching pedagogy – two moments where children’s 

bodies spoke and where existed an ineffable, intersubjective space of knowing, and move to the 

questions this raises for me in my dissertation and dissertation research, and how I plan to 

inquire into those questions. 

 

Today, I wonder how other dance teachers experience their bodies – their embodied 

histories. I wonder how they experience their pedagogy as a result of, or in spite of, cultural, 

historical and institutional forces. Further, I wonder how teachers’ awareness of the social 

construction of bodies resonates with their lived experiences of their bodies.   

 

The Research Study 

The study I conducted is an inquiry into the meaning of the teacher’s body in the 

pedagogy of dance teachers. I worked with three female ballet teachers who had early and 

sustained training in Royal Academy of Dance (RAD) classical ballet prior to becoming dance 

teachers. It is framed by hermeneutic phenomenology and incorporates poststructural concepts to 

situate the bodied experiences of the teachers historically, culturally, and institutionally. Feminist 

concerns inform, and arts-based ways of knowing infuse, both methodology and method. 

 
Why is this research important? 

• I believe these bodied histories are our embodied ‘norm.’  

 
• I believe these bodied norms exist as aesthetic values in specific forms and styles 

of dance and become institutionalized and oblivious to their specificity.  

 
• I believe these bodied norms exist as embodied aesthetic values that inform, 

influence, and shape what we as dance teachers value, and hence e-value-ate, 

somewhere other than completely consciously.  

 
• I believe an ethical and equitable space in schooling may be created when 

poststructural ‘shaped’ experience meets with phenomenological ‘felt’ 

experience.  

 
Thank you for coming. Are there any questions? 
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(After a short pause, stage lights fade to black signaling the end of Act I.) 

ACT II Scene 1 

(In darkness, the following words fade up to appear in large font on the screen: 

 BODY PARTS)  

 

 (Stage lights come up to full.) 

 

(CATHY and PAMELA are seated on two of the three low stools which have been placed in 

a semi circle downstage centre. BRENDA adds HELEN’S chair to the grouping as HELEN 

enters carrying a small table containing four cups of coffee, a plate of grapes, and a plate 

of pink iced cupcakes. HELEN places the table within the semi-circle and everyone is 

seated. Coffees are passed around. Offers of food by HELEN to the three women are 

turned down.) 

 

Helen:  So when we talk about body in dance and in particular in ballet, what are 

we talking about? Are we talking about the whole body, are we talking 

about certain parts of the body, what parts are we talking about? 

 

Brenda: my short NECK 

  hugely overdeveloped THIGHS  

  talking about BODIES 

  gorgeous penchée LEGS  

  Absolutely no BRAIN whatsoever  

 

Helen:  your BODY  

 

Brenda:  my ARMS  

  and my FEET  

  my LEG  

 

Helen:  your BODY? 
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Brenda:  my HANDS  

  this HIP  

  this LEG  

  MUSCLE  

  BONE structure 

  my HANDS 

  my BODY  

  my BODY again 

  my HIPS  

  my BODY again  

  using my BODY   

 

Helen:  a youthful BODY? 

  a teenage BODY? 

 

Brenda:  my BOOBS 

  our FEET  

  my FEET 

  horrendous FEET and LEGS  

  roundish FACE  

  short NECK.  

 

Helen:  long NECK? 

 

Brenda:  incredible BODY  

 

Helen:   your BODY?  

  your NECK? 

 

Brenda:  My NECK  

  my BOOBS  

  BOOBS   

  her FEET  

  gorgeous FEET  
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  gorgeous FEET 

  A lovely FOOT 

 

Helen:   a dancer’s BODY  

  dancer’s looking BODY  

  what a dancer’s BODY feels like 

  the dancer’s BODY?  

  a looks BODY?  

  or a feel BODY? 

 

Brenda:  my BODY  

  my HEART rate  

 

Helen:   a healthy BODY? 

 

Brenda:  my BODY 

   MUSCLE  

  yeah, the demands on the BODY   

  absolutely beautiful, perfect little BODIES 

  the ballerina’s BODY 

 

Helen:   fighting your BODY? 

  working with your BODY? 

 

Brenda:  our BACKS  

  our LEGS  

  my LEGS  

  your LEGS  

  everybody’s LEGS  

  their LEGS  

 

Helen:   students’ bodies? 

 

Brenda:  hold their TUMMY in  
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bend your KNEES and stretch  

and their TUMMIES can hang out ... 

  they can’t hold their TUMMIES in  

 

Helen:   MUSCLE memory  

BODY memory ... 

 

Brenda:  see the FEET  

not just the FEET 

 the BRAIN  

  the FOOT  

a BODY to die for ... 

  loose HIPS  

hooks for FEET  

BRAIN just isn’t there ... 

  gorgeous BODY 

 

Helen:  your BODY 

  because a beautiful BODY  

INSTEPS  

INSTEPS up. 

  ARMS  

  our BODIES  

your BODY  

A dance teacher’s BODY  

 

Brenda:  teachers whose BODIES  

 

Helen:  in their BODIES 

 

Brenda:  yes the BODY  

 

Helen:  my BODY  

  our BODIES  
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  in the BODY  

 

Brenda:  the long tall SPINE 

the STOMACH pulled in  

My STOMACH is in permanently 

  Like right now I’m sitting here and my STOMACH is in ... 

  those MUSCLES are  

  It’s the SPINE  

it’s the straight BACK  

 

Helen:  the long SPINE and supported STOMACH ... 

  long SPINES  

tight SPINES  

tight HIPS? 

 

Brenda:  bad FEET  

funny LEGS  

huge sway BACK 

   horrible FEET  

   bad FEET  

 

Helen:   your BODY  

  your PELVIS  

do you think your BODY  

Do you think your BODY remembered  

 

  Brenda: My BODY went into my children and it’s gone into my grandchildren. 

 

(BRENDA takes a sip of her coffee and reaches for, takes, and eats a grape.)  

 

Helen:  So, your BODY  

 

Cathy:    my BODY  

ballerina BODY 
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  BODY type  

 

Helen:  But is it the public perception of the BODY of a ballerina? 

 

Cathy:  my HAIR  

my HAIR  

my FACE  

 

Helen:  HAIR’s down  

Her HAIR is down  

Her HAIR is down!  

I cut my HAIR  

 

Cathy:  you can’t! 

growing my HAIR  

it's just my HAIR  

  your NAILS  

can’t cut your HAIR  

can’t have BANGS  

can’t have NAILS 

my BODY 

 

Helen:  MUSCLE?  

 

Cathy:  MUSCLE  

  FEET 

  HAMSTRINGS 

LEGS  

My LEG  

a really nice pointed ARCH  

 my LEG  

My LEG’s never  

my FOOT’s never  

my ARMS 
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their ARMS  

their upper BODY 

 long LEGS 

pointed FEET  

 

Helen:   your BODY?  

your BODY and ballet? 

 

Cathy: They probably weren't meant to be. Like if it was a relationship between 

a husband and wife, it would be a strained relationship, like between my 

BODY and ballet— 

  upper BODY 

 

Helen:  the BACK? 

 

Cathy:  my FEET  

oh my God 

my FEET  

every TOE  

 My ANKLE  

my ANKLE! 

 my ANKLE!!  

 

Helen:  your BODY and sort of ballet?  

 

Cathy:  upper BODY and ARMS  

ARMS and upper BODY  

stick ARMS 

  my ARMS and everything could sort of just almost be soft— 

 

Helen:  the BODY 

 

Cathy:  Okay, basically 

their BODY  
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their RIBCAGE  

their PELVIS  

and their FOOT  

their ARMS  

HANDS   

 

Helen:   The HANDS? 

 

Cathy:   The HANDS  

their RIBS  

their PELVIS  

a certain FOOT  

 

Helen:   your BODY  

your BODY as a teacher? 

 

Cathy:   my VOICE 

my VOICE   their BODIES   their FEET 

HAIR  

 

Helen:   HAIR?   

 

Cathy:   not as much HAIR 

EYES 

  your HEAD  

  the BRAIN  and  the BODY   

your BODY 

 

Helen:  train the BODIES? 

 

Cathy:  my LEG  

with my upper BODY  

and ARM 

  my BODY --- 
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Helen:  your BODY? 

Cathy:  my BODY 

 

Helen:  into your BODY  

 

Cathy:  in my BODY  

 

(CATHY takes a sip of her coffee, then reaches for, and begins to eat, a bunch of grapes.)  

 

Helen:  You were a BODY  

   just a BODY 

 

Pamela:  her ARMS  

her HEAD  

   my BODY  

 

Helen:   your BODY as a teacher?  

 

Pamela:  I had the BODY  

I don’t have the bodysuit type BODY  

MUSCLES  

 

Helen:   our BODIES are different as a teacher? 

 

Pamela:  my BODY  

my KNEES 

my HIPS 

my ANKLES  

   So MUSCLES  

 

Helen:   you and your BODY  

 

Pamela:  their BODY  
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different MUSCLES  

their HAND  

   a MUSCLE 

   No, the MUSCLE  

 

Helen:   So, when you’re a dance teacher, your BODY feels a certain way? 

 

Pamela:  Yeah. In my BODY 

   Through my BODY 

 

Helen: Through your BODY - that’s one of the challenges of teaching, isn’t it? 

 

Pamela: It really is important when you’re talking to someone – you need to see 

to understand. That’s why this whole technological age of texting and 

email is not … like even talking on the phone is not very good you know. 

At least you have a voice there but you can’t watch what their EYES are 

doing or their BODIES are doing. When I was reading the transcript I 

knew the parts where I didn’t finish the thought. It didn’t come out in 

words because I was saying it with my HANDS or I could see myself 

doing it and I’m, like, oh, the meaning got lost when I wasn’t there. 

 

Helen:   our BODIES 

your BODY  

 

Pamela:  my BACK  

   my ARMS  

my ARMS  

   Yeah, delicate HANDS 

NAILS  

HANDS 

 

Helen:   her HANDS? 

 

Pamela:  gentle HANDS  
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delicate HANDS  

 

Helen:   HANDS? 

 

Pamela:  ARMS  

HEAD  

   part of the BODY 

   FEET 

   upper BODY 

 

Helen:   So, upper BODY 

the lower BODY…? 

 

Pamela:  ARMS and LEGS  

   feel it in your BODY 

   her HANDS  

   pull our TUMMIES in and squeeze our BOTTOMS. 

 

Helen:   BODY as a dancer?   

    your BODY as a dancer? 

 

Pamela:  different BODY  

the perfect long, lean LEGS  

MUSCLE-bound 

MUSCLE-bound  

large-BONED 

So you know, oh well, you’re tall, you can go in the back. 

   a perfect BODY for dance. 

 

Helen:   that BODY? 

 

Pamela:  long, skinny BODY 

different BODY types  

but… 
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   large-BONED 

   it is so much a BODY image thing. 

   a no-HIPS BODY 

   their LEGS  

LEGS  

LEGS! 

it’s a shame you have your father’s LEGS 

 

Helen:   a dancer’s BODY? 

 

Pamela:  BODY types 

 

(HELEN begins to direct her dialogue to all three women.)  

 

Helen: So, when we talk about body in dance and in particular in ballet, what are 

we talking about? Are we talking about the whole body, are we talking 

about certain parts of the body, what parts are we not including? Do we 

talk about our liver and intestines and, like, are those part of the body in 

dance or are those body parts that are ignored? 

 

Brenda:  Ignored. 

 

Pamela: They’re kind of ignored although nutrition comes into it a little bit more 

now. We’re a little more nutrition aware with our dancers but I don’t 

think we really think of that right off the bat. 

 

Brenda:  Unless it comes to anorexia and those kinds of things. 

 

Helen: Are we nutritionally aware because we’re concerned about the state of 

their intestines and their stomachs? Or are we nutritionally aware 

because we’re concerned about something else? 
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Pamela: I do it because I want them to be healthy. You know whole body healthy. 

You know make sure you’ve got the right food for your muscles so that 

you can dance.  

 

Cathy: Yeah and have energy and be able to do what you need to do and not the 

type of food that’s just going to make you have a spurt of energy. 

 

Brenda:  Well it’s the aesthetic isn’t it? 

 

Pamela:  It’s the aesthetic but that aesthetic has evolved. 

 

Brenda: And the tutu looks so beautiful with lovely long thin legs and gorgeous 

feet and lovely … It does, it looks awful on a larger person. So to me it’s 

all about the aesthetic. 

 

Helen: Yeah but a hundred years ago ballerinas wore tutus and ballerinas’ 

bodies were not long and skinny as they are today.   

 

Brenda: They did and they were much bigger women because they hadn’t … I 

don’t know why now it’s more aesthetically pleasing to see it. 

 

Pamela: I think Balanchine had a lot to do with that and that tiny longer leaner 

look. That started, I think, with him. 

 

Helen: Was it perhaps because of the type of choreography that he wanted to 

do? 

 

Pamela:  Yeah it’s what he wanted his dancers to do.  

 

Brenda: Well, it was a certain look he was going for, it was all about the look. 

 

Pamela:  Yes, that too and it’s kind of taken over the ballet world. 

 

Brenda:  Yeah that’s very true. 
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Helen:   What do you think the RAD values? Do you think it’s different? 

 

Brenda: Yes, I think it’s based more on technical execution and not body type. 

 

Cathy: I don’t know if I agree. I remember taking exams and not me in 

particular just because I always sort of fit in more with that look of what 

a ballerina should look like. But even just like not having the most 

arched feet or the most turn out or all that kind of stuff and that never 

really worked in my favour, I was more of a performer … I’d have to 

work really really hard and not even get the same marks on my exam as 

compared to students who were just more naturally flexible and had high 

leg extensions. I guess that it is the technique side of it. But if you had all 

that technique but you maybe didn’t have the perfect body you were 

definitely, you know, going on a diet before your exam to look thin. 

 

Helen: I remember when the new Higher Grades syllabus came out and we were 

at an RAD teacher’s workshop trying to understand which of our 

students should go the route of the higher grades and which students 

should do the major exams. And we couldn’t get a clear answer from the 

RAD. We kept asking, “What do you want, what are you looking for, 

what do you want?” and they finally said that to go into the major exam 

stream the students needed to look like dancers. They need to have the 

look of a dancer and that’s all they could - or would - say. They need to 

look like a dancer. 

 

(HELEN stands, returns her chair to her desk, and exits the stage as CATHY, PAMELA, 

AND BRENDA exit the stage in the opposite direction.)  

 

ACT II  Scene 2  

 

(HELEN enters rolling a smartboard. She stops with the smartboard placed downstage 

centre facing the audience. She is wearing the same suit jacket from conference 
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presentation at the end of Act I. Using a handheld remote, she prepares the PowerPoint 

presentation so the title slide is visible on the smartboard.) 

 

Second Narrator: Good afternoon. I’d like to welcome everyone here to our session. We 

have three presenters today. We will begin with Helen Ritchie who is a 

doctoral student from the University of Regina. Her presentation today is 

titled, “Frozen Landscapes: A Foucauldian Genealogy of the Ideal 

Dancer’s Body.” 

 

Helen: (begins presentation as written on Notes view of PowerPoint)5 6 

  

5 See Appendix B for a list of citations for each image in the presentation. 

6 See Appendix G for license for use of cartoons in this dissertation. 
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Slide 1

Frozen Landscapes: 
A Foucauldian Genealogy of 

the Ideal Dancer’s Body

New York City Ballet in Costas. (Ed.) (2003). Balanchine: Celebrating a life in dance. Windsor, CT: Tide-Mark Press, p. 75.

 

Good morning.  
 
My name is Helen Ritchie.  
 
I am a doctoral candidate at the University of Regina in 

the Faculty of Education. 
 
I will be speaking today about a research project I 

conducted in support of my doctoral work in which I 
examined the social construction of the ideal body for female 
ballet dancers. 
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Slide 2

Foucauldian Genealogy
• considers how knowledge is constructed 

through relations of power operating in 
particular historical & institutional contexts. 

• Michel Foucault suggests that by looking 
at a wide variety of texts such as speech, 
written materials, visual images, clothing, 
buildings, practices, and so on, we can 
understand how they come together to set 
up a picture or representation of an issue 
or topic. (Burr, 1995; Carabine, 2001)

 

I utilized a type of analysis called  
    Foucauldian Genealogy 
 
which considers how knowledge is constructed through 

relations of power operating in particular historical and 
institutional contexts 

 
 
Michel Foucault was a French philosopher who 

suggested that by looking  [read screen second bullet] 
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Slide 3

Foucauldian Genealogy (cont)

• Genealogy assumes that concepts such 
as an ideal body emerge as a product of 
multiple influences. 

• It rests on the assumption that the 
durability of a concept is strengthened by 
the heterogeneity of traditions that use that 
concept. (Fendler, 2003)

 

Genealogy assumes that concepts such as an ideal 

body emerge as a product of multiple influences. 

 
CLICK 
 
It rests on the assumption that the durability of a 

concept is strengthened by the heterogeneity or diversity of 

traditions that use that concept. 
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Slide 4

Foucauldian Genealogy (cont)

• examined the varied contexts of 
• professional dance, 
• adult health, and 
• children's recreation

• analyzed HOW they produce and 
reproduce a message of a body shape  
not only 'appropriate' for ballet but also 
one to be desired by others.

           
I …….. 

 
“Examined the varied contexts of 
Click  professional dance 
Click  adult health, and 
Click  children’s recreation” 
 
         I …..  CLICK 
 
“Analyzed HOW they produce and reproduce a 

message of a body shape not only ‘appropriate’ for ballet 
but also one to be desired by others”    outside the ballet 
world. 
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Slide 5

Historical Context

Pierina Legnani in Petipa’s Sleeping Beauty (1890) in Lee, 
C. (1999). Ballet in western culture: A History of its origins 
and evolution. Toronto: Allyn and Bacon, p. 209

Heather Ogden, National Ballet of Canada. Retrieved March 
22/09 from national.ballet.ca/the 
company/principals/heather_ogden.php

www.cartoonstock.com

 
Genealogical Analysis is historical only in that it is 

contextual. 
• does not look for cause and effect   
• does not look for linear development  
• but rather simply notices what emerges in multiple 

unrelated contexts situated historically 
 

As I approached the analysis, I KNEW - artwork and 
photos from 18th & 19th c frequently show female dancers’ 
bodies as fleshy, full-breasted, small-waisted, and wide-
hipped. 

 
I also KNEW – George Balanchine NYCB is generally 

accepted as having greatly influenced a different body 
shape. So I selected GB as one historical context. 
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Slide 6

Balanchine Ballerinas

“The Balanchine ballerina is not simply an 
innocuous, isolated theatrical image.

As much as Twiggy or Marilyn Munroe, 
she is an American icon” (Daly, 1987, p. 8).

 
 
Daly writes of the importance of  

• the powerful role of Balanchine’s dancers  
 in contributing to this ideal. 

  
STATING       [read screen] …..  
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Slide 7

Costas. (ed.) (2003). Balanchine: Celebrating a life in dance. Windsor, CT: Tide-Mark Press. 

Costas (2003) 

I traced  
• how a particular female body shape  
• came to dominate the choreographic works  
• and the performing company of George Balanchine  

through the mid to late 20th century,  
 
and how this body shape  

• continues to be normalized and disseminated  
• through references in a range of popular magazines, and 

through the images and written text of children’s books 
about ballet.  
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Slide 8 
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Slide 9 

Balanchine Ballerinas

• they are very thin with small breasts 
and narrow hips

• their legs are long and lean
• their arms are long and slender
• their torsos are short with a flat 

stomach and abdomen
• their heads are small atop a long, 

slender neck
 

I analyzed photographs of 6 principal dancers  
appointed & favored by B. 

 
I made the following observations ….. [read screen] 

* * * * * * * * 
So, several bodies and body shapes are made 

impossible through being selected as a B ballerina: 
• the old body appears to have no place 
• as well as the racialized body, 
• the voluptuous body is also impossible 
• as is the disabled body 

 

Balanchine had in mind a particular shape of female 
body to fit his desired visual and technical aesthetic.  

 

As Daly stated, she became an American icon and has 
privileged a look assoc with the female ballet dancer. 
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Slide 10

Women’s Magazines
BALLERINA BUTT
In need of a rear lift? Try ballet, the hottest 
new gym trend. (Shape Magazine Jan 1999)

GET A DANCER’S BODY
This ballet-inspired workout will tone you 
from head to toe. (Prevention Magazine Mar 2005)

BALLET BODY
Use a dancer's techniques to develop a sleeker, stronger, 
more flexible physique. (Natural Health May 2004)

ABS-OLUTELY FABULOUS 
A postpartum workout program based on ballet movements 
is described. (Parenting April 1997)

 
Next I selected 5 magazine articles from 5 popular  

magazines from between the years 1997 and 2005.  
 

Titles and subtitles included …….. [read screen] 
 

In these articles,  
 

• the reader’s body shape is talked about as something to 
be changed  

 

• and the dancer’s body shape is talked about as 
something to be desired. 
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Slide 11 

 

 

 
 
the third context I considered  

• was that of children’s books on ballet . 

 

I selected to work with four children’s  

non fiction books on ballet  

published between 1999 and 2003.  
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Slide 12

Children’s Books
“Learning how to sit and
stand correctly, with
your head up and your
back straight, is one of
the first things you will
be taught. It will help …
make you look like a
real dancer” (Bray-Moffat,

2003, p. 12).

 

[Read Slide] 
 

In my analysis, I concluded that 
• considered together,  
• the words and images make impossible  
• differing body shapes.  

 

Without exception, the children’s body shapes  
• constructed as appropriate for dance  

 (that is, a body that would look like a real dancer)  
• parallel those of the dancer’s body traced through  
• 21 yrs of Balanchine ballerinas and  
• 8 yrs of contemporary popular magazines. 
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Slide 13 

Children’s Books
“Regardless of your body type, ballet training 
will teach healthy posture” (Bowes, 1999, p. 100)

 
 

The illustrations and written text hegemonize the 
dominant discourse of the adult dancer’s body 

 
The multiple images of similarly shaped bodies 

dominate the infrequent written text attempting to counter the 
discourse. 

 
The appropriateness and inappropriateness of the 

child’s body has been established for the reading audience – 
which is both the young child and the adult. 

 
So - in considering the shape of the ideal ballet 

dancer’s body in these several contexts we see the 
discourse of the ideal body is normalized – turned into truth – 
becoming commonsense / fact 
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Slide 14 

Why is this considered funny?

www.cartoonstock.com

 
So how is it that this cartoon is considered funny? 
 

Foucault suggests that a norm such as an ideal 
dancer’s body can only exist alongside the abnormal  

• we can know the norm only by knowing the abnormal 
• one does not exist without the other 
 

The joke is the result of the construction of the norm 
alongside the abnormal – the joke is on those constructed as 
not belonging, as not part of the ideal.  

 
Foucault would suggest, it is a relation of power where 

the ideal dominates to construct the norm, the “truth” about 
the dancer’s body 
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Slide 15

And this?

www.cartoonstock.com

 
Meanwhile, the world of ballet generally speaking 

continues to construct an aesthetic that is a positive dynamic 
with the discourse of this conception of the ideal body.  

 
Dance studios and training programs desire and 

produce this aesthetic – it feeds/perpetuates itself 
 
occurring as a living dynamic across multiple and 

diverse contexts  
 
Yet, this analysis provides me with hope 
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Slide 16 
 

Frozen Landscapes: 
A Foucauldian Genealogy of 

the Ideal Dancer’s Body

New York City Ballet in Costas. (Ed.). (2003). Balanchine: Celebrating a life in dance. Windsor, CT: Tide-Mark Press, p. 75.
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(HELEN concludes her presentation, rolls the smartboard off the stage, and returns to her 

desk. She places the remote on the desk, removes her jacket, and hangs her jacket on the 

coat tree. She sits and resumes her work as CATHY, PAMELA, AND BRENDA enter to stand 

in front of the tall stools still at centre stage.)  

 

ACT II  Scene 3  

 

Brenda:  As a teacher, 

Cathy:   I experience my body as 

Pamela:  OBSERVED AND ON DISPLAY because . . .  

 

(The following word appears in large font on the screen: OBSERVED) 

 

(Scene 3 is to be read as Choral Speak.) 

 

(The women speak to the audience and to each other as indicated with a quick pace and 

quick changes of focus.) 

 

Cathy (to women)   I’m aware of them watching me 

Pamela (to audience)   I’m aware of you watching me 

Brenda (to audience)   I’m aware  

ALL (all to audience)  we’re aware of  

Cathy (to women)   them  

Pamela (to audience)   you  

Brenda (to women)  her  

Cathy (to women)  him  

ALL (all to audience)  watching us   

 

(Speaking to each other.) 

 

Pamela: Like I said, as soon as a parent comes to the door or a student comes to 

the door, that’s when I’m pulling up and getting into that persona. 

(PAMELA “pulls up” and assumes a dancer’s posture.) It starts then and 

lasts until the last student’s out the door. Then I’m, like, oh my goodness. 
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Brenda: I’m aware of my posture – I’m always aware of my posture. So when I 

teach, I’m in that posture all the time hoping that I’m inspiring my 

students. 

 

Cathy: I think if I’m energetic and doing everything, then students say, “Okay, 

that’s what I need to be working towards.” 

 

Pamela: When I go to the barre for the start of class I’m already in the proper 

dancer’s posture. I just stand there until I see the kids all pull up with me.  

 

Brenda: So I’m aware  

 

ALL: (to audience)  I’m aware of them watching me   

 

Pamela: (to audience)   I’m the one in the front of the class you know. 

 

Cathy Lots of times as a teacher now I can kind of be, “Oh my God, everyone’s 

looking at me, I can’t believe I’m up here at the front of this huge group 

of students.” Like, as dancers, we’re used to that; everyone was always 

watching me and even criticizing any little thing that I might have been 

doing wrong as a dancer.   

 

Brenda: A teacher I trained with when I decided to become a teacher, she said 

“Take care of your feet because as you get older, that's all you'll have 

left.” You lose so much – in terms of being able to demonstrate. 

  But if you've got gorgeous feet and work them hard, they'll do you for 

your life, she said. So I've always worn the teaching shoes that give you 

such gorgeous point. Oh my gosh. The ones with the little heel. I  haven't 

got hooks for feet, but those teaching shoes certainly help and I 

absolutely love showing a lovely foot when I teach.  
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Pamela: (to women)  So I’m aware  

 

ALL: (to audience)  I’m aware of them watching me   

 

Brenda: (to women) I honestly thought I couldn’t be a teacher and look how I 

looked.  

 

Pamela: There was a time that I had a dancer’s body but not anymore. I’m larger 

now.  

 

Cathy: I have the common sort of ballerina body type. Or even just the overall 

look. Everyone still sees that young, long, lean ballerina even though I 

feel like my body has really changed from when I was a dancer. 

 

Brenda: My short neck and my limited turnout—the two things that have always 

bugged me. And in later years, I've always been very self-conscious 

about having boobs – they appeared when I started having children. But I 

didn't have boobs when I was at ballet school. So that wasn't a problem. 

But now I'm teaching and wanting to look like a dancer and feel like a 

dancer—and dancers can’t have boobs. 

 

Pamela: A lot of parents, when they see me, don’t think that I can be a dance 

teacher because I’m larger.  

 

Cathy: I can see on myself – on different parts of my body – that ballet really 

transforms your body into something else when you’re dancing. But it’s 

amazing how quickly that goes away when you stop. 

 

Brenda: Although, throughout my training I had teachers whose bodies were not 

conducive to classical ballet relaying that information to the dancers they 

were teaching. They were not role models in their movements or in their 

looks. But they produced some of the top professional ballerinas in the 

country. 
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Pamela: Soon the parents also realize that I can dance as well as teach despite 

what they think is supposed to be a dancer’s body. 

 

Cathy: It makes me kind of uncomfortable that I don’t feel like a dancer 

anymore and I certainly don’t think I look like a dancer – like when I 

was dancing hard-core. 

 

Brenda: So, it’s sort of a double edged sword. No - the body doesn’t need to be 

perfect to teach the students, but if it is, it’s a little bonus for the teacher 

– and the students.  

 

Cathy: (to women)   I’m aware  

ALL: (to audience)    we’re aware of  

Cathy: (to women)   them 

Pamela: (to audience)   you 

Brenda: (to women)   her 

Cathy: (to women)   him 

ALL: (to audience)  watching us 

 

(Stage lights dim to near blackout. A single downspot remains near to and just in front of 

the group of women. BRENDA steps into the downspot. She genuflects making the sign of 

the cross, stands, then clasps her hands to her chest in prayer. She prays silently for a 

moment with her head down, and then, still in prayer, lifts her face up into the downspot 

and begins to speak her prayer aloud.) 

 

Brenda:  Please God,  

I don’t have much else and so I’d like to look as much like a dancer as I 

can. 

 

 (BRENDA drops her head in prayer.) 

 

I think for teaching I’ve said I like to have feet that looked lovely... 

 

(BRENDA pauses her prayer and looks to the audience still clasping her hands.) 
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I remember the first time I put those teaching shoes on. I remember the 

feeling of ... if I put these on, I’m a real teacher. It wasn’t getting paid for 

teaching the class, it was putting those teacher shoes on that made me 

feel like a real teacher. 

  

 (BRENDA drops her head and resumes her prayer.) 

 

Please God,  

Am I worthy? 

   Am I professional? 

   Am I good enough? 

 

(BRENDA pauses her prayer and looks to the audience still clasping her hands.) 

 

I felt like a professional for the first time when I put those shoes on. I 

thought, “I’ve made it, I’m a teacher.” Those teaching shoes provide me 

with ... I’m not sure what the word is, a crutch, or a short cut to that look. 

   

(BRENDA drops her head and resumes her prayer.) 

 

Please God,  

   Do I know what I’m doing? 

   Am I being pretentious? 

 

I love them because they make my foot look so lovely. Way better than it 

really is. 

 

Please God,  

Do I look ridiculous? 

   Do my feet look good in them? 

   Do I look good in them? 

 

I can balance way better in them. Balancing on one leg is easy!  
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And my demi-plié goes way deeper … 

  

They make you cheat all over the place, they’re fabulous. Why doesn’t 

everybody wear them, they’re gorgeous.  

  

They make the teacher look better than they really are. 

 

Please God,  

Look at my plié! 

   Look at my tendu! 

   I am worthy 

   I am a professional 

   I do deserve them. 

 

(BRENDA looks to the audience and drops her hands to her sides.) 

    

I AM A TEACHER. 

 

(Stage lights return to full general wash. The three women pick up the three low stools 

and place them directly behind each of the tall stools. The low table with coffee cups and 

food remains. The three women sit on the tall stools.) 

 

ACT II Scene 4 

 

(YOUNG CATHY enters quickly from downstage right carrying an iPad. She stops a few 

feet onto the stage.)  

 

Young Cathy: (calls across to stage left)  

Did you hear? 

 

(YOUNG PAMELA and YOUNG BRENDA enter quickly from downstage left. They stop a few 

feet onto the stage.)  
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Young Pamela and Young Brenda:   

Did we hear what? 

 

Young Cathy: Darcey Bussell is the new President of the RAD! They sent an email 

about it today! 

 

Young Brenda: Oh, I love her! She’s so gorgeous! 

 

(ALL look to projection screen as an RAD promo photo of Darcey Bussell appears.)7 

 

ALL:   Oooh! (Everyone melts just a little.) 

 

 (BRENDA goes to YOUNG CATHY and looks at the screen of her iPad) 

 

Brenda:  What did they say? 

 

(BRENDA reads aloud the announcement to the women while the three Young’s watch 

screen images of Darcey Bussell’s performing history.) 

 

“World-renowned prima ballerina Darcey Bussell CBE has been elected 

President of the Royal Academy of Dance, the fourth in our 92-year history. 

Widely recognised as one of the most accomplished English ballerinas of all 

time, Darcey joined the Royal Ballet in 1988 and became a Principal Dancer just 

one year later in 1989. During her career, she performed as a guest artist with 

leading international ballet companies around the world, including New York 

City Ballet, The Kirov and Paris Opera Ballet. Her final performance was 

MacMillan’s Song of the Earth performed with Carlos Acosta at the Royal Opera 

House and broadcast live on BBC 2 in 2007. She has continued to be very active 

in the dance world and she has just been confirmed as the new judge on BBC 

One’s Strictly Come Dancing this autumn. The full announcement is available on 

the RAD website.”  

7 See Appendix C for an RAD promotional photo of Darcy Bussell. 
                                                 

http://rad.us1.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=804fb05ffe40c1341a2e49cb6&id=c6a9286b85&e=940505c11b
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(PAMELA leaves her stool and moves a few steps forward. She looks back to the images of 

Darcey Bussell on the projection screen that the others continue to watch, then addresses 

the audience.) 

 

Pamela: Wow, Darcey Bussell is the new President of the RAD. I’m not surprised but I’m 

disappointed. She’s just such a stereotypic version of the dancer’s body! I 

certainly don’t relate to looking like her – and no teachers I know look like that – 

well, maybe Cathy. But how is she my representative of an organization that is 

supposed to be for teachers?  As a matter of fact, I don’t even have many 

students who look like her! How many of us really do in our studios unless of 

course it’s the Royal Ballet School or the National Ballet School, or unless we 

screen our students so only the perfect bodies stay. But who can afford that? I 

certainly need every student I can get teaching at a rural dance school – who 

really can afford to turn any student away? Maybe in a large city you can be 

choosey. But I don’t think that is who the majority of the RAD’s teachers are. 

And why should we have to? The RAD keeps insisting that their syllabus exam 

program is for all children – the recreational student and the serious student. 

Well, I’m not so sure about that and selecting Darcey Bussell only confirms that 

in my mind.  

   

And I don’t like her children’s books on ballet – there are no pictures of teachers 

even though the kids are in their dance class! It’s just like teachers are invisible – 

that successful dancers just fall from the sky or that they’re born that way. I liked 

Margot Fonteyn when she was President. I always saw her as a slightly non-ideal 

body dancer – it was her artistry that I loved. Antoinette Sibley looked regal and 

aristocratic so she was ok. But Darcey Bussell seems a stereotypic dancer – 

perhaps I need to get to know her better, but she’s the current body ideal – just 

like a Balanchine ballerina - she’s skinny, she’s pretty, no boobs as Brenda 

would say ….   

  

I wonder if they’ll put her on the next cover of the Gazette?  
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(All except HELEN exit the stage taking the low stools offstage. The three tall stools 

remain. Lights dim slightly on the stage. HELEN’S desk remains well lit by the desk lamp. 

We hear the melody of the Sesame Street song “One of These Things is Not Like the 

Other” begin to play. HELEN picks up the handheld remote, turns to face the projection 

screen, and begins to click through images of the covers of the RAD Dance Gazette on 

the projection screen according to the timing indicated below. See Appendix D for 

illustrations of Dance Gazette covers as referenced in the song.) 

 

ACT II Scene 5 

 

One of These Things (is Not Like the Others)  

(Raposo, Stone, & Hart, 1972) 

Introduction   

(8 bars of melody equivalent to one verse play while HELEN sits at her  

desk in thought. As introduction concludes, HELEN picks up the handheld  

remote, turns to face the projection screen, and brings up Dance Gazette cover 1.) 

 

Verse 1 

Bar 1 One of these things    Cover 18 

Bar 2 is not like the others,   Cover 2 

Bar 3 One of these things    Cover 3 

Bar 4 just doesn't belong,    Cover 4 

Bar 5 Can you tell which thing  Cover 5 

Bar 6 is not like the others    Cover 6 

Bar 7 By the time I     Cover 7 

Bar 8 finish my song?   Cover 8, Cover 9 

 

Verse 2 

Bar 9 Did you guess which thing  Cover 10, Cover 11 

Bar 10 was not like the others?   Cover 12 

Bar 11 Did you guess which thing  Cover 13 

Bar 12 just doesn't belong?   Cover 14 

8See Appendix D for images of Dance Gazette covers. 
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Bar 13 If you guessed this one   Cover 15, zoom in to Royal Crest 

Bar 14 is not like the others,   Cover 16 

Bar 15 Then you're absolutely  Cover 17 

Bar 16 ...right!    Cover 17, zoom into dancer  

 

Melody Reprise 

Bar 17     Cover 18, zoom into leg 

Bar 18     Cover 19 

Bar 19     Cover 19, zoom into faces 

Bar 20     Cover 20 

Bar 21     Cover 21, zoom into faces 

Bar 22     Cover 22 

Bar 23     Cover 23, Cover 24 

Bar 24     Cover 25, zoom into male dancer 

 

Melody Reprise 

Bar 25     Cover 26, zoom into face 

Bar 26     Cover 27 

 

(Each of the following covers illustrates one of the six discourses arising from the discourse 

analysis. HELEN utilizes two bars of music to bring up a cover followed a few seconds later by 

the named discourse.) 

 

Bar 27     Cover 7  

Bar 28     “Discourse of Ideal Female Dancer’s Body” 

 Bar 29     Cover 14 

Bar 30     “Discourse of Dance as Performing”  

Bar 31     Cover 24 

Bar 32     “Discourse of True Dance as Ballet” 

Bar 33     Covers 1 & 20 

Bar 34     “Discourse of Teacher is or was a Dancer” 

Bar 35     Cover 17 & 5 

Bar 36      “Discourse of Elitism”  

Bar 37     Cover 24 
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Bar 38      “Discourse of Excellence” 

 

(Music slowly fades over five to six bars as HELEN completes her viewing of the covers on the 

projection screen. She clears the screen of all the cover images and text, leaving a blank screen. 

HELEN replaces the handheld remote on the desk and exits stage right. HELEN’S desk remains 

well lit by the desk lamp.) 

 

ACT II Scene 6 

 

(Stage lights rise to full as the three women enter and sit on the tall stools. HELEN enters 

from stage right and crosses to the table of food still at down stage centre. She picks up 

plate of fruit and offers some to each of the women. CATHY and PAMELA each take a 

small amount of fruit. BRENDA refuses the fruit. HELEN picks up the plate of pink 

cupcakes with her other hand and offers them to each of the women. ALL the women 

refuse the cupcakes. HELEN returns the plates to the table, picks up the table with the 

food, and leaves the stage as the following word appears in large font on the screen: 

CLOTHED) 

 

Brenda:  As a teacher 

Cathy:   I experience my body as 

Pamela:  CLOTHED. 

 

Brenda: For a long time my weight was important to me, just because of that 

damn mirror. 'Cause I have to stand in front of it. For a long time it was 

so I could wear a bodysuit. And then it got to the point where I gave up 

on bodysuits. I haven’t worn one of those for about 10, 15 years. I just 

wear loose tops when I teach. I usually wear yoga pants - long ones or 

short ones or that kind of thing. I haven't worn a leotard for a long time.  

 

Pamela: It doesn’t matter what I’m wearing in order to feel like a ballet teacher. 

The muscle memory is there as to how I should be standing and moving. 

I could be wearing every day wear not teaching wear and I would still 

click into dancer’s posture because it’s about being a teacher. When I’m 

a dance teacher my body feels a certain way. It just goes into that 
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normally, into that pulled up, lifted position. I think that comes from 

training as a dancer. You know if it was enforced enough then it just 

follows you through.  

 

Cathy: I think when you're analyzing your body and the types of things that you 

wear as a dancer, your body’s your instrument so you're always tweaking 

that. And now I'm tweaking other things 'cause I'm not focused on that 

instrument - I'm focused on my teaching or whatever I'm doing.  

  

If I’m teaching dance, usually I’ll teach it all day. So I will always wear 

something like yoga pants to teach, just for that day. But I will dress 

differently if I’m not teaching dance – more professionally - because 

usually when I’m teaching in my classroom, I wear really quite 

professional clothes.   

 

Brenda: When I put on my teaching clothes and walk into the studio, I almost feel 

like I become like a different person.  

 

My grandchildren asked if I would teach them a ballet class, could we go 

to the dance studio. So we went. And I put on my yoga pants and my 

shoes and walked into that dance studio and I suddenly felt 10 years 

younger. 

   

It was just like now I'm the dance teacher and I felt like I moved younger 

and I behaved younger. I became the teacher and I suddenly wasn't their 

grandmother anymore. It was an amazing feeling. I am very aware of 

what wearing those teaching clothes does to the way I feel and the way I 

feel about myself. 

 

Pamela: When I was younger I used to wear a bodysuit and tights, and the ballet 

dresses and everything to teach and it was all good. I would change into 

knit pants or something for jazz and tap, or a shorter skirt. 
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I felt as long as I had the right body to wear that kind of thing and didn’t 

feel uncomfortable, then if I expected my students to wear it, I would 

wear it too. And still now I will wear yoga pants and a tighter fitting t-

shirt even though I don’t have the bodysuit-type body because if I’m 

demonstrating something and how a muscle works I have to be able to 

show it to them. 

 

Cathy: One thing that prevents me from sometimes changing is the time it takes. 

It’s like, okay, I’m just going to wear this all day and just make sure it 

looks good.  

  

If I was teaching dance that day, it would just be one hour that I teach 

something else. Students knew me as the dance teacher and so it was 

okay to wear my dance clothes in my classroom.  

 

 But I don’t want other teachers to think that I’m unprofessional, because 

I’m always particular about how I look. I think it’s because I’m younger 

too. I want students to see me as maybe not clothed … like, if I dress in a 

certain way, maybe they’ll think that I’m, you know, not the authority. 

 

Brenda: I was demonstrating in front of the mirror. I guess what I was wearing 

was flattering or something, and I suddenly felt really nice and I thought, 

“Gosh, it does feel good.”  

 

And then I was thinking about retiring and if I'm not gonna teach 

anymore. And I was actually quite devastated about what that's gonna to 

do my body.  

  As I came out of the studio yesterday, I thought when I retire I'm gonna 

have to go and take a class somewhere or do something. I cannot just 

stop. I cannot stop dancing 'cause I know if I stop, I'll never be able to 

start again. That's just, you know, you just lose it. And I love it so much, 

I absolutely love it. So I don't know what I'm gonna do.  
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 [Pause] I love what ballet does to my body. I really love it.   

 

Pamela: When I’m teaching I still have moments when I feel like I’m a dancer – 

that I’m dancing and not just demonstrating. It’s when I’m really in the 

moment with the music and it just kind of overcomes me. It takes me 

back to that place of why I always did it all along. Every now and then it 

comes in and the kids are always like watching you and they’re like, 

“You’re kind of, like, in your own little zone.” Even though it might be 

not at 150% performance, like, dance wise, you can still get the initial 

thing part. 

 

I can’t be a ballet dancer or a jazz dancer at that capacity that you’re … 

you know at that …capacity I think of as a dancer. No, I can’t. I mean, I 

can’t do all that stuff anymore but I can perform and I can teach. 

 

(After a short pause, stage lights fade to black signaling the end of Act II.) 
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ACT III  Scene 1 

 

(In darkness, the following words fade up to appear in large font on the screen:  

NOT ESSENTIAL)  

 

 (Stage lights come up to full.) 

 

(CATHY, PAMELA and BRENDA are seated on the three tall stools which have been 

returned to their original placement in a row at SL, CS, and SR each spaced about three 

feet apart. HELEN remains offstage.  

 

Brenda:  As a teacher, 

Cathy:   I experience my body as 

Pamela: NOT ESSENTIAL TO MY TEACHING. 

 

(BRENDA takes a step forward and speaks to the audience.) 

 

Brenda: (SOLILOQUY A) 

 

 Well, part of me says a teacher’s body plays no part at all in their 

teaching and another part says to me yes it does. 

 

Long legs  check  

Short body  check 

Good feet  check 

Short neck  ugh! 

Well-proportioned check 

Good weight  check 

Good height  check 

Good for dance! check 

 

... BUT Not Perfect -  UGH!! 
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When I teach a class, I can impart my knowledge without the dancer’s 

look.   

  

It’s through talking and hands on and imagery, those three things is how 

I impart my knowledge ... talking, hands on, and imagery. But I can’t 

talk about it without doing it myself – I always demonstrate. 

  So when I teach, I always just say to everybody, “I've got lousy turnout. 

Your knees should be out to the side when you do this. Your legs should 

be back here.” I demonstrate it with my legs low and tell them they need 

to get their legs up 'cause I can't get mine up anymore.   

Pamela: (SOLILOQUY B) 

 

 If you’re dancing or demonstrating all the time, you’re not seeing what 

the students are doing. So I feel that I need to watch them more. I 

demonstrate as much as I can, I did all the way up. I used to demonstrate 

it all until my body started breaking down. Now my knees are giving me 

issues, my hips are giving me issues, my ankles .... So as much as I’d 

love to demonstrate, my body just won’t let anymore. But up to the point 

that I could, I always demonstrated.  

  

I think it’s made me a better teacher that I demonstrate less because I can 

analyse it and tell the kids more than just showing them. I have to talk 

them through it more. So now I’m in the same place as my ballet teacher 

was when I came into dance. So now I can see how she was so effective. 

 

I see a difference in my students. I think they’re better for it. You know I 

wouldn’t have said that when I could do everything but in a way I think 

they’re better for it. 

  

Some kids are visual learners and no matter what, they have to see it. So 

then, I just call a senior student in and have them show the steps because 
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they don’t have it in their minds. Sometimes they’ve already got a 

picture in their mind of what it is supposed to be so then I can talk them 

through that. But if they have no idea of what I’m going for, they need to 

see it once and then they’re like okay. Now I can get them through 

because they’ve got the picture in their mind.  

 

Cathy: (SOLILOQUY C) 

 

 I was still dancing when I started teaching so I thought they needed to 

learn based on how I learned. But slowly I realized okay, that’s not 

necessarily what they need to get better. 

   

I was lucky to be trained in a way where dancing was part of it. I'd 

struggled with coordination and technique; that didn't come super-easily 

to me.  

 

As a kid, it wasn't as fun just to do the exercises. I liked it more when we 

got to do the dances at the end of the exam and for the recital.  

  

I was really fortunate to have teachers that knew better than just okay, 

you're only doing the exam syllabus. We had free classes almost just as 

much as we had exam technique classes. So we would do free work and 

things that were more stylized - that went beyond that very square RAD 

approach. 

 

 When I finally realized that I could dance without having to see it in the 

mirror, I kind of realized that that wasn’t necessarily what students 

needed in order to learn to dance. 

  

Something that I always did before I started my dance education program 

at university was I'd always look at myself in the mirror instead of 

actually feeling what I was doing. I'd sort of look out to make sure that it 

looked good. I was so out of my body, you know? 
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But that’s what I wanted to make certain - that it looked good to other 

people —not that it was feeling a certain way.  

   

So I’d check in the mirror and see the place that it looked great, like 

okay, here my line looks really good.  

   

I think I was always concerned about that ideal picture and were my fifth 

positions perfect.  

  

I'm a perfectionist and I never thought my leg was high enough in 

arabesque. My foot was never pointed enough or I've never done enough 

turns in this particular pirouette.  

  

 I’d never thought of it as using the mirror to help myself feel it, but I 

think maybe because I lacked that natural feeling in my body I knew how 

I wanted it to look – how it was supposed to look. The mirror helped me 

get it to look right.  

   

 So now I talk a lot when I’m teaching, like I try to encourage them even 

how I’m using my voice. I think I use my voice a lot to get them 

motivated or more excited about what we’re doing.    

 

Brenda: (SOLILOQUY D) 

 

  I prefer to teach facing the mirror and looking at my students behind me 

when I'm demonstrating, rather than facing them and doing it in reverse 

kind of thing. I want to see what I'm doing to make sure that I'm 

demonstrating correctly. So I use the mirror a lot, I think.  

 I do it constantly when I'm teaching. I'm always self-[pause] assessing, 

you know—by feel and by the mirror. Both.   

  So even now, with the mirror it’s important to me to still look as much 

like a dancer as I can, which obviously isn't a lot.  
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  I still watch what I eat. I don't want to put on weight. I'm very aware of 

my weight and I'm sure I could put on a lot of weight quickly if I just ate 

everything that I wanted to. So I do weigh myself fairly regularly and if I 

start putting on weight, I sort of diet for a couple of days or a week or 

something and get my weight back again. So that's always been 

important to me, just because of that damn mirror. 'Cause I have to stand 

in front of it.  

ACT III Scene 2 

 

(CATHY, BRENDA, AND PAMELA move with their stools to stage L – conversation 

grouping but focus up toward screen. HELEN  enters from and stands stage R focusing up 

toward screen.) 

 

(The following words appear in large font on the screen:  

LOSING THE ABILITY TO DANCE.) 

 

(A video of RAD ballet students dancing appears on the screen.) 

 

Cathy: Oh, I can't do that anymore. I can't do those same things that I worked so 

hard to be able to do. 

 

Pamela: I can’t do all the big jumps anymore. Like the big grand jetés or things 

like that across the floor, I can’t do any more. My développés are low, 

for grand jetés I just grand battement to the front and then jump over. 

 

Brenda: In later life, with the mirror it is important to me to still look as much 

like a dancer as I can which obviously isn’t a lot. But just to have the feet 

that work and technically to do things. But I can’t lift my leg up to 90 

degrees anymore. I may not even be able to bend backwards anymore. 

You lose those sorts of things in terms of demonstrating.  

 

Pamela: Maybe as a teacher I’m more worried about my students’ bodies than I 

am about my own. I know I’m guilty of that. I try to go in and warm up 
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but that’s fine for that first class. Then I get a lot more injuries so I hold 

back demonstrating and that plays a part in how well my body performs 

the older I get, so it’s a bit of a vicious circle.   

  

So now I just work within the limits of my body. Or do different things. I 

have a lot of different limits.  

  

You know, you don’t do the actual physical movement. You sort of mark 

it or walk it through. I also feel things shift more to my upper body. 

 

It’s the starting and the stopping while teaching that it so hard on my 

body. I think I’ve had some more devastating injuries as a teacher than I 

ever did as a dancer. I warm up with them and then I start working on 

fixing things – making corrections. So they’re always moving and then 

you do something and you’re not properly warmed up. You know as you 

get older things aren’t as forgiving when you’re moving.  

  

It’s kind of a sad situation. As you grow as a teacher your knowledge 

grows but what you can demonstrate lessens. I wish I could do what I 

could do in my 20s with the knowledge I have now.   

 

(The video continues for a few more seconds and  stops leaving the projection screen 

empty.) 

 

(CATHY, BRENDA, AND PAMELA address the audience.) 

 

All: My body has a history shaped by/through years of dance training, 

   A history that shapes my way of being in the world  

My very being 

My very way of being in the world 

 

Helen: What relationship might there be between a teacher’s embodied history 

and her pedagogy?  
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 What does a dance teacher’s embodied dance training mean in and to her 

pedagogy? 

 

 What does she notice? What does she value? How will she respond? 

 

 There are differences in the experiences of these three teachers. They 

have some freedom in how they take up the call to belong to the world of 

ballet. But sometimes they embrace and sometimes they struggle with 

these embodied values – these ideas about what is good and beautiful and 

right about the body and dance – ideas taught to them through their ballet 

training, through the world of ballet. The “truth” of these embodied 

values of ballet remains central to how they experience their bodies no 

matter how much they choose to embrace or resist them. So much is 

going on at a less than conscious level – how conscious can we really be 

about embodied values?   

 

 And that’s what I continue to wonder. How are these histories – these 

social and cultural and institutional values that we hold and carry in our 

bodies – how do they affect our pedagogy – shape our pedagogy - these 

aesthetic and kinaesthetic values that to those of us who are trained in 

ballet are normal and right?  

 

And I wonder, what might it mean when we find ourselves working with 

students whose embodied aesthetic and kinaesthetic values are different 

from those which we value? What will we see in their dance? How will 

we value and evaluate their work in dance?   

 

Brenda:  This is my bodied 

 

Cathy:   My embodied 

 

Pamela:  This is my bodied history.    
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(HELEN, CATHY, BRENDA, AND PAMELA turn their focus to watch the video on the 

screen) 

 

Video begins with a five-second clip of a professional classical ballet 

company production of The Nutcracker or Swan Lake followed by three-

second clip of First Nations Women’s Traditional and a three-second 

clip of Métis Quadrille danced by adults. This is followed by a five-

second clip continuation of The Nutcracker/Swan Lake followed by 

three-second clips each of three dances reflecting Saskatchewan’s 

current immigration patterns – Filipino, East Asian, and Chinese 

(Chabun, 2013ab).  

 

(Stage lights begin slow fade leaving the stage in darkness with the final 

fifteen seconds of the video running.)  

 

This is followed by a five-second clip continuation of The 

Nutcracker/Swan Lake followed by longer clips (five to seven seconds 

each) of children engaged in creative dance in an RAD class setting and 

in a public school setting.   

 

(Video ends; screen fades putting the stage in full blackout signalling the end of Act III.) 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Summary of the Research 

The purpose of this study has been to inquire into the meaning of the teacher’s 

body in the pedagogy of female dance teachers. This research has explored how teachers 

experience their bodies in their pedagogy and what their embodied history, when 

considered as socially constructed, means in how they experience their body. The 

phenomenological themes describing the teachers’ experiences, when contextualized by 

the poststructural analysis, are understood as reflecting the body’s knowledge about the 

“truths” of classical ballet, that is, the values that have emerged and have become 

normalized. In foregrounding the constitution of the body as an epistemological site – as 

a site of learning and knowing - this research methodology incorporating poststructural 

concepts within a hermeneutic phenomenological research design reveals the political 

dynamics inherent in pedagogical relationships. 

This study provides a theoretical and a methodological understanding of how it is 

that our individual histories together with social and institutional histories become 

embedded and embodied, and constitute our beings, as phenomenological, lived, or felt 

experience. Through the theoretical framework metaphor of gathering in a round-table 

conversation and the creative metaphor of weaving as an analytical scripting process, this 

research project momentarily stills the ever ongoing experience of living as situated 

embodied beings-in-the-world and permits us to reflect on what can be learned.  

Denzin and Lincoln (2008b) remind us “no single method can grasp all the subtle 

variations in ongoing human experience” (p. 29). Davis (2007) states, “Postmodern 

feminist theory has provided an important cautionary warning against treating experience 
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as self-explanatory and the reminder that experience is always mediated by cultural 

discourse and institutional practices” (p. 56). Phenomenology seeks a rich encounter with 

lived human experience (Moran, 2000) while poststructuralism has been shown to have 

“direct relevance and significance to educational theory, policy, and practice” (Peters & 

Burbules, 2004, p. 2) with political commitments generally driving the work. 

Poststructural critiques are utilized “to examine any commonplace situation, any ordinary 

event or process, in order to think differently about that occurrence – to open up what 

seems ‘natural’ to other possibilities” (St. Pierre, 2000, p. 479). For these reasons, I 

utilized poststructural genealogy and other concepts as a form of historical understanding 

within the interpretive frame of hermeneutic phenomenology in order to highlight the 

contexts within which the participating teachers’ descriptions of their experiences of their 

bodies have emerged and continue to exist. This move was intended to encourage an 

understanding of descriptions of embodied experience as socially constructed rather than 

as enduring or essential truths, or as entirely personal or “authentic” experiences. This 

move opens possibilities for resistance and change in such a way that the actions, choices, 

and agency of the research participants may be troubled and not silenced (Pillow, 2003).      

  Participants were recruited through a purpose-driven sampling process. All were 

White and trained both as students and as teachers in classical ballet through the Royal 

Academy of Dance (RAD) in addition to further post-secondary training. Initial data 

creation included participant writings and multiple individual and group interviews. Data 

were analyzed over several stages including immersion in the data sets and 

phenomenological analysis of the transcripts. Phenomenological themes were shaped into 

a narrative framework and scripted into a phenomenological text. Next the phenomenal 
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data were situated historically, culturally, and institutionally through a Foucauldian 

genealogy and related poststructural concepts. The poststructural analysis was brought 

alongside the phenomenological analysis through the creation of a theatrical text 

incorporating data generated throughout the research and dissertation process including 

the literature review, poetic writings, embodied writings, conference presentations, video 

and music clips, and journal writings creating a multi-media phenomenological text. 

Throughout the research process, links, interrelationships, resonances, and disconnects 

were explored and considered. Feminist concerns informed, and arts-based ways of 

knowing infused, both methodology and method.        

Situating Myself as the Researcher 

As discussed in chapter one, in hermeneutic phenomenology, Laverty (2003) 

suggests, “the researcher is called, on an ongoing basis, to give considerable thought to 

their own experience and to explicitly claim the ways in which their position or 

experience relates to the issues being researched” (p. 17). Rothfield (2005) reminds that 

the researcher’s body “functions as a nexus for the development of phenomenological 

insight” (p. 45). It also is a “field of vulnerability” (p. 45) from which kinaesthetic and 

corporeal experience is uniquely situated within the socio-historical specific.   

In orienting to the phenomenon under inquiry, I considered my own historical, 

cultural, and institutional contexts in order to make these as explicit as possible. I 

attempted to create an understanding of my own experiences which would permit an 

insider at the same time as outsider understanding of the experiences in participants’ lives 

including formulating questions and engaging in conversations such that something new 

could emerge. Gadamer refers to this as the hermeneutic circle where “we approach a 
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topic with some pre-conceptions, or projection, and this projection is then examined and 

revised in the face of what ‘the things themselves’ reveal to us” and we return to a further 

exploration in the light of this new understanding (cited in Wilcke, 2002, para. 23). As 

research is value-laden (Glesne, 1999), I examined my personal orientation to the 

phenomenon under inquiry, what had brought me to the research, and what influenced 

my perspective.  

My original research design had included incorporating my own exploration of 

the phenomenon under inquiry alongside that of the participants, however, I quickly 

discovered that the immediacy of continually considering my own responses alongside 

those of the participants was distracting and interfering with the need to be as fully 

present to their stories as possible. I continued to notice and journal my own stories and 

responses, however, I did so with an intention to discriminate my story from that of each 

participant. This permitted me to listen more fully during the interviews and to probe 

both where there were similarities and where there were differences in our experiences. 

This also encouraged me in the distillation process of analysis to remain close to the 

words and experiences of the participants and to resist generalizing their experiences with 

mine. Because of my insider at the same time as outsider status, these moments were 

frequent.  

I developed several strategies to manage identifying my own experiences as 

distinct, though related, to those of the participants: by creating post interview notes 

where I intentionally tracked resonances and disconnects with aspects of the interview; 

by noticing my bodied, including emotional, responses during the interviews to the words 

and experiences of the participants and journaling those responses in the days following 
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the interview; by participating in certain of the tasks asked of the participants including 

the embodied writing exercises in the group interview; by maintaining a journal during 

the analysis process to capture and collect my immediate responses thereby allowing me 

to more quickly refocus on the words and experiences of the participants knowing I could 

return to explore my own responses at a later time; by writing myself as a biased or 

interested researcher into the phenomenological script; and by distinguishing when I  was 

creating dialogue for the characters knowing that my experiences and my interpretations  

were leading that writing.  

What Scripting Offers to the Research 

The choice of scripting in this dissertation research project allowed a process of 

analysis consisting of literally bringing together disparate and multiple elements to 

support understanding and interpretation of the phenomenal and poststructural data. This 

included both participant and researcher perspectives. The crafting of the script through 

the careful selection of theatrical conventions (Neelands & Goode, 2000) allowed the 

experiences of the participants to be presented directly and the aesthetic effect – the 

“affect” of the script – to be created. Both encouraged the reader to enter imaginatively 

into the participants’ and the researcher’s experiences.  

Neelands and Goode (2000) suggest that “Meanings in theatre are created for both 

spectator and participant through the ... fictional and symbolic uses of human presence in 

time and space” (p. 4). Theatrical conventions utilized in the script contributed four 

varieties of dramatic action including context-building action, narrative action, poetic 

action, and reflective action. One example of a theatrical convention utilized in the script 

includes a poetic dialogue between the researcher and each of the three women 
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developing the phenomenological theme – Body Parts. The poetic approach serves to 

illustrate the fragmenting and objectifying of the body in ballet. A second example of a 

theatrical convention found in the script is Choral Speak which is utilized with the theme 

Observed and On Display as reflective action to bring attention to the subtext of the lines, 

that is, to emphasize the hyper awareness developed in ballet dancers and teachers which 

values the external appearance over the internal feel of the ballet aesthetic. Neelands and 

Goode (2007) write “[Choral Speak utilizes] sound, song, repetition, emphasis and 

variety of voices as appropriate in order to highlight the essence of the material.... The 

construction of the Choral Speak should be crafted so as to provide a comment on, or 

further development of, the original text” (p. 76). A third example of a theatrical 

convention is the use of the music from the popular and influential children’s program, 

Sesame Street. This television program has been shown to reinforce stereotypes of race 

(Cooper, 2008), gender (Ditsworth, 2001), and disability (Diamond & Kensinger, 2002)  

in young viewers and is utilized to develop the discourses of belonging and not belonging 

including the gendered, racialized, and ablest ideal body discourses created from the 

poststructural analysis.   

As van Manen (1990) suggests, it is my responsibility as researcher to “make 

external what somehow is internal” (p. 127) and to “[animate] the research question” (p. 

111) through the art and craft of writing. Through the phenomenological script as a 

research text utilizing theatrical conventions such as described above, the reader has the 

opportunity to make interpretive sense of the research (p. 121). The selection of the form 

of a theatrical script also allowed me as the researcher to reflect on the meaning of the 

experiences through the weaving in of the historical, cultural, and institutional context 
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provided by the poststructural analysis. The scripting method also allowed me as 

researcher to include aspects of my insider at the same time as outsider positioning. The 

weaving method I utilized in creating the script also provides a tangible sense to the 

considerations of part and whole that is part of the hermeneutic circle of understanding.  

Finally, a strength of many arts-based research methods including theatrically 

informed writing such as this is that of creating resonance (Leavy, 2013) or “me too” 

(Pelias, 2012) moments for the audience. Acknowledged as providing holistic approaches 

to inquiry (Leavy, 2013), arts-based research approaches typically provide engaging 

opportunities for exploration, inquiry, analysis, and learning as well as dissemination. 

The aesthetic effect or “affect” of arts-based approaches also supports expressing feeling-

based dimensions of life which are integral to rich understandings of experience such as 

through phenomenological inquiry.  

Qualitative inquiry including arts-based research never purports to speak 

ontological truths such as can be generalized or universalized across historical, cultural, 

or institutional contexts; however, as with all qualitative inquiry, this research can be 

generalized based on the resonance it may have with any individual audience member or 

reader and the relevance that audience member or reader might identify or the 

connections that individual might create to any other context.  

Reflections Leading to Possibilities for Change 

 Despite my being able to create phenomenological themes to structure an 

understanding of how the participants experienced their bodies as teachers, there were 

numerous and significant variances in their experiences and even contradictions within 

and between their experiences. This research did not permit determining why this was so 
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as phenomenology focuses on the ‘what,’ and genealogy focuses on the ‘how,’ of 

experience. But when considered together, such an approach offers an understanding for 

“how we have become what or who we are” and permits the change inducing question, 

“what are the possibilities of becoming other than what or who we are?” 

One step in considering possibilities for change is to consider the degree to which 

normalizing discourses are embodied by asking how each participant negotiated the 

various discourses. Three degrees of variation that can be considered include 1) moving 

towards the status quo where participants are seen to be appropriating the dominant 

discourses, that is, identifying with, embodying, and serving the dominant discourses; 2) 

moving between the status quo and change where participants are seen to be 

accommodating the dominant discourses, that is, they are adapting without accepting the 

dominant discourses; or 3) moving towards change where participants are seen to be 

thwarting or resisting the dominant discourses. (Adapted from Fortin, Vieira, & 

Tremblay, 2009, p. 55.) 

The three participants in this study provide examples of locating within selected 

discourses and illustrate the power of the “call” to belong in and/or to the world of ballet 

generally and the Royal Academy of Dance specifically. We see Brenda as situated well 

within many of the discourses – particularly the ideal body discourses - and embracing 

the status quo through descriptions of how she experiences her body; Cathy as 

manipulating and manoeuvering herself within the discourses for her own ends, however, 

as a young and relatively new teacher, not intentionally working to change the discourses; 

and Pamela as situated within many of the discourses as well, but as critiquing the status 

quo.   
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While all three teachers experience their bodies as invaluable and important to 

their teaching, certain aspects are discussed while others clearly are not. Brenda speaks 

with ease about her body including details about the ways in which her body belongs and 

doesn’t belong in ballet. Her tone is markedly self-critical and emphasizes the distance 

her body is from the “truth” of the ideal. Brenda experiences her aging body as moving 

further away from an “ideal” and as negatively affecting her performance as teacher. 

Through descriptions of her own bodied experience, we see how these beliefs are 

reinforced in her pedagogy. We also see the difficulty Brenda has in explaining why she 

has internalized dominant discourses for example, why she is of the opinion that slender 

legs look “better” in a classical tutu than do large legs despite her knowing the history of 

the changing aesthetic of the ideal ballet dancer’s body. 

Pamela speaks about her body with slightly less ease than does Brenda, however 

situates her body as markedly different to the ballet status quo. Pamela describes her 

body, how her body has aged, and how her body feels as outside the ideal for the ballet 

world, however, with a stronger sense that the ideal body aspired to as truth such as by 

Brenda is in fact a construction of, in her view, the needs and fashions of the dance 

industry such as through influential choreographers as Balanchine and as perpetuated 

through institutions such as the RAD. Pamela notices that aspects of popular culture are 

beginning to challenge the narrow definitions of what is a “dancer’s body” however, she 

also notices that this isn’t extending to a broadening of the definition of what is a ballet 

dancer’s body. We see Pamela able to move in and out of the status quo of the dominant 

discourses in how she experiences her body and indications that this informs her 

pedagogy. 
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Cathy, on the other hand, is able to reflect deeply on her experiences of her body 

as a young teacher. She has worked hard in her student years to claim a space of 

belonging in the ballet world and within the RAD through its exam process despite 

possessing the outward appearance of the ideal ballet dancer’s body. Cathy is well aware 

of the need and the methods in manipulating both her bodied experiences and the 

aesthetic experiences of the audience in order to situate herself within the dominant 

discourses. Cathy, at the start of a teaching career, is on the cusp of experiences of a 

dancer’s body transforming to what she identifies as experiences of a teacher’s body. She 

hasn’t yet found a way to embody with comfort the diverse experiences outside the ballet 

aesthetic that her teaching requires.  

Cathy situates herself as within the status quo of the dominant discourses with a 

sharp awareness of the difference between what is felt and what is visible. She struggles 

with the embodied aesthetic of “ballerina” and feels it threatens her credibility as a 

teacher in non-ballet dance teaching contexts yet it does not serve her well enough as a 

teacher in ballet teaching contexts. Pamela, on the other hand, believes her body is within 

her control and that she is able, and her students should be able, to move in and out of the 

bodied aesthetic of ballet. While she believes this to be true, and it is reflected in how she 

speaks of her pedagogy, Pamela also indicates a strong embodied valuing of the ballet 

aesthetic over, in her example, aggressive dance styles such as hip hop or street dance 

including krumping. Brenda, in the extreme of situating herself well within the discourses 

of the status quo, states clearly that the embodied aesthetic of ballet is the one true 

“dance” while social and cultural (i.e. ethnic) dance forms are not regarded as dance.  
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Each participant’s relationship to the status quo is evident in the section 

describing experiences of clothing relative to their teaching. The two older teachers speak 

of their teaching clothes changing as their bodies have changed relative to the discourse 

of the ideal ballet dancer’s body. Once again, Brenda situates well within the status quo 

as she notices how putting on her teaching clothes allows her to return more closely to 

that bodied and embodied ideal as she describes how she feels younger – one of the 

discourses of the ideal ballet dancers body.  

Pamela, on the other hand, notices how her body has aged, however, speaks less 

of desiring the ideal and seems to be accepting of her living reality of an aging body. She 

reflects on how her choice of teaching apparel, while it has changed from her younger 

teaching years, now has little effect on her embodied aesthetic. She describes being able 

to move into the embodied aesthetic of ballet in street clothes or teaching clothes. In fact, 

she speaks of her sister identifying her as “walking like a dancer” outside of the teaching 

context. Pamela discusses being unaware of a difference between how she walks and how 

non-dancers walk. However, despite situating herself outside the status quo, she does 

make reference to wishing she had her current teaching knowledge and experience 

combined with a more youthful feeling dancing body. Once again, Cathy, in her 

experience as an early-career teacher, struggles through her clothing to belong not to the 

world of ballet as a teacher in a ballet studio, but to the world of teaching generally in the 

context of teaching in a high school setting. Similar to Brenda, Cathy identifies the 

experience of being clothed in a particular way as constituting her identity as a dance 

teacher. 
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Closely connected to the experience of being clothed is the experience of being 

observed, on display, and demonstrating as a dance teacher. Brenda experiences her body 

as moving further and further away from the ideal both in terms of how she sees herself 

in the mirror and how she feels as she is demonstrating while teaching. Despite being at 

the end of her teaching career and on the verge of retiring, she despairs at the effect that 

stopping teaching will have on her body – not only the feeling of the heart rate rising and 

of breaking a sweat, but, more importantly to her, the effect it will have on her weight, 

something she has monitored carefully throughout her teaching career. She continues to 

choose to face the mirror while teaching to afford her the opportunity to self-check not 

only her weight as compared to the discourse of the ideal ballet dancer’s body but also 

her technique as compared to the discourse of the teacher as dancer.  

Brenda has worked hard her entire teaching career to situate herself, and to 

maintain her place, within the dominant discourses of the status quo. Pamela, on the other 

hand, speaks of having been well situated within the dominant discourses of the ideal 

dancer’s body during her training, yet of being less desirous of embracing the dominant 

discourses of both the ideal dancer’s body and the discourse of the teacher as dancer. 

While less inclined to take up these dominant discourses in her bodied teaching 

experiences and in how she speaks of her pedagogy, these discourses continue to be 

dynamic in her familial relationships, particularly in her relationship with her mother.  

All three teachers experience their bodies as highly involved in, and important to, 

their teaching. All describe experiencing a significant difference from when they danced 

as students or as pre-professional or professional dancers. The youngest participant, 

Cathy, experiences clearly that she is no longer a “ballerina” despite a perception by 
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others that she still situates within the discourse of the ideal ballet dancer’s body. The 

experience of wearing her hair loose, of cutting her hair, and of growing her fingernails 

was significant for how she experienced her body while moving away from being a 

dancer to becoming a teacher. These very visible and bodied experiences were key steps 

in her transition from the world of performing to the world of teaching.  

All three teachers also experienced loving how it felt to dance both as a student 

and as a teacher. All felt the ways in which their bodies no longer “performed” or 

responded as when they were in training, however, all still managed to create the 

aesthetic experience that they identified as “dancing.” This varied from the feeling of the 

ballet dancer’s posture both during and outside of the teaching experience. This included 

for Brenda the experience of catching sight of herself in the mirror while she was 

demonstrating and identifying the vision as well within the discourses of the teacher as 

dancer and the ideal dancer’s body. This included for Pamela the experience of 

demonstrating for her students how to “feel” dance as an expressive form, an experience 

that for her verged on the aesthetic experience of being in another place and ‘out’ of her 

immediate bodied experience. (See Bryan, 1999.)  

 The range of responses by the three participants can be understood as an 

enactment of their agency. St. Pierre (after Weedon) (2000) refers to the double move of 

poststructuralism in the constitution of the subject: “a subject that exhibits agency as it 

constructs itself by taking up available discourses and cultural practices and a subject 

that, at the same time, is subjected, [shaped] into subjectivity by those same discourses 

and practices” (p. 502). Foucault (cited in Hoy, 2004) maintains that “in order for power 

relations to come into play, there must be at least a certain amount of freedom on both 
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sides…. [meaning] there is necessarily the possibility of resistance (… strategies capable 

of reversing the situation)” (p. 82). Thus is created a subject open to “the possibility of 

continual reconstruction and reconfiguration” (p. 502) - a critical step in considering 

possibilities for change.  

Directions for Future Research 

My focus in this dissertation research has been on teaching as an embodied 

activity through considering how poststructural analyses inform experiences of dance 

teachers’ bodies in their pedagogy. However, what we also encounter, as was mentioned 

at the start of this dissertation, is the political act which is teaching. Rothfield (2005) 

argues, and this research has supported, that phenomenological experience occurs in a 

body thoroughly  marked by history and, further, that kinaesthetic values such as exist in 

specific forms and styles of dance such as ballet become institutionalized such as through 

the RAD. These kinaesthetic values become “liable to hegemonic forms of normalization 

and domination” (p. 5). If, as Greene (1995) states, “we have to experience breaks with 

what has been established in our own lives” (p. 109) in order that we might disrupt “the 

conventional and the taken for granted” (p. 109) then what and where are these places 

from which we must unsettle ourselves and experience a “break”?  What and where are 

the places – the political spaces – that Apple (1990) considers students to “dwell” (p. 

101)? How and in what ways are these political spaces? 

1. Multiple and Intersecting Embodied Subjectivities 
 

Across differing teaching contexts and across varying degrees of taking up the 

normalizing discourses, the participants’ desire to inhabit the ballet aesthetic remained. 

Each teacher had her own experience to share but the “truth” of ballet’s embodied 
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aesthetic – the truth of these embodied values - remained central. While we saw the 

poststructural “how” inquiry informing the phenomenological “what” as the constitution 

of this desire, I would like to extend this inquiry to consider the “why” as a next step in 

this dissertation research informing teacher education programs and curricula, or in 

effecting an insight on changing practice. I suggest the “why” be approached by bringing 

a research focus to the multiple and intersecting embodied subjectivities that constitute 

dance teachers and their pedagogies including race, gender, sexuality, class, and more 

supplemented by feminist (for example Shapiro, 1998; Shapiro & Shapiro, 2002); anti-

oppressive (for example Kumashiro, 2000); critical and social justice (for example, 

Shapiro, 1999); and decolonizing (for example, Smith, 2012; Kovach, 2009) approaches.  

a. Gendered 
 

An understanding of the phenomenological experiences situated within patriarchal 

culture generally (Johnson, 2005) and as within ballet as a patriarchal dance form 

specifically (Bolt, 2010) would make a contribution to dance teacher education because, 

as Young (1990) states, “describing kinds of oppression, the experience of oppression, 

and the creative agency of the oppressed can help form resistance and envision 

alternatives” (p. 14). I envision utilizing the data created in the current study with the 

addition of an understanding provided by a poststructural analysis of the cultural, social, 

and political system of relations of power in the world of ballet identified as patriarchy 

and the ways in which patriarchy shapes the participants’ embodied experiences. This 

research contribution would be in exploring the possibilities for resistance and change 

which are made possible by poststructural methodologies while working with 

phenomenological experiences.   
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b. Raced 
 

While this dissertation research has considered the discourses of the ideal 

dancer’s body along with discourses of ballet teachers and teaching, one discourse that 

has been all but invisible due to its dominance in this dissertation research is that of race. 

Both the genealogical analysis (Ritenburg, 2010) and the cover discourse analysis (see 

dissertation page 105) conclude the normalization of the ballet dancer’s body as white. I 

suggest extending this research to consider constructions of whiteness in which whiteness 

is considered not only as a social and political dynamic (Twine & Gallagher, 2008), but 

also as a phenomenological and bodily experience (Ahmed, 2007).  Whiteness is 

dominant in the discourse of the ideal ballet dancer’s body as is whiteness a dominant 

discourse in the analysis of the Dance Gazette. Whiteness, Ahmed (2007) argues, “is an 

orientation that puts certain things within reach…. [including] styles, capacities, 

aspirations, techniques, [and] habits” (p. 154). Ahmed reminds, “Bodies remember such 

histories, even when we forget them” (p. 154).  

This dissertation research provokes a timely consideration of what it would be for 

education to take seriously the embodied subjectivity of teachers. The fallacy of the 

present but irrelevant body and the marginalization – despite the political power - of the 

body as an epistemological site in education generally is troubling particularly in light of 

renewed calls for equity in education for First Nations and Métis students in 

Saskatchewan (Merasty, Bouvier & Hoium, 2013) and the emerging need for equity in 

education due to dramatic increases in immigration to Saskatchewan (Chabun, 2013ab). 
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Teacher education programs including arts education and dance education 

programs in Saskatchewan currently enroll a majority of white settler9 female students 

(University of Regina, 2013) some of whom have trained in western theatrical dance 

styles including Royal Academy of Dance ballet. Several scholars have emphasized the 

need for teacher education programs in Canada and Saskatchewan to address colonial 

history including student identity as settler colonizers (Schick, 2000, 2002, 2010; Schick 

and St. Denis, 2005; St. Denis, 2007; St. Denis & Schick, 2005; Tupper, 2011; Waldorf, 

2012). This dissertation research suggests to me that teacher education programs 

including dance education programs consider the ways in which students’ embodied 

histories and phenomenologically-informed knowledges and attendant assumptions may 

be complicit in reproducing this settler colonial history. While programs may broadly 

support inclusive and socially just approaches, further research might consider the ways 

in which program curriculum and design can support students to interrupt and to disrupt 

aesthetic and kinaesthetic values shaped both in and by phenomenological experience.  

2. Student Perspectives 
 

The research methodology which has shaped this dissertation project reveals the 

political dynamics inherent to pedagogy that have the potential to shape student 

experience, including to marginalize, alienate, and oppress the embodied but historically, 

culturally, and institutionally situated “truths” of students’ experiences. Future research 

should consider involving students in an inquiry with teachers to identify the ways in 

9 Razack (2002) defines a white settler society as “one established by Europeans on non-European soil. Its 

origins lie in the dispossession and near extermination of Indigenous populations by the conquering 

Europeans. As it evolves, a white settler society continues to be structured by a racial hierarchy” (p. 1).  
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which embodied values emerge in the pedagogical relationship and are experienced by 

students. Earlier inquiries (Ritenburg, 2001, 2006) indicate the importance of considering 

pedagogical relationships as complex and multi-dimensional. 

3. Arts-based Research  
 

Arts-based research methods and methodologies also must be understood as 

networked with privileged knowledge and constructed norms. Barrett (2007) writes, “The 

materials and methods used by the artist are not innocent – they are encoded with 

historical knowledge and conventions and are therefore inextricably bound to conceptual 

and theoretical frameworks” (p. 191). Arts-based research methods and methodologies 

such as those utilized in this research need to be questioned for the underlying 

assumptions and meanings attached to the conceptual and theoretical frameworks 

informing their processes. They also must be analyzed for ways in which they may be 

complicit in ongoing colonialism. New methods and methodologies must be developed to 

inform and to support inclusive and socially just teacher education programs, curricula, 

and pedagogies. Institutional and individual approaches must be considered that permit 

and encourage researchers to enter into ethical spaces of deep, sustained engagement 

such as suggested by Ermine (2007). Such methods and methodologies will be well-

informed by both decolonizing and Indigenous approaches (Denzin, Lincoln, & Smith, 

2008; Kovach, 2009; Smith, 2012) with the understanding that, similar to education 

(Apple, 1990), all inquiry is political (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008a, p. 2).  

4. Ongoing Self Study 
 

It takes courage, as Greene (1995) suggests, “to experience breaks with what has 

been established in our own lives” (p. 109). It requires that we be prepared to identify and 
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to disrupt spaces of comfort and to identify those spaces we desire to belong. The critical 

link is that teachers have been subjected to, and their bodied subjectivity has been 

constituted by, the disciplinary strategies that they themselves will impose as teachers. 

This discipline includes the embodied aesthetic and kinaesthetic values that ballet 

teachers are required to experience and to embody as a student in order to become a 

teacher.  

The self-reflection and reflexive practice is not a one-time occurrence but rather is 

an ongoing aspect of a teacher’s pedagogy. As discussed earlier, hermeneutic 

phenomenology and qualitative research in general calls for the researcher to consider her 

own experience and the ways in which experience relates to the issues being researched 

(Glesne, 1999; Laverty, 2003). This dissertation research encourages me to explore more 

fully my bodied experience with RAD ballet as both a student and as a teacher. 

Performative autoethnography (Spry, 2011, 2013) is a research methodology conducive 

to bringing together phenomenologically informed exploration with the poststructural 

context and would be helpful in such an exploration. It is used as a method “to activate 

our awareness of the body’s involvement with a relationship to others in culture … 

ultimately [offering] a deep and intimate understanding of self/other/culture” (Spry, 2013, 

para. 1). A methodology that may be used by dancers and non-dancers, it may also 

inform teacher education curricula including dance teacher education curricula. 

5. Centring the Body in Research 
 

Research methodologies that centre the body including in the activities of 

knowledge creation and knowledge translation such as encountered with the 

phenomenological script in this research could further enhance and inform the 
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relationships research has with the body. The phenomenological script in chapter 4 might 

be developed for public performance. While it could be approached as dissemination or 

knowledge transfer, it could also be developed to elicit audience interaction (i.e. 

animation) thereby extending the creation of knowledge with the audience.   

6. Beyond Ballet 
 

Finally, while this dissertation research project has had classical ballet as its dance 

focus, the methodology utilized would contribute to the study of embodied values present 

in theatrical dance styles in addition to ballet such as jazz, tap, and musical theatre; 

dances that reflect a particular time period such as social dances; dances that reflect a 

particular country or ethnicity; along with both western and non-western dance forms as 

institutionalized through organizations such as the Imperial Society of Teachers of 

Dancing (ISTD), the Canadian Dance Teachers’ Association (CDTA), Association of 

Dance Arts for Professional Teachers (ADAPT), International Dance Organization 

(IDO); entities such as So You Think You Can Dance (SYTYCD); and movies and 

television series prevalent in popular culture.  

What Has Been Learned From This Study? 

Through the exploration of the dance teachers’ lived experiences of their bodies, I 

have gained insight into dance teachers embodied and kinaesthetic values relative to 

classical ballet. I considered the teachers’ historical constitution through their student 

training experiences. Through the poststructural inquiry, I gained insight into the cultural 

and institutional world of RAD ballet, the dominant discourses constituting the teachers’ 

lived experiences, and how these discourses are constituted in the teachers’ experiences 

of their bodies. Through this I have come to understand that embodied experiences of 
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aesthetic values normalized in classical ballet are socially constructed and implicated 

historically, culturally, and institutionally. I have seen how three teachers take up and 

resist discourses in varying ways. By bringing together these two theoretically separated 

experiences, I am able to see how inseparable they are. In making the teachers’ embodied 

experience the focus of this research within a historical, cultural, and institutional 

context, I gain valuable insights into the dynamics involved in the creation and 

simultaneous emergence of embodied values.   
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Book Title Poetry Citations 

knowing bodies, moving minds (Bresler, 2004) 

the teacher’s body (Freedman & Stoddard Holmes, 2003) 

unfolding bodymind (Hocking, Haskell, & Linds, 2001) 

body knowledge (Springgay, 2008) 

body thoughts (Strathern, 1996) 

body movements (Shapiro & Shapiro, 2002) 

bodies that matter (Butler, 1993) 

women’s bodies (Arthurs & Grimshaw, 1998) 

imagining bodies (Steeves, 2004) 

beyond the body proper (Lock and Farquhar, 2007) 

giving the body its due (Sheets-Johnstone, 1992) 

bodies of meaning (McNally, 2001) 

the cultural body (Springgay & Freedman, 2007) 

black body (Mohanram, 1999) 

the male body (Bordo, 1999b) 

the body in pain (Scarry, 1985) 

the body in parts (Hillman & Mazzio, 1997) 

the desirable body (Stratton, 2001) 

the clever body (Csepregi, 2006) 

volatile bodies (Grosz, 1994) 

deviant bodies (Terry & Urla, 1995) 

dance and the lived body (Fraleigh, 1987) 
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the body aesthetic (Siebers, 2000) 

body consciousness (Shustermann, 2008) 

belief, bodies, and being (Orr, McAllister, Kahl, and Earle, 2006) 

gender/body/knowledge (Jaggar & Bordo, 1989) 

the body in the text (Cranny-Francis, 1995) 

embodying gender (Howson, 2005) 

on female body experience (Young, 2005) 

feminist theory and the body (Price & Shildrick, 1999) 

feminism and the female body (Castelnuovo & Guthrie, 1998) 

the politics of women’s bodies (Weitz, 1998) 

the body in late medieval and early modern culture (Grantley & Taunton, 2000) 

religious reflections on the body (Law, 1995) 

sociology of the body (Cregan, 2006) 

perspectives on embodiment (Weiss & Haber, 1999) 

embodying sociology (Shilling, 2007) 

bodies: exploring fluid boundaries (Longhurst, 2001) 

Antarctica body (Darroch-Lozowski, 1990) 

embodiment and experience (Csordas, 1994) 

body, spirit and democracy (Johnson, 1994) 

the body in the mind  (Johnson, 1987) 

philosophy in the flesh  (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999) 
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PowerPoint Slides Citations 

Slide 1  page 163 Costas, 2003, p. 75 

Slide 5  page 167 Lee, 1999, p. 209 

    “Heather Ogden,” 2009 

    www.cartoonstock.com (licensed use) 

Slide 7  page 169 Costas, 2003, p. 58 

Slide 8  page 170  top left photo: Costas, 2003, p. 165 

    Top right photo: Costas, 2003, p. 61 

    Bottom left photo: Costas, 2003, p. 164 

    Bottom right photo: Costas, 2003, p. 52 

Slide 10 page 172 Shape magazine: Harris (1999); Brody (1999) 

Slide 11 page 173 Feldman (1999) 

    Bussell (2000) 

    Bray-Moffatt (2003) 

    Bowes (1999) 

Slide 12 page 174 Bray-Moffatt, 2003, p. 12 

Slide 13 page 175 Bowes, 1999, p. 100 

Slide 14 page 176 www.cartoonstock.com (licensed use) 

Slide 15 page 177 www.cartoonstock.com (licensed use) 

Slide 16 page 178 Costas, 2003, p. 75 
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Photograph Darcy Bussell  

President, Royal Academy of Dance 

(see dissertation page 185) 
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Dance Gazette  covers 

(see dissertation pages 187-188) 
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Ethical clearance 
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Interview Guide 

The first individual interviews were guided by the following questions: 

1. Did you have an opportunity to think about your ballet training before our 

meeting today?  

2. What do you remember about your earliest dance studio? 

3. Do you remember a time when you were aware of the mirror? 

4. Do you remember being aware of your body as a dancer? 

5. How do you think other dancers / your dance teacher saw your body? 

6. Are there any other times as a dance student that you recall being aware of 

your body? 

The second individual interviews were guided by the following questions: 

1. Where do you teach dance? How did you come to teach there? 

2. What classes do you teach? Can you tell me about your students? 

3. What do you wear when you are teaching? 

4. In what ways are you aware of your body as a dance teacher? Are there any other 

times as a dance teacher that you recall being aware of your body? 

5. Would you say that your body has a role in your teaching? What role has it? 

The following prompts and probes were used in both individual interviews: 

1. Can you tell me more about that? 

2. What happened? 

3. How did it feel? 

4. How did you respond? 

5. What did you experience? 
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Cartoon license for use 

 (see dissertation pp. 167, 176, 177) 
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